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Executive Summary
Lee County (LC) is conducting a Project Development and Environment (PD&E) study to evaluate
the proposed replacement of the Big Carlos Pass Bridge, which carries CR 865 (Estero Boulevard)
over Big Carlos Pass. The purpose of this PD&E study is to evaluate engineering and
environmental data, and document information that will aid LC, and the Florida Department of
Transportation (FDOT) Office of Environmental Management (OEM) in determining anticipated
environmental impacts associated with the proposed project. This study was conducted in order to
meet the requirements of the FDOT, the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and other
related federal and state laws, rules, and regulations.
This Natural Resources Evaluation (NRE) is being prepared as part of this PD&E study. This
report reviews the possible impacts to wetland systems, federal and state protected species, and
essential fish habitat. The identification of measures to avoid, minimize and mitigate for any
potential impacts is also discussed. One alignment alternative, the preferred alignment, was
assessed. A summary of the analysis of potential project impacts for the proposed bridge
replacement is presented below.
Protected Species
The project area was evaluated for potential occurrences of federal and state listed protected plant
and animal species in accordance with Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act of 1973, as
amended, and Chapters 5B-40 and 68A-27 of the Florida Administrative Code (F.A.C.). The
evaluation included coordination with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), the National
Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS), the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
(FWC), and the Florida Natural Areas Inventory (FNAI). The evaluation also included literature
and database reviews, and field assessments of the project area to identify the potential occurrence
of protected species and/or presence of federally designated critical habitat. Project biologists
conducted field evaluations of the project area and adjacent habitats in April and June 2017,
October 2018, and May, June, and July 2019.
Based on the evaluation of collected data and field reviews, the federal and state listed species
discussed in Table ES-1 and ES-2 were observed or were determined to have the potential to occur
within or adjacent to the project area. An effect determination was made for each of these species
based on an analysis of the potential impacts of the proposed project on each species. In addition
to the federal and state listed species identified, other protected species including the bald eagle,
osprey, and Florida black bear have the potential to occur within the project study area. It was
determined that there was “no adverse effect anticipated” for these other protected species.
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Table ES-1 Federal Listed Species Effect Determinations
Project Impact Determination
"No effect"

"May affect, but is not likely to
adversely affect"

Federal Listed Species
Florida Panther (Puma concolor coryi)
Florida Scrub-Jay (Aphelocoma coerulescens)
Aboriginal Prickly Apple (Harrisia aboriginum)
Gulf Sturgeon (Acipenser oxyrinchus desotoi)
Smalltooth Sawfish (Pristis pectinata)
Loggerhead Sea Turtle (Caretta caretta)
Green Sea Turtle (Chelonia mydas)
Leatherback Sea Turtle (Dermochelys coriacea)
Hawksbill Sea Turtle (Eretmochelys imbricata)
Kemp's Ridley Sea Turtle (Lepidochelys kempii)
American Crocodile (Crocodylus acutus)
Eastern Indigo Snake (Drymarchon couperi)
Piping Plover (Charadrius melodus)
Wood Stork (Mycteria americana)
Florida Bonneted Bat (Eumops floridanus)
West Indian Manatee (Trichechus manatus)

Table ES-2 State Listed Species Effect Determinations
Project Impact Determination

"No effect anticipated"

"No adverse effect anticipated"

State Listed Species
Iguana Hackberry (Celtis iguanea)
Spiny Hackberry (Celtis pallida)
Sand-Dune Spurge (Chamaesyce cumulicola)
Ghost Orchid (Dendrophylax lindenii)
Tampa Mock Vervain (Gladularia tampensis)
Hand Fern (Ophioglossum palmatum)
Golden Leather Fern (Acrostichum aureum)
Sanibel Island Lovegrass (Eragrostis pectinacea)
Snowy Plover (Charadrius nivosus)
Little Blue Heron (Egretta caerulea)
Tricolored Heron (Egretta tricolor)
Roseate Spoonbill (Platalea ajaja)
American Oystercatcher (Haematopus palliatus)
Black Skimmer (Rynchops niger)
Least Tern (Sternula antillarum)
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Wetland Evaluation
For the purposes of this document, wetlands are defined as per 62-340 Florida Administrative
Code, Section 373.019 (27) Florida Statutes (F.S.), and Corps of Engineers Wetland Delineation
Manual (USACE 1987) with Regional Supplement to the Corps of Engineers Wetlands
Delineation Manual: Atlantic and Gulf Coastal Plain Region (USACE 2010). Surface waters are
defined as open water bodies or man-made, upland-cut water courses with a defined channel and
bank structure.
Direct impacts resulting from the preferred alternative totaled 1.79 acres and include 1.64 acres of
wetlands and 0.15 acres of surface waters. Although unavoidable wetland impacts will occur as a
result of the preferred alternative, these wetlands are located within the existing road right-of-way
and have been previously disturbed by roadway construction, residential development,
maintenance activities, altered hydrology and the introduction of invasive species. Wetlands to be
impacted by the proposed project include mangrove swamps and vegetated non-forested wetlands.
Surface waters impacted consist of the Big Carlos Pass. Maps of soils, land use, and individual
wetland, surface waters, and other surface waters are provided in the appendices.
The Uniform Mitigation Assessment Methodology (UMAM) analysis was performed on proposed
wetland and surface water impact areas. Based on this analysis, construction of the preferred
alternative results in a loss of 1.16 functional units. Wetland impacts which will result from the
construction of this project will be mitigated pursuant to Section 373.4137, F.S., to satisfy all
mitigation requirements of Part IV of Chapter 373, F.S., and 33 United States Code (U.S.C) §1344.
Compensatory mitigation for this project will be completed through mitigation banks and other
mitigation options that satisfy state and federal requirements.
Final determination of wetland jurisdictional boundaries and mitigation requirements will be
coordinated between LC and permitting agencies during the final design phase of the project. The
results of this PD&E study indicate there are no practicable alternatives to the proposed impacts
due to the need to replace the functionally obsolete bridge. Furthermore, all wetland impacts will
be avoided and minimized to the greatest extent practicable and have been limited to those areas
of previous disturbance, which are required to meet minimum safety requirements.
Essential Fish Habitat
The proposed project is within the Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council’s (GMFMC) area
of jurisdiction. Essential fish habitat (EFH) within the project area includes the Big Carlos Pass
and the estuarine habitats adjacent to the project study area. There is no seagrass or shellfish habitat
identified in the project study area, and no coral was identified on the existing bridge pilings during
the estuarine resource survey. Based on the Efficient Transportation Decision Making process
(ETDM) (#14301) the project is anticipated to have a “more than minimal but less than
substantial” potential to adversely affect EFH. However, due to the nature of the project, no
populations of any of the GMFMC managed species, including the coral complex and the highly
migratory species, are expected to be adversely impacted by the proposed project.
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Section 1.0 Project Overview
1.1

Project Description

Lee County (LC) is conducting a Project Development and Environment (PD&E) study to evaluate
the proposed replacement of the Big Carlos Pass Bridge, which carries CR 865 (Estero Boulevard)
over Big Carlos Pass, as depicted in Figure 1-1. The project is located in Sections 2, 3, 10, & 11
of Township 47 South and Range 24 East in Lee County. The purpose of this PD&E study is to
evaluate engineering and environmental data, and document information that will aid LC, and the
Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) Office of Environmental Management (OEM) in
determining anticipated environmental impacts associated with the proposed project. This study is
being conducted in order to meet the requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) and other related federal and state laws, rules, and regulations.
The proposed project involves the replacement of the Big Carlos Pass Bridge, the only direct route
between Lover’s Key (east) and Estero Island (west). The existing bridge (Bridge No. 120028) has
been deemed functionally obsolete and has exceeded it’s 50-year service life. This bridge
replacement project proposes the construction of a new bridge built to modern transportation and
structural standards, improving the safety and reliability for users of this facility. Based on the
ETDM screening, one alternative aligned to the south of the existing bridge was carried forward
as the preferred alternative for a detailed analysis. This alternative was identified as having the
least amount of impact to Outstanding Florida Waters (OFWs) and Estero Bay Aquatic Preserve.
The existing bridge is a low-level, steel bascule bridge constructed in 1965. It has a total width
of 37’-9” and carries two lanes of traffic on 26’-0” of clear roadway width. It also carries 3’-0”
wide sidewalks exterior to the clear roadway width in each direction. A section of the existing
bridge will be demolished to accommodate the phased construction of the proposed bridge. The
traffic lanes and sidewalk will be shifted to the proposed bridge prior to completing the necessary
demolition to finish construction.
The proposed, fixed, high-level bridge will be constructed to the south (Gulf of Mexico side) of
the existing bridge with a minimum vertical clearance of 60’-0” at the channel. Horizontally, the
clearance at the channel is designed for a minimum width of 100’-0”. The new bridge width is
proposed to be 61’-8” with two 12’-0” lanes, two 7’-0” bicycle lanes, a 10’-0” shared use path,
and a 6’-0” sidewalk (see proposed typical section, Figure 1-2). The increased widths improve the
safety and functionality of the bridge while updating the barriers to the most recent crash-tested
standards. A total bridge length of 2,266’-0” is proposed for the new Big Carlos Pass bridge. The
navigable channel is proposed to shift 303’ eastward (see proposed new profile, Figure 1-3).
The purpose of the proposed project is to replace the deteriorating Big Carlos Pass bridge which
currently carries traffic in both the eastbound and westbound directions and to increase vehicular
and pedestrian safety while utilizing the bridge. The proposed project is needed because the current
bridge is at the end of its design life and is functionally obsolete. The bridge location is within Lee
County’s Hurricane Evacuation Zone A and critical to the hurricane evacuation network.
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The purpose of this report is to document the potential impacts of the preferred alternative on
protected species (Section 2.0), wetlands (Section 3.0), and essential fish habitat (Section 4.0).

1.2

Existing Conditions

Construction is limited to the existing right-of-way (ROW). As a result, for this report, the study
area is defined as the existing Estero Blvd ROW, from Estrellita Dr. to just south of the Lovers
Key State Park entrance, a distance of approximately one (1) mile. In order to assess the
approximate locations and boundaries of existing wetland and upland communities within the
project area, a desktop analysis was conducted, and the following site-specific data were collected
and reviewed:
•

Aerial photographs, (scale 1”=200’) ESRI 2019;

•

U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA), Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS),
Soil Survey of Lee County, Florida, (NRCS 1984);

•

Florida Association of Environmental Soil Scientists, Hydric Soils of Florida Handbook,
4th ed., (Hurt et. al. 2007);

•

Natural Resources Conservation Service Web Soil Survey, United States Department of
Agriculture, (May 2019);

•

Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT), Florida Land Use Cover, and Forms
Classification System (FLUCFCS), 3rd ed., January 1999;

•

South Florida Water Management District (SFWMD), Florida Land Use, Cover and Forms
Classification System GIS Database, (SFWMD 2009);

•

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), National Wetlands Inventory (NWI), Wetlands
Online Mapper (January 2018); and

•

USFWS, Classification of Wetlands and Deepwater Habitats of the United States
(Cowardin et. al. 1979)

In addition to the desktop analysis, biologists familiar with Florida’s natural communities
conducted field reviews of the study area in April and June 2017, October 2018, and May, June
and July 2019. Field reviews consisted of pedestrian transects throughout all habitat types found
within the study area. The purpose of the reviews was to verify and/or refine preliminary habitat
boundaries and classification codes established during the desktop analysis. Attention was given
to identifying plant species and composition for each community. Exotic plant infestations and
other disturbances such a soil subsidence, clearing, canals, power lines, etc., were noted. Attention
was also given to identifying wildlife and signs of wildlife usage in each wetland and adjacent
upland habitats within the study area. Section 2.0 of this report evaluates the proposed project’s
impacts to protected species in the project study area.
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Figure 1-1 Project Location Map
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Figure 1-2 Proposed Bridge Typical Section

Figure 1-3 Proposed Bridge Profile
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Based on site-specific data searches and field evaluations, a total of five (5) soil types and three
(3) upland and six (6) wetland and surface water habitat types were identified in the project study
area. The following subsections describe the soils, upland and wetland community types, and
individual wetlands and surface waters that occur within the project study area.

1.2.1 Soils
Based on the Soil Survey of Lee County, Florida (NRCS 1984) the study area is comprised of five
(5) soil types. Appendix A provides aerial maps depicting the boundaries of each soil type within
the project study area. According to the NRCS web soil survey (2019), one (1) of the soil types
reported within the study area is classified as hydric and four (4) are listed as non-hydric. All four
(4) non-hydric soils are reported as having possible hydric soil inclusions. Mapped hydric soils
comprise 0.18 acres (0.63%) and non-hydric soils cover 14.05 acres (49.25%) of the project study
area. The remaining area is covered by waters of the Gulf of Mexico, 14.30 acres (50.12%).
Table 1-1 lists the soils types reported within the project study area, their corresponding NRCS
reference numbers as reported in the Lee County survey (NRCS 1984), their hydric classification,
and the approximate acreage and percentage.
Table 1-1 Soil Types and Coverages within the Project Study Area
Soil Type

Hydric Y/N

2: Canaveral Fine Sand, 0 to 2% slopes*
N
4: Canaveral Fine Sand, Urban Land
N
Complex, 0 to 2% slopes*
24: Kesson Fine Sand, Tidal, 0 to 1% slopes
Y
48: St. Augustine Sand, 0 to 2% slopes*
N
100: Waters of the Gulf
N/A
135: St. Augustine Sand, Urban Land
N
Complex, 0 to 2% slopes*
Total Hydric Soils
Total Non-Hydric Soils
Total Water
Total

Area within the
Project Study Area
(acres)
0.01

Percent of
Project Study
Area
0.03%

2.11

7.40%

0.18
0.32
14.30

0.63%
1.12%
50.12%

11.61

40.70%

0.18
14.05
14.30
28.53

0.63%
49.25%
50.12%
100%

* May have hydric soil inclusions

1.2.2 Land Use
A total of three (3) upland, four (4) wetland, one (1) other surface water, and one (1) surface water
habitat types were found within the project study area. Aerial maps depicting existing land uses
and habitats within the project study area are provided in Appendix B. Each habitat type within
the project study area was classified using the Florida Land Use Classification and Forms Cover
System (FLUCFCS) (FDOT 1999) and the USFWS Classification of Wetlands and Deepwater
Habitats of the United States (Cowardin et al. 1979), if applicable. Table 1-2 provides land use
and habitat types, their FLUCFCS classifications, and their total acreage and percent coverage
within the project study area.
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Upland communities comprise 10.28 acres (36.03%) of the project study area and include
transportation, zoos and parks, and swimming beaches. Wetland and surface water communities
comprise 18.25 acres (63.97%) of the project study area and include streams and waterways,
shorelines, embayments opening directly to the Gulf or ocean, mangrove swamps, vegetated nonforested wetlands, and exotic dominated wetland hardwoods.

1.2.3 Wetland and Surface Waters
During field reviews of the project study area, biologists delineated the approximate boundaries of
existing wetland and surface water communities on 1”= 200’ true-color aerial photographs. Each
wetland and surface water habitat within the project study area was classified using FLUCFCS
(FDOT 1999) and the USFWS Classification of Wetlands and Deepwater Habitats of the United
States (Cowardin et al. 1979). Approximate wetland boundaries were identified in accordance with
the State of Florida Wetlands Delineation Manual (Chapter 62-340 F.A.C.), the USACE Corps of
Engineers Wetland Delineation Manual (USACE 1987), the 2010 Regional Supplement to the
Corps of Engineers Wetland Delineation Manual: Atlantic and Gulf Coast Plain Region (USACE
2010), EO 11990, and Part 2, Chapter 9 - Wetlands and Other Surface Waters of the FDOT PD&E
Manual (FDOT 2019).
Table 1-2 Existing Land Uses within the Project Study Area
FLUCFCS
Classification

FLUCFCS Description

USFWS
Classification

181
185
810

Swimming Beach
Parks and Zoos
Transportation

510

Streams and Waterways
Embayments opening directly
E1UBL
to the Gulf or ocean
Mangrove Swamp
E1FO3N
Exotic Hardwood Wetland
PFO1C
Vegetated Non-Forested
PEM1C
Wetland
Shorelines
E2US2N
Total Wetlands and Surface Waters
Total

541
612
619
640
652

N/A
N/A
N/A
Total Uplands
PSS1H

Acreage within
the Project
Study Area
0.65
0.94
8.69
10.28
<0.01

Percent of
Project
Study Area
2.28%
3.29%
30.46
36.03%
<0.01%

13.15

46.10%

2.72
0.22

9.53%
0.77%

1.59

5.57%

0.57
18.25
28.53

2.00%
63.97%
100%

Based on collected field data and in-house reviews, a total of eight (8) wetland and surface water
habitats, including four (4) wetlands, three (3) surface water, and one (1) other surface water were
identified within the project study area. Table 1-3 provides each wetland identified in the project
study area, their acreages, and corresponding habitat classifications. Wetland, surface water, and
other surface water habitats observed included embayments opening directly to the Gulf or ocean,
streams and waterways, shorelines, mangrove swamps, vegetated non-forested wetlands and
exotic wetland hardwoods.
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Appendix C provides descriptions of all identified wetland and surface water habitats and aerial
maps of the location of these systems within the project study area. The surface water and its
associated wetlands north of the existing bridge are designated as an Outstanding Florida Water
(OFW) and as Estero Bay Aquatic Preserve. The surface water to the south of the bridge does not
carry these designations. All surface waters and associated wetlands in the project study area are
classified as Class II waters for shellfish harvesting. An SSL title request will be required for the
dredging of the channel and a new easement may be needed. Representative photographs of each
habitat are provided in Appendix D. Section 3.0 of this report evaluates the proposed project’s
impacts to existing wetland and surface waters in the project study area.
Table 1-3 Wetlands, Surface Waters, and Other Surface Waters within
the Project Study Area
Wetland
ID

FLUCFCS
Code

WL 1

612

WL 2

612/640

WL 3

640

WL 4

619

FLUCFCS Description
Mangrove Swamp
Mangrove Swamp / Vegetated
Non-Forested Wetland
Vegetated Non-Forested
Wetland
Exotic Hardwood Wetland

SW 1

652

Shorelines

SW 1a

652

Shorelines

SW 1b

541

OSW 1

510

USFWS
Classification
E2FO3N
E2FO3N /
PEM1C

Acreage within
the Project Study
Area
1.58
2.17

PEM1C

0.56

PFO3C
Wetlands Total
E2US2N
E2FO3N /
E2US2N

0.22

Embayments opening directly
E1UB2
to the Gulf/ocean
Streams and Waterways
PSS1F
Surface Water Total
Total

4.53
0.28
0.29
13.15
<0.01

13.72
18.25

E1UB2: Estuarine, Subtidal, Unconsolidated Bottom, Sand
E2FO3N: Estuarine, Intertidal, Forested, Broad-Leaved Evergreen, Regularly Flooded
E2US2N: Estuarine, Intertidal, Unconsolidated Shore, Sand, Regularly Flooded
PEM1C: Palustrine, Emergent, Persistent, Seasonally Flooded
PFO3C: Palustrine, Forested, Broad-Leaved Evergreen, Seasonally Flooded
PSS1F: Palustrine, Scrub-Shrub, Broad-Leaved Deciduous, Semi-permanently Flooded
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Section 2.0 Protected Species
2.1

Introduction

Listed species are afforded special protective status by federal and state agencies. This special
protection is federally administered by the United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), and
the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) pursuant to the Endangered Species Act of 1973
(as amended). The USFWS administers the federal list of animal species (50 CFR 17) and plant
species (50 CFR 23). Federal protection of marine species is the responsibility of the NOAANMFS.
Administered by the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (FWC), the State of
Florida affords special protection to animal species designated as state-designated threatened or
state species of special concern, pursuant to Chapter 68A-27, F.A.C. The state of Florida also
protects and regulates plant species designated as endangered, threatened or commercially
exploited as identified on the Regulated Plant Index (5B-40.0055, F.A.C.), which is administered
by the Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services (FDACS), Division of Plant
Industry, pursuant to Chapter 5B-40, F.A.C.
The following sections describe the methodology used to assess the potential for occurrence of
protected species and to identify the effects that implementation of the preferred alignment may
have on protected species.

2.2

Methodology

In order to determine federal- and state-listed protected plant and animal species that have potential
to occur within and adjacent to the project study area, available site-specific data was collected
and evaluated.
Literature reviewed and databases searched as part of this evaluation included:
•

True color aerial imagery of the assessment area, (1” = 200’), ESRI 2019;

•

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), Natural Resource Conservation Service
(NRCS), Soil Survey of Lee County, Florida, 1984;

•

Florida Association of Environmental Soil Scientists, Hydric Soils of Florida Handbook,
4th ed., (Hurt et. al. 2007);

•

Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT), Florida Land Use Cover, and Forms
Classification System (FLUCFCS), 3rd ed., January 1999;

•

Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (FWC), Imperiled Species
Management Plan, January 2016;

•

FWC, Eagle Nest Locator Website (https://public.myfwc.com/FWRI/EagleNests
/nestlocator.aspx), August 2019;
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•

FWC, Fish and Wildlife Research Institute. Wading Bird Colonies Florida database
(http://geodata.myfwc.com/ datasets/wading-bird-rookeries-1999); August 2019;

•

Florida Natural Areas Inventory (FNAI) Biodiversity
(http://www.fnai.org/biointro.cfm), August 2019;

•

FDACS, Notes on Florida’s Endangered and Threatened Plants: Botany Contribution No.
38, 5th edition, (2010), website: (http://freshfromflorida.s3.amazonaws.com/flendangered-plants.pdf), August 2019.

•

South Florida Water Management District (SFWMD), FLUCFCS, 2009;

•

United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), Critical Habitat Portal website
(https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/report/table/critical-habitat.html), August 2019;

•

USFWS, National Wetlands Inventory (NWI), Wetlands
(https://www.fws.gov/wetlands/data/mapper.html), August 2019;

•

USFWS,
Endangered
and
Threatened
Wildlife
and
Plants
database,
(https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp0/reports/species-listed-by-state-report?state=FL&status
=listed); August 2019.

•

USFWS, Classification of Wetlands and Deepwater Habitats of the United States
(Cowardin et. al. 1979);

•

USFWS, Information for Planning
(https://ecos.fws.gov/ipac/location/index);

•

USFWS, Wood Stork database (https://www.fws.gov/northflorida/woodstorks/woodstorks.htm), August 2019.

and

Matrix

Consultation

Map

online

(IPaC)

Server

Mapper,

Mapper

Biologists familiar with Florida natural communities conducted on-site field reviews of the project
study area and adjacent habitats in April and June 2017, October 2018, and May, June, and July
2019. The project study area is defined as existing Estero Blvd ROW, as described in Section 1.0.
Surveys conducted as part of this evaluation included:
•

General field reviews in each upland, wetland, and surface water habitat within the project
study area.

•

An estuarine resource survey on existing bridge structures.

•

A seagrass survey in the proposed new alignment and channel.

The purpose of the reviews and surveys were to verify and/or refine preliminary habitat boundaries
and classification codes established through in-office literature reviews and aerial photo
interpretation. During field investigations, each upland and wetland community within the project
study area was visually inspected. Attention was given to identifying dominant plant species
composition for each community. Additional attention was given to identifying wildlife and signs
of wildlife usage in each wetland and upland community, and aquatic fauna and/or aquatic fauna
utilization in the Big Carlos Pass within the project study area. The FNAI was contacted for
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documented occurrences of listed species within one (1) mile of the project study area (Appendix
E).
Based on the evaluation of collected data, field reviews, the FNAI data report, and database
searches, the federal- and state-listed protected species discussed in Section 2.3 were considered
as having the potential to occur within or adjacent to the project study area. For a species to be
considered potentially present, the project study area must be within the species’ distribution range.
An effect determination was then made for each federal- and state-listed species based on an
analysis of the potential impacts of the preferred alternative on each species.

2.3

Results

Based on the information collected and field reviews, a list of protected species with the potential
to occur within the project study area was generated. This list includes a total of 34 federal- or
state-listed protected species that have the potential for occurrence within the project study area.
These protected species include nine (9) plants, two (2) fish, seven (7) reptiles, twelve (12) birds,
and four (4) mammals. Table 2-1 presents a list of protected species with the potential to occur
within the project study area, their federal or state protection status, preferred habitat, and a ranking
of potential occurrence. Locations of all listed species documented within one (1) mile of the
project study area as well as the locations of all protected species observed during field reviews
are also provided in Appendix F.
The potential for occurrence for each species was designated as Low, Moderate, or High based on
the type of habitat present within the project study area, its relative condition, and if the species
has been previously documented or was observed in the project study area. A Low rating indicates
that suitable habitat for that species was found within the project study area, but the species has
not been documented within one (1) mile of the project study area. A Moderate rating indicates
that suitable habitat exists and the species has been documented within one (1) mile of the project
study area. A High rating indicates that suitable habitat exists, and the species was observed during
field reviews.
Impacts to wildlife habitat as a result of converting uplands to wetlands have been reduced by
utilization of the direct runoff and compensatory treatment concepts for stormwater management.
While the proposed project has taken all practicable measures to avoid and minimize impacts to
potentially occurring protected species and their habitats, unavoidable impacts may occur as a
result of bridge construction. A determination of the anticipated project “effect” on protected
species was made based on their probability of occurrence within the project study area, the
proposed changes to their habitat quality, quantity and availability as a result of project
construction and how each species is expected to respond to anticipated habitat changes. Listed
below are the “effect” determinations for each species. The no build alternative would have “no
effect” on federal and state listed species.
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Table 2-1 Protected Species Potential for Occurrence
Species

Designated Status
Federal State FDACS

Flora
Golden Leather Fern
(Acrostichum aureum)
Iguana Hackberry
(Celtis iguanaea)
Spiny Hackberry
(Celtis pallida)
Sand-Dune Spurge
(Chamaesyce cumulicola)
Ghost Orchid
(Dendrophylax lindenii)
Sanibel Island Lovegrass
(Eragrostis pectinacea)
Tampa Mock Vervain
(Glandularia tampensis)
Aboriginal Prickly Apple
(Harrisia aboriginum)
Hand Fern
(Ophioglossum palmatum)
Fish
Gulf Sturgeon
(Acipenser oxyrinchus
desotoi)
Smalltooth Sawfish
(Pristis pectinata)

Habitat Preference
Mangrove swamps, saltwater marshes,
and some freshwater marshes
Dry or wet thickets of plains and hillsides
including shell mounds and middens in
upland coastal hammocks
Shell mounds and middens in tropical
coastal hammocks

Potential for
Occurrence

-

-

T

-

-

E

-

-

T

-

-

E

-

-

E

-

-

E

-

-

E

E

-

-

-

-

E

T

-

-

Estuarine or gulf waters during cooler
months of the year

Low

E

-

-

Shallow coastal, estuarine, and fresh
waters; often in brackish water near river
mouths and large embayments

Low

Coastal shrubs and stabilized dunes
Dense, wet subtropical to tropical forests
and hammocks
Drier, compact soils of disturbed beach
dunes, maritime hammocks, coastal
strands, coastal grasslands, oil fields,
clearings, and other disturbed sites
Sandy areas of live oak-cabbage palm
hammocks and pine-palmetto flatwoods
Coastal hammocks, shell mounds, and on
edges of mangrove zones
In "boots" or old leaf bases of cabbage
palms in maritime or wet hammocks

Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

Low

Low
Low
Low

Reptiles
Loggerhead Sea Turtle
(Caretta caretta)

T

-

-

Green Sea Turtle
(Chelonia mydas)

T

-

-

E

-

-

E

-

-

E

-

-

T

-

-

Leatherback Sea Turtle
(Dermochelys coriacea)
Hawksbill Sea Turtle
(Eretmochelys imbricata)
Kemp's Ridley Sea Turtle
(Lepidochelys kempii)
American Crocodile
(Crocodylus acutus)

Marine coastal and oceanic waters; nests
on coastal sand beaches, often near the
dune line, sufficiently high to avoid tidal
inundation
Estuarine and marine coastal and oceanic
waters; nests on coastal sand beaches,
often near dune line, sufficiently high to
avoid tidal inundation
Oceanic waters; nests on coastal sand
beaches
Oceanic waters; nests on coastal sand
beaches
Marine coastal waters, usually with sand
or mud bottoms; nests on sandy beaches
Brackish or saltwater areas including
ponds, coves, creeks, and mangrove
swamps
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Species

Designated Status
Federal State FDACS

Eastern Indigo Snake
(Drymarchon couperi)

T

-

-

Habitat Preference

Potential for
Occurrence

Can be found in a variety of habitats,
including pine flatwoods, scrubby
flatwoods, high pine, dry prairie, tropical
hardwood hammocks, edges of freshwater
marshes, agricultural fields, coastal dunes,
as well as human-altered habitats

Low

Birds

Florida Scrub-jay
(Aphelocoma
coerulescens)

T

-

-

Piping Plover
(Charadrius melodus)

T

-

-

Snowy Plover
(Charadrius nivosus)

-

T

-

Little Blue Heron
(Egretta caerulea)

-

T

-

Tricolored Heron
(Egretta tricolor)

-

T

-

American Oystercatcher
(Haematopus palliatus)

-

T

-

NL1

NL2

-

T

-

-

NL4

-

-

-

T

-

Bald Eagle
(Haliaeetus
leucocephalus)
Wood Stork
(Mycteria americana)
Osprey
(Pandion haliaetus)
Roseate Spoonbill
(Platalea ajaja)

Early successional stages of firedominated xeric oak communities located
on well-drained, sandy soils; preferred
habitat consists of scrub oaks between 3
and 10 feet tall, with open sand and
scattered clumps of herbaceous
vegetation.
Open sandy beaches, tidal mudflats, and
tidal sand flats along both coasts of
Florida
Barren to sparsely vegetated sand
beaches, dry salt flats in lagoons, dredge
spoils deposited on beach or dune habitat,
levees and flats at salt-evaporation ponds,
river bars, along alkaline or saline lakes,
reservoirs and ponds
Fresh and saltwater habitats such as fresh
and saltwater habitats such as freshwater
marshes, coastal beaches, mangrove
swamps, cypress swamps, hardwood
swamps, wet prairies, and bay swamps
Fresh and saltwater habitats such as fresh
and saltwater habitats such as freshwater
marshes, coastal beaches, mangrove
swamps, cypress swamps, hardwood
swamps, wet prairies, and bay swamps
Coastal habitats including sand or shell
beaches, dunes, salt marshes, marsh
islands, mudflats, and dredge spoil islands
made out of sand or gravel
Large open water bodies, saltwater
marshes, dry prairies, mixed pine,
hardwood forests, wet prairies, marshes,
pine flatwoods, and sandhills.
Fresh and saltwater habitats such as fresh
and saltwater marshes, tidal flats, wet
prairies, cypress swamps, and agricultural
environments.
Riparian habitat associated with coastal
areas, lake shorelines, and riverbanks
Fresh and saltwater habitats such as fresh
and saltwater habitats such as freshwater
marshes, coastal beaches, mangrove
swamps, cypress swamps, hardwood
swamps, wet prairies, and bay swamps
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Designated Status
Federal State FDACS

Species
Black Skimmer
(Rynchops niger)

-

T

-

Least Tern
(Sternula antillarum)

-

T

-

Florida Bonneted Bat
(Eumops floridanus)

E

-

-

Florida Panther
(Puma concolor coryi)

E

-

-

T

-

-

-

NL3

-

Habitat Preference
Sandy beaches, gravel or shell bars with
sparse vegetation, or on mats of sea wrack
in salt marshes
Sea coasts, beaches, bays, estuaries,
lagoons, lakes, and rivers and breed on
sandy or gravelly beaches and banks

Potential for
Occurrence
Moderate

Moderate

Mammals

West Indian Manatee
(Trichechus manatus)
Florida Black Bear
(Ursus americanus
floridanus)

Roosting and foraging habitat
requirements unknown; thought to forage
in open areas in forested communities
Extensive blocks of mostly forested
communities with large wetlands that are
generally inaccessible to humans
Coastal waters, bays, rivers, and
occasionally in lakes
Mixed hardwood pine, cabbage palm
hammock, upland oak scrub, and forested
wetlands, such as cypress and riverine.

Low

Low
Low
Moderate

Notes:
E = endangered, T = threatened, SSC = species of special concern, NL = not listed
1 While not listed under the ESA, the Bald Eagle is federally protected under the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act.
2 While not listed under Chapter 68A-27 FAC, the Bald Eagle is state protected under the FWC Bald Eagle Management Plan (2008).
3 The Florida black bear is no longer state-listed; however, this species is managed in Florida by the FWC’s Florida Black Bear
Conservation rule (68A-4.009, F.A.C.).
4 The Osprey is federally protected by the U.S. Migratory Bird Treaty Act (16 USC 703-702).

2.3.1 Federal Species
2.3.1.1

Plants

Aboriginal Prickly Apple (Harrisia aboriginum)
The aboriginal prickly apple is a cactus with slender, cylindrical arms and red, round fruits
resembling an apple with wooly spines. It is listed as endangered by the USFWS. This species is
a member of the cactus (Cactaceae) family and occurs in coastal hammocks, shell mounds, and
on edges of mangrove zones. The project study area contains available suitable habitat for the
aboriginal prickly apple around the edges of its mangrove swamps. According to FNAI data, the
aboriginal prickly apple has the potential to occur within Lee County; however, it has not been
documented within one (1) mile of the project area. Additionally, this species was not observed
during field reviews. Based on this information and the lack of documented observations, it has
been determined that the proposed project will have “may affect, but is not likely to adversely
affect” the aboriginal prickly apple.

2.3.1.2

Fish

Gulf Sturgeon (Acipenser oxyrinchus desotoi)
The gulf sturgeon is a large fish reaching seven (7) feet long with a v-shaped snout and prominent
bony scutes. This species is listed as threatened by the USFWS. This species spends its adult life
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in the open ocean returning to rivers to spawn. They are often found in estuarine or gulf waters
during cooler months of the year. According to FNAI data, the gulf sturgeon has the potential to
occur in Lee County; however, the project study area is not located within gulf sturgeon critical
habitat. Additionally, it has not been documented within one (1) mile of the project study area and
the species was not observed during field reviews. Based on this information and the lack of
documented occurrences, it has been determined that the proposed project “may affect, but is not
likely to adversely affect” the gulf sturgeon.
Smalltooth Sawfish (Pristis pectinata)
The smalltooth sawfish is a large, cartilaginous fish with a long, flattened, toothed rostrum that
extends outward from its flattened head resembling a saw. This species is listed as endangered by
the NMFS. While the project study area contains suitable habitat and lies within the USFWS
Smalltooth Sawfish Critical Habitat (Appendix F), FNAI data has not documented the smalltooth
sawfish within one (1) mile of the project study area. Additionally, this species was not observed
during field reviews. Although the project study area is located within NMFS Smalltooth Sawfish
Critical Habitat, critical habitat does not encompass the entire project study area. As such,
anticipated impacts to critical habitat resulting from the project build alignment will be
approximately 0.01 acres from the installation of bridge pilings. Temporary impacts to sawfish
critical habitat are limited to the water column and include reduced visibility impacts
associated with sedimentation from construction of the new bridge and removal of the existing
bridge structure. To minimize potential adverse impacts to the smalltooth sawfish, LC will
implement the NOAA-approved Sea Turtle and Smalltooth Sawfish Construction Conditions
(revised March 2006) during the construction of the preferred alternative (Appendix G). With the
implementation of these measures, it has been determined that the project “may affect, but is not
likely to adversely affect” the smalltooth sawfish.

2.3.1.3

Reptiles

Sea Turtles
Loggerhead Sea Turtle (Caretta caretta), Green Sea Turtle (Chelonia mydas), Leatherback
Sea Turtle (Dermochelys coriacea), Hawksbill Sea Turtle (Eretmochelys imbricata) and
Kemp’s Ridley Sea Turtle (Lepidochelys kempii)
The loggerhead sea turtle and green sea turtle are listed as threatened and the leatherback sea
turtle, hawksbill sea turtle, and Kemp’s Ridley sea turtle are listed as endangered by the
USFWS/NMFS. While each species is distinct, sea turtles are discussed collectively since they
occupy similar habitats and have similar nesting patterns. These sea turtles are all known to nest
on sandy beaches along the Florida coastline. They will also occasionally utilize the waters of bays
for swimming, nesting, and foraging habitat. Suitable nesting and foraging habitat are available
within the project study area along its sandy beaches (Appendix F). According to FNAI data, the
loggerhead sea turtle has been documented within one (1) mile of the project study area.
Additionally, documented strandings of the loggerhead sea turtle, green sea turtle, and Kemp’s
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Ridley sea turtle occur within one (1) mile of the project study area (Appendix F). However, no
sea turtles were observed during field reviews.
The primary concern for impacts to these species is the loss of nesting habitat (sandy beaches).
Nesting habitat for sea turtles is available within the project study area. To minimize potential
adverse impacts to the loggerhead sea turtle, green sea turtle, leatherback sea turtle, hawksbill sea
turtle and Kemp’s Ridley sea turtle, LC will implement the NOAA-approved Sea Turtle and
Smalltooth Sawfish Construction Conditions (revised March 2006) during the proposed
improvements (Appendix G). With the implementation of these measures, it has been determined
that the proposed project “may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect” the loggerhead sea
turtle, green sea turtle, hawksbill sea turtle, leatherback sea turtle, and Kemp’s Ridley sea turtle.
American Crocodile (Crocodylus acutus)
The American crocodile is a large, pointed-snout crocodilian listed as threatened by the USFWS.
American crocodiles utilize brackish or saltwater areas including ponds, coves, creeks, and
mangrove swamps. Due to the extensive canal systems of Florida, they can also occasionally be
found in freshwater systems. The project study area lies within the USFWS American Crocodile
Consultation Area (Appendix F). While suitable habitat is present within bays, estuary, and
mangrove areas throughout the project study area, FNAI data has not documented this species
within one (1) mile of the project study area. Additionally, the American crocodile was not
observed during field reviews. Based on this information and the lack of documented observations,
it has been determined that the proposed project “may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect”
the American crocodile.
Eastern Indigo Snake (Drymarchon couperi)
The Eastern indigo snake is a large, glossy black snake that is listed as threatened by the USFWS.
This species can be found in a variety of habitat types, including pine flatwoods, scrubby
flatwoods, high pine, dry prairie, tropical hardwood hammocks, edges of freshwater marshes,
agricultural fields, coastal dunes, as well as human-altered habitats. It may also utilize gopher
tortoise burrows for shelter to escape hot or cold ambient temperatures. According to FNAI data,
the Eastern indigo snake has the potential to occur within Lee County; however, there have been
no documented occurrences within one (1) mile of the project study area. To minimize potential
adverse impacts to the Eastern indigo snake, LC will implement the USFWS-approved Standard
Protection Measures for the Eastern Indigo Snake (updated August 2013) during construction of
the preferred alternative (Appendix H). Additionally, suitable habitat is minimal within the project
study area and xeric habitat will not be impacted by construction of the proposed project. The path
followed through the Eastern indigo snake key was A>B>C>D>NLAA (Appendix I). With the
implementation of these measures, it has been determined that the proposed project will have “may
affect, but is not likely to adversely affect” the Eastern indigo snake.
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2.3.1.4

Birds

Florida Scrub-Jay (Aphelocoma coerulescens)
The Florida scrub-jay is similar in size and shape to the common blue jay, with a pale blue crestless
head, nape, wings, and tail. It is listed as threatened by the USFWS. Optimal scrub-jay habitat
consists of low growing, scattered scrub species with patches of bare sandy soil such as those
found in sand pine scrub and scrubby flatwoods habitats that are occasionally burned. In areas
where these types of habitats are unavailable, Florida scrub-jays may be found in less optimal
habitats such as pine flatwoods with scattered oaks. Although the project study area is located
within the USFWS Florida Scrub-jay Consultation Area (Appendix F), suitable habitat for the
Florida scrub-jay does not exist within the project study area. Additionally, FNAI data has not
documented this species within one (1) mile of the project study area and it was not observed
during field reviews. Based on this information and the lack of suitable habitat, it has been
determined that the proposed project will have “no effect” on the Florida scrub-jay.
Piping Plover (Charadrius melodus)
The piping plover is a small, brown and white bird with a black bill, yellow legs, and pale
underparts. It is listed as threatened by the USFWS. This species inhabits open, sandy beaches,
tidal mudflats, and tidal sand flats along both coasts of Florida. The project study area falls within
the USFWS Piping Plover Consultation Area (Appendix F). The project study area contains
suitable nesting and foraging habitat within its sandy beaches. According to FNAI Florida
shorebirds data, the piping plover has been documented within one (1) mile of the project study
area. However, this species was not observed during field reviews. LC commits to conducting a
piping plover survey during the design phase and will reinitiate consultation if piping plovers are
observed in the project study area. With the implementation of these measures, it has been
determined that the proposed project “may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect” the piping
plover.
Wood Stork (Mycteria americana)
The wood stork is a large, white, wading bird that is listed as threatened by the USFWS. The
wood stork is an opportunistic feeder and utilizes various habitat types including estuarine and
freshwater systems such as marshes, swamps, lagoons, ponds, tidal creeks, flooded pastures, and
ditches. Water that is relatively calm, uncluttered by dense aquatic vegetation, and with a
permanent or seasonal water depth between two (2) and 15 inches is considered optimal foraging
habitat for this species. While suitable foraging and nesting habitat for the wood stork is present
within mangrove swamps and shorelines of the project study area, FNAI data has not documented
this species within one (1) mile of the project study area. Additionally, this species was not
observed during field reviews. According to the USFWS wood stork colony website, the project
study area is located within the 18.6-mile core foraging area (CFA) of one (1) wood stork nesting
colony: Corkscrew (Figure 2-1).
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Figure 2-1 Wood Stork Core Foraging Area Location Map
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The primary concern for this species is loss of suitable foraging habitat within the CFA of a wood
stork colony. A wood stork foraging analysis was conducted to determine the amount of biomass
lost from wetlands and surface water impacts resulting from each build alternative (Appendix J).
The results from the wood stork foraging analysis determined that the preferred alignment will
result in the net loss of 4.10 kg total (fish and crayfish) biomass. Of the 4.10 kg, 1.16 kg of total
biomass are from short hydroperiod wetlands and 2.94 kg of total biomass are from long
hydroperiod wetlands. A total of 1.79 acres of wetlands and surface waters will be impacted by
the preferred alternative, of which 1.65 acres are suitable wood stork foraging habitat.
As part of this project, impacts to wetlands will be mitigated for within the CFA of the affected
rookery or at a regional mitigation bank that has been approved by the USFWS or pursuant to
Section 373.4137, F.S. The path followed through the wood stork key for Florida southern counties
was A>B>C>E>NLAA (Appendix I). Therefore, it has been determined that the proposed project,
“may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect” the wood stork.

2.3.1.5

Mammals

Florida Bonneted Bat (Eumops floridanus)
The Florida bonneted bat is a large, free-tailed bat that varies in color from dark gray to brownish
gray or cinnamon brown. It is listed as endangered by the USFWS. Precise roosting and foraging
habitat requirements are unknown; however, the species forages in open areas and is closely
associated with forested communities due to their known roosting habits. They are thought to nest
in tree cavities or building crevices. According to FNAI data, the Florida bonneted bat has the
potential to occur in Lee County; however, no occurrences have been documented within one (1)
mile of the project study area. Additionally, no observations were made during field reviews. LC
commits to a full acoustic/roost survey during the design phase of the project and exclusionary
devices in which bats can exit but cannot re-enter will be installed during the non-maternity season
prior to bridge demolition. The anticipated path followed through the Florida bonneted bat key is
1>2>3>6>No Effect (Appendix I). With this commitment and anticipating that Florida bonneted
bat roosting area is unlikely, it has been determined that the proposed project “may affect, but is
not likely to adversely affect” the Florida bonneted bat.
Florida Panther (Puma concolor coryi)
The Florida panther is a large, tan subspecies of the cougar that has black tips on the ears and tail
and is listed as endangered by the USFWS. This species requires extensive blocks of mostly
forested communities and large wetlands that are generally inaccessible to humans are important
for diurnal refuge. The study area does not fall within the USFWS Consultation Area or the
“Primary”, “Secondary”, or “Dispersal” zones for this species; however, the USFWS Species
Profile for the Florida panther and FNAI data both show that the Florida panther has the potential
to occur in Lee County. Suitable habitat for the Florida Panther does not exist within the project
study area and FNAI data has not documented the species within one (1) mile of the project study
area. Additionally, this species was not observed during field reviews. The anticipated path
followed through the Florida panther key is A>B>No effect (Appendix I). Based on this
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information and the lack of suitable habitat, it has been determined that the proposed project will
have “no effect” on the Florida panther.
West Indian Manatee (Trichechus manatus)
The West Indian manatee is a large, gray, walrus-like aquatic mammal that is listed as threatened
by the USFWS. This species is found in coastal waters, bays, rivers, and occasionally in lakes.
Sheltered coves are important for feeding, resting, and calving. The project study area is within
the USFWS West Indian Manatee Consultation Area and West Indian manatee critical habitat
(Appendix F). Additionally, West Indian manatee mortalities have been documented within one
(1) mile of the project study area. However, the species was not observed during field reviews.
West Indian manatee critical habitat encompasses both wetlands, surface waters, and uplands
(FLUCFCS codes 541, 652, and 181 respectively) within the project study area. Impacts to West
Indian manatee critical habitat resulting from the implementation of the preferred alignment will
amount to approximately 0.17 acres. LC will commit to following the Standard Manatee
Conditions for in-water Work (2011) during maintenance activities (Appendix K). The path
followed through the manatee key was A>B>C>D>E>F>G>N>O>P>MANLAA (Appendix I).
Based on this information, it has been determined that the proposed project “may affect, but is
not likely to adversely affect” the West Indian manatee.

2.3.2 State Species
2.3.2.1

Flora

Golden Leather Fern (Acrostichum aureum)
The golden leather fern is a large fern that is listed as threatened by FDACS. This species is a
member of the fern (Pteridaceae) family and occurs in mangrove swamps, saltwater marshes and
some freshwater wetlands. According to FNAI data, the golden leather fern has the potential to
occur within Lee County. Although the project study area contains available suitable habitat for
the golden leather fern within its mangrove swamp habitats, FNAI data has not documented this
species within one (1) mile of the project study area. Additionally, golden leather fern was not
observed during field reviews. Based on this information and the lack of documented occurrences,
it has been determined that the proposed project will have “no adverse effect anticipated” on the
golden leather fern.
Iguana Hackberry (Celtis iguanaea)
The iguana hackberry is a small deciduous tree armed with recurved spines at each leaf node. It is
listed as endangered by FDACS. This species is a member of the elm (Ulmaceae) family and
occurs in dry or wet thickets of plains and hillsides including shell mounds and middens in upland
coastal hammocks. According to FNAI data, iguana hackberry has the potential to occur within
Lee County. Although the project study area does not contain available suitable habitat for iguana
hackberry, suitable habitat exists adjacent to the project study area within coastal hardwood
hammocks. Additionally, FNAI data has not documented this species within one (1) mile of the
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project study area and the species was not observed during field reviews. Based on the lack of
suitable habitat, it has been determined that the proposed project will have “no effect anticipated”
on the iguana hackberry.
Spiny Hackberry (Celtis pallida)
Spiny hackberry is a small deciduous tree with pale, spreading branches that is listed as threatened
by FDACS. This species is a member of the elm (Ulmaceae) family and occurs on shell mounds
and middens in tropical coastal hammocks. According to FNAI data, spiny hackberry has the
potential to occur within Lee County. Although the project study area does not contain available
suitable habitat for the spiny hackberry, suitable habitat exists adjacent to the project study area
within coastal hardwood hammocks. Additionally, FNAI data has not documented this species
within one (1) mile of the project study area and the species was not observed during field reviews.
Based on the lack of suitable habitat, it has been determined that the proposed project will have
“no effect anticipated” on the spiny hackberry.
Sand-Dune Spurge (Chamaesyce cumulicola)
Sand-dune spurge is a perennial herb that is listed as endangered by FDACS. This species is a
member of the spurge (Euphorbiaceae) family and occurs along coastal shrub and stabilized dunes.
According to FNAI data, sand-dune spurge has the potential to occur within Lee County. Although
the project study area does not contain suitable habitat for the sand-dune spurge, suitable habitat
exists adjacent to the project study area within coastal shrub. Additionally, FNAI data has not
documented this species within one (1) mile of the project study area and the species was not
observed during field reviews. Based on the lack of suitable habitat, it has been determined that
the proposed project will have “no effect anticipated” on the sand-dune spurge.
Ghost Orchid (Dendrophylax lindenii)
The ghost orchid is a perennial epiphyte that is listed as endangered by FDACS. This species is a
member of the orchid (Orchidaceae) family and occurs in dense, wet subtropical to tropical forests
and hammocks. According to FNAI data, the ghost orchid has the potential to occur within Lee
County. Although the project study area does not contain available suitable habitat for the ghost
orchid, suitable habitat exists adjacent to the project study area within coastal hardwood
hammocks. However, FNAI data has not documented this species within one (1) mile of the project
study area and the species was not observed during field reviews. Based on the lack of suitable
habitat, it has been determined that the proposed project will have “no effect anticipated” on the
ghost orchid.
Sanibel Island Lovegrass (Eragrostis pectinacea)
Sanibel Island lovegrass is a delicate, annual grass that is listed as endangered by FDACS. This
species is a member of the grass (Poaceae) family and occurs on drier, compact soils of disturbed
beach dunes, maritime hammocks, coastal strands, coastal grasslands, old fields, clearings, and
other disturbed sites. Although the project study area does not contain available suitable habitat
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for Sanibel Island lovegrass, suitable habitat exists adjacent to the project study area within coastal
hardwood hammocks. According to FNAI data, Sanibel Island lovegrass has not been documented
within one (1) mile of the project study area and this species was not observed during field reviews.
Based on the lack of suitable habitat, it has been determined that the proposed project will have
“no adverse effect anticipated” on Sanibel Island lovegrass.
Tampa Mock Vervain (Glandularia tampensis)
Tampa mock vervain is a perennial herb with sprawling stems that is listed as endangered by
FDACS. This species is a member of the vervain (Verbenaceae) family and occurs in sandy areas
of live-oak-cabbage palm hammocks and pine-palmetto flatwoods. According to FNAI data,
Tampa mock vervain has the potential to occur within Lee County. Although the project study area
does not contain available suitable habitat for Tampa mock vervain, suitable habitat exists adjacent
to the project study area within coastal hardwood hammocks. Additionally, FNAI data has not
documented this species within one (1) mile of the project study area and the species was not
observed during field reviews. Based on the lack of suitable habitat, it has been determined that
the proposed project will have “no effect anticipated” on Tampa mock vervain.
Hand Fern (Ophioglossum palmatum)
The hand fern is a fleshy fern with seven (7) lobes or fingers on long leaf stalks. It is listed as
endangered by FDACS. This species is a member of the fern (Ophioglossaceae) family and occurs
in “boots” or old leaf bases of cabbage palms in maritime or wet hammocks. According to FNAI
data, the hand fern has the potential to occur within Lee County. Although the project study area
does not contain suitable habitat for the hand fern, suitable habitat exists adjacent to the project
study area within coastal hardwood hammocks. Additionally, FNAI data has not documented this
species within one (1) mile of the project study area and the species was not observed during field
reviews. Based on the lack of suitable habitat, it has been determined that the proposed project will
have “no effect anticipated” on the hand fern.

2.3.2.2

Birds

Snowy Plover (Charadrius nivosus)
The snowy plover is a small, brown and white shorebird with a horizontal posture and a short neck.
It is listed as threatened by the FWC. This species occurs in barren to sparsely vegetated sand
beaches, dry salt flats in lagoons, dredge spoils deposited on beach or dune habitat, levees and flats
at salt-evaporation ponds, river bars, along alkaline or saline lakes, reservoirs and ponds. Nests are
generally created in natural or scraped depressions in the ground and are usually lined with pebbles,
shell fragments, fish bones, mud chips, vegetation fragments, or invertebrate skeletons. The project
study area contains available suitable habitat for the snowy plover within its sandy beach habitats.
According to FNAI data, the snowy plover and its nests have been documented within one (1) mile
of the project study area (Appendix F). However, this species was not observed during field
reviews. In addition, impacts to snowy plover nesting habitat will be minimal (<0.02 acres). Based
on the lack of observations of this species within the project study area and minimal impacts to
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nesting habitat, it has been determined that the proposed project will have “no adverse effect
anticipated” on the snowy plover.
Wading Birds
Little Blue Heron (Egretta caerulea), Tricolored Heron (Egretta tricolor), and Roseate
Spoonbill (Platalea ajaja)
The little blue heron, tricolored heron, and roseate spoonbill are listed as threatened by the FWC.
While each species is distinct, wading birds are discussed collectively since they occupy
similar habitats and have similar feeding patterns. These wading birds nest and forage among
both fresh and saltwater habitats such as freshwater marshes, coastal beaches, mangrove swamps,
cypress swamps, hardwood swamps, wet prairies and bay swamps. The populations of these
species have been primarily impacted by the destruction of wetlands for development and by the
drainage of wetlands for flood control and agriculture. Suitable habitat for these wading birds
is available within the project study area within multiple wetland habitats. A tricolored heron was
observed during field reviews (Appendix F). The little blue heron and roseate spoonbill were not
observed during field reviews.
The primary concern for impacts to these species is the loss of foraging habitat (wetlands). As part
of implementing the proposed project, all wetland impacts will be mitigated to prevent a net loss
of wetland functions and values. Since the mitigation of impacts will be undertaken by LC, it has
been determined that the proposed project will have “no adverse effect anticipated” on the little
blue heron, tricolored heron, and roseate spoonbill.
American Oystercatcher (Haematopus palliatus)
The American oystercatcher is a large, boldly patterned bird with a black head and large orange
beak. It is listed as threatened by the FWC. During the breeding season, this species is found in
coastal habitats including sand or shell beaches, dunes, salt marshes, marsh islands, mudflats, and
dredge spoil islands made out of sand or gravel. During migration and winter, this species can be
found feeding in mud or sand flats exposed by the tide, or on shellfish beds. These birds tend to
roost on beaches, dunes, or marsh islands near their foraging sites, and very rarely travel inland.
The project study area contains suitable habitat for the American oystercatcher within its sandy
beach habitats. According to FNAI data, this species has been documented within one (1) mile of
the project study area (Appendix F). However, this species was not observed during field reviews.
In addition, impacts to American oystercatcher nesting habitat will be minimal (<0.02 acres).
Based on the minimal impacts to nesting habitat, it has been determined that the project will have
“no adverse effect anticipated” on the American oystercatcher.
Black Skimmer (Rynchops niger)
The black skimmer is a black and white bird with a unique red and black bill with its lower
mandible longer than the upper. This species is listed as threatened by the FWC. Black skimmers
occur on sandy beaches, gravel or shell bars with sparse vegetation, or on mats of sea wrack in salt
marshes. The project study area contains available suitable habitat for the black skimmer within
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its sandy beach habitats. According to FNAI data, this species has been documented within one
(1) mile of the project study area (Appendix F). However, this species was not observed during
field reviews. In addition, impacts to black skimmer nesting habitat within the project study area
will be minimal (<0.02 acres). Based on the minimal impacts to nesting habitat, it has been
determined that the proposed project will have “no adverse effect anticipated” on the black
skimmer.
Least Tern (Sternula antillarum)
The least tern is the smallest of all North American terns with a black cap, short white eye-stripe,
and a yellow bill with a black tip. This species is listed as threatened by the FWC. Least terns
occur on sea coasts, beaches, bays, estuaries, lagoons, lakes, and rivers and breed on sandy or
gravelly beaches and banks. The project study area contains available suitable habitat for the least
tern within its sandy beach habitats. According to FNAI data, this species has been documented
within one (1) mile of the project study area (Appendix F). However, this species was not observed
during field reviews. In addition, impacts to least tern nesting habitat within the project study area
will be minimal (<0.02 acres). Based on the minimal impacts to nesting habitat, it has been
determined that the proposed project will have “no adverse effect anticipated” on the least tern.

2.3.3 Other Species of Concern
2.3.3.1

Birds

Bald Eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus)
The bald eagle is a large raptor with a distinctive white head and yellow bill. This species has been
de-listed from the Endangered Species Act by the USFWS. However, it remains federally
protected under the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (BGEPA) in accordance with 16 United
States code 668 and the Migratory Bird Treaty Act of 1918 (USFWS 2018). The bald eagle tends
to utilize riparian habitats associated with coastal areas, lake shorelines, and riverbanks. Nests are
generally located near water bodies that provide a dependable food source. Nests within Florida
are closely monitored by the FWC, and the FWC Center for Biostatics and Modeling maintains a
website of known bald eagle nest locations. According to this database, the closest bald eagle nest
to the project is nest LE060 which is located approximately 0.30 miles (1,694 feet) west of the
project corridor (Figure 2-2). This nest was last surveyed and determined to be active in 2012.
One additional nest is located within one (1) mile of the project study area: LE094. Nest LE094 is
located approximately 0.60 miles (3,244 feet) northwest of the project corridor (Figure 2-2). Nest
LE094 was last surveyed and determined to be active in 2016. The project study area is located
outside of the primary (330 feet) and secondary (660 feet) buffer zones of these bald eagle nests.
During the project design and permitting phase, LC will review the project area for active bald
eagle nests. If an active nest is identified within 660 feet of the proposed area, LC will coordinate
with the USFWS to secure all necessary approvals prior to the start of construction.
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Osprey (Pandion haliaetus)
The osprey is a large, black and white, raptor that is federally protected under the Migratory Bird
Treaty Act (16 U.S.C. 703-712) and state protected under Chapter 68A of the F.A.C. The osprey
utilizes riparian habitat associated with coastal areas, lake shorelines, and riverbanks. Nests are
generally located near water bodies that provide a dependable food source. During field reviews
of the project area, two (2) active osprey nests were observed within the project study area
(Appendix F). During the project’s design and permitting phase, LC will survey the project area
to determine the presence of active osprey nests. If nest removal is deemed necessary, LC will
remove nests during the non-nesting season.

2.3.3.2

Mammals

Florida Black Bear (Ursus americanus floridanus)
The Florida black bear is a large mammal with glossy black hair and a brown muzzle. This species
has been de-listed by the FWC; however, it is managed under the FWC’s Florida Black Bear
Management Plan (FWC 2012). The Florida black bear can be found statewide in a number of
habitats including mixed hardwood pine communities, cabbage palm hammock, and forested
wetland systems. This species tends to den alone in tree cavities, riverbanks, logs or caves. They
will also den on the ground in palmetto thickets, gallberry, fetterbush, and sweet pepperbush. The
project study area is within the common and abundant ranges of the Florida black bear (Appendix
F). Within the project study area, suitable habitat for the black bear occurs within the forested
upland and wetland areas. According to the FNAI observation data and FWC telemetry data, there
has been one (1) documented black bear nuisance call within one (1) mile of the project study area
(Appendix F). The project study area is not located within the FWC-designated primary or
secondary range of the South Florida Bear Management Unit and no black bears were observed
within the project study area during field reviews.
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Figure 2-2 Bald Eagle Nest Location Map
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2.3.4 Critical Habitat
The study area was evaluated for the occurrence of Critical Habitat as defined by the Endangered
Species Act of 1973 as amended and 50 CFR Part 424. The USFWS is the authority, as a federal
agency, to protect critical habitat from destruction or adverse modification of the biological or
physical constituent elements essential to the conservation of listed species. Critical Habitat is
defined as the specific areas within the geographical area occupied by a species on which are found
those physical or biological features essential to the conservation of the species and which defined
may require special management considerations or protection.
The project area is located within the Critical Habitat for the smalltooth sawfish and the West
Indian manatee. It is anticipated that impacts to smalltooth sawfish critical habitat will be
approximately 0.01. Anticipated impacts to West Indian manatee critical habitat will be
approximately 0.17 acres. Because the anticipated impacts to the critical habitat for the smalltooth
sawfish and the West Indian manatee are minimal (less than 0.5 acres), it has been determined that
construction of the proposed project will not result in significant destruction or adverse
modification of critical habitat for either species.
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Section 3.0 Wetland Evaluation
3.1 Introduction
In accordance with EO 11990, LC has undertaken all actions to minimize the destruction, loss, or
degradation of wetlands, and to preserve and enhance the natural and beneficial values of wetlands
in carrying out the agency’s responsibilities. Nonetheless, LC has determined that there is no
practicable alternative to construction impacts occurring in wetlands. Any unavoidable impacts to
wetlands will be mitigated to achieve no net loss of wetland function. Unavoidable wetland
impacts have been minimized to the greatest extent possible by choosing a southern alignment and
incorporating roadside drainage ditches, thereby minimizing water quality impacts associated with
stormwater discharges from roadway and bridge surfaces.
This bridge replacement project proposes the construction of a new bridge built to modern
transportation and structural standards, improving the safety and reliability for users of this facility.
A section of the existing bridge will be demolished to accommodate the phased construction of
the proposed bridge. The traffic lanes and sidewalk will be shifted to the proposed bridge prior to
completing the necessary demolition to finish construction. The proposed, fixed, high-level bridge
will be constructed to the south (Gulf of Mexico side) of the existing bridge with a minimum
vertical clearance of 60’-0” at the channel. Horizontally, the clearance at the channel is designed
for a minimum width of 100’-0”. The navigable channel is proposed to shift 303’ eastward. An
SSL title request will be required for the proposed channel shift and associated dredging, and an
easement may be required.

3.2 Methodology
For the purposes of this document, wetlands are defined as per 62.340 Florida Administrative Code
and Section 373.019 (27), Florida Statutes and Corp of Engineers Wetland Delineation Manual
(Technical Report Y-87-1) (USACE 1987) with Regional Supplement to the Corps of Engineers
Wetlands Delineation Manual: Atlantic and Gulf Coastal Plain Region (ERDC/EL TR-10-20)
(USACE 2010). Surface waters are defined as open water bodies or man-made, upland-cut water
courses with a defined channel and bank structure. Biologists familiar with Florida natural
communities conducted on-site field reviews of the project study area and adjacent habitats in
April and June 2017, October 2018, and May, June, and July 2019. Wetland and surface water
boundaries were delineated, vegetation composition and structure were documented, and overall
quality of the habitat assessed to determine the preferred alternative’s impact on each system. In
addition, a seagrass and estuarine resource survey was conducted for SW 1b to delineate the
approximate boundaries of any seagrass or coral present within the project study area (Appendix
L). Appendix M provides an aerial map of proposed wetland, surface water, and other surface
water impact locations.
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3.3 Results
The no-build alternative would result in no impacts to wetlands and surface waters. Potential direct
impacts to wetlands and surface waters were assessed for the preferred alternative. Construction
of the preferred alternative results in a total 1.79 acres of impacts and includes 1.64 acres of
wetlands and 0.15 acres of surface waters. Table 3-1 shows the proposed impacts for each
individual wetland and surface water and Table 3-2 shows the proposed impacts by habitat type.
Indirect impacts will be assessed using the Uniform Mitigation Assessment Methodology
(UMAM) at the time of permitting to determine the loss within the 25-foot buffer of these systems.
Table 3-1 Proposed Wetland, Surface Water, and Other Surface Water Impacts
ID

FLUCFCS
Classification

WL1

612

WL2

612 / 640

WL3

640

OSW 1

510

SW 1a

652

SW1b

541

Description

USFWS
Classification

Mangrove Swamp
E2FO3N
Mangrove Swamp / NonE2FO3N /
Forested Vegetated
PEM1C
Non-forested Vegetated Wetland
PEM1C
Total Wetland Impacts
Streams and Waterways
PSS1H
E2FO3N /
Shoreline
E2US2N
Embayments opening directly to
E1UB2
Gulf or Ocean
Total Surface Water Impacts
Total Impacts

Impact
Area (acres)
0.94
0.61
0.09
1.64
<0.01
0.01
0.14
0.15
1.79

E1UB2: Estuarine, Subtidal, Unconsolidated Bottom, Sand
E2FO3N: Estuarine, Intertidal, Forested, Broad-Leaved Evergreen, Regularly Flooded
E2US2N: Estuarine, Intertidal, Unconsolidated Shore, Sand, Regularly Flooded
PEM1C: Palustrine, Emergent, Persistent, Seasonally Flooded
PSS1F: Palustrine, Scrub-Shrub, Broad-Leaved Deciduous, Semi-permanently Flooded
PFO3C: Palustrine, Forested, Broad-Leaved Evergreen, Seasonally Flooded

3.3.1 Uniform Mitigation Assessment Methodology
UMAM scores were developed for each wetland and surface water (by FLUCFCS category)
affected by the preferred alternative. Functional loss is defined as the removal of ecosystem
services such as wildlife habitat and flood attenuation that the proposed impact areas currently
provide. To calculate functional loss, the difference between the existing condition function scores
and the proposed condition function scores for each wetland was multiplied by the preferred
alternative’s impact acreage (see Table 3-3). The completed UMAM data sheets for each wetland
and surface water are provided in Appendix N. Estimated functional loss per FLUCFCS
classification was also calculated (see Table 3-4). Construction of the preferred alternative results
in a loss of 1.16 functional units.
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Table 3-2 Proposed Wetland, Surface Water, and Other Surface Water
Impacts by Habitat Type
FLUCFCS
USFWS
Impact Area
Description
Classification
Classification
(acres)
510
Streams and Waterways
PSS1F
<0.01
Embayments opening directly to
541
E1UB2
0.14
Gulf or Ocean
612
Mangrove Swamp
E2FO3N
1.00
619
Exotic Dominated Wetland
PFO3C
0.00
640
Non-forested Vegetated Wetland
PEM1C
0.64
652
Shoreline
E2FO3N / E2US2N
0.01
Total Impacts
1.79
E1UB2: Estuarine, Subtidal, Unconsolidated Bottom, Sand
E2FO3N: Estuarine, Intertidal, Forested, Broad-Leaved Evergreen, Regularly Flooded
E2US2N: Estuarine, Intertidal, Unconsolidated Shore, Sand, Regularly Flooded
PEM1C: Palustrine, Emergent, Persistent, Seasonally Flooded
PSS1F: Palustrine, Scrub-Shrub, Broad-Leaved Deciduous, Semi-permanently Flooded
PFO3C: Palustrine, Forested, Broad-Leaved Evergreen, Seasonally Flooded

Table 3-3 Wetland, Surface Water, and Other Surface Water Estimated UMAM Functional Loss
(Direct Impacts)
FLUCFCS
USFWS
UMAM
Impact Area
Functional
ID
Classification
Classification
Delta
(acres)
Units Loss
WL 1
612
E2FO3N
0.67
0.94
0.63
WL 2
612
E2FO3N
0.67
0.06
0.04
WL 2
640
PEM1C
0.60
0.55
0.33
WL 3
640
PEM1C
0.60
0.09
0.05
Total Wetland
1.64
1.05
E2FO3N /
SW 1a
652
0.70
0.01
0.01
E2US2N
SW 1b
541
E1UB2
0.70
0.14
0.10
OSW 1
510
PSS1F
0.53
<0.01
<0.01
Total Surface Water
0.15
0.12
Total
1.79
1.16
E1UB2: Estuarine, Subtidal, Unconsolidated Bottom, Sand
E2FO3N: Estuarine, Intertidal, Forested, Broad-Leaved Evergreen, Regularly Flooded
E2US2N: Estuarine, Intertidal, Unconsolidated Shore, Sand, Regularly Flooded
PEM1C: Palustrine, Emergent, Persistent, Seasonally Flooded
PSS1F: Palustrine, Scrub-Shrub, Broad-Leaved Deciduous, Semi-permanently Flooded

3.4 Mitigation
In 2008 the USACE and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) issued regulations
governing compensatory mitigation for activities authorized by the Department of the Army
(Federal Register, 2008). These regulations, as promulgated in 33 Code of Federal Regulations
(CFR) Part 332, establish a hierarchy for determining the type and location of compensatory
mitigation. Wetland impacts which will result from the construction of this project will be
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mitigated pursuant to Section 373.4137, F.S., to satisfy all mitigation requirements of Part IV of
Chapter 373, F.S., and 33 U.S.C 1344.
Compensatory mitigation for this project will be completed using mitigation banks and other
mitigation options to satisfy state and federal requirements. The exact type of mitigation used to
offset wetland impacts from the proposed bridge replacement will be coordinated with the USACE
and the SFWMD during the permitting phase(s) of this project.
Table 3-4 Estimated UMAM Functional Loss per FLUCFCS Classification
(Direct Impacts)
Impact Area
FLUCFCS
USFWS
Functional
Description
Classification
Classification
Units Loss
(acres)
510
Streams and Waterways
PSS1F
<0.01
<0.01
Embayment opening
541
directly to the
E1UB2
0.10
0.14
ocean/Gulf
612
Mangrove Swamp
E2FO3N /
0.67
1.00
E2US2N
Vegetated Non-Forested
640
PEM1C
0.38
0.64
Wetland
652
Shoreline
E2US2N
0.01
0.01
Total
1.16
1.79
E1UB2: Estuarine, Subtidal, Unconsolidated Bottom, Sand
E2FO3N: Estuarine, Intertidal, Forested, Broad-Leaved Evergreen, Regularly Flooded
E2US2N: Estuarine, Intertidal, Unconsolidated Shore, Sand, Regularly Flooded
PEM1C: Palustrine, Emergent, Persistent, Seasonally Flooded
PSS1F: Palustrine, Scrub-Shrub, Broad-Leaved Deciduous, Semi-permanently Flooded
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Section 4.0 Essential Fish Habitat
4.1

Introduction

This section documents Essential Fish Habitat (EFH) in accordance with Part 2, Chapter 17 –
Essential Fish Habitat of the FDOT PD&E Manual (FDOT 2019) and The Magnuson-Stevens
Fishery Conservation and Management Act (Magnuson-Stevens Act), as amended (NOAA 2007).
The Magnuson-Stevens Act requires the regional Fishery Management Councils and the Secretary
of Commerce to describe and identify EFH for species under federal Fishery Management Plans
(GMFMC 2005). EFH is defined in the Magnuson-Stevens Act as “those water and substrate
necessary to fish for spawning, breeding, feeding, or growth to maturity.” The term “fish” includes
finfish, crabs, shrimp, and lobsters. On April 23, 1997 [62 Federal Register (FR) 19723], the
National Marine Fishery Service (NMFS) issued proposed regulations containing guidelines for
the description and identification of EFH in fishery management plans, adverse impacts on EFH,
and actions to conserve and enhance EFH. These rules were revised and finalized on January 22,
2002 (67 FR 2343). The regulations also provide a process for NMFS to coordinate and consult
with federal and state agencies on activities that may adversely affect EFH. The purpose of the
rule is to assist in describing and identifying EFH, minimize adverse effects on EFH, and identify
other actions to conserve and enhance EFH. The purpose of the coordination and consultation
provisions is to specify procedures for adequate consultation with NMFS on activities that may
adversely affect EFH.

4.2

Methodology

In order to determine EFH that has the potential to occur within the study area, available sitespecific data was collected and evaluated. For the purposes of this study, the project study area is
defined as the surface water and wetlands within existing ROW.
Biologists familiar with Florida natural communities conducted field reviews of the project study
area, adjacent habitats, and species-specific surveys in April and June 2017, October 2018 and in
May 2019. Seagrass surveys were conducted in June 2019 and July 2019, and an estuarine resource
(coral) survey of the existing bridge pilings was conducted in July 2019.
The proposed project is within the Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management council’s (GMFMC) area
of jurisdiction. The GMFMC has identified and described EFH for 56 representative managed
species and the coral complex. The 56 managed species and the coral complex are broken into
eight (8) Fishery Management Plans (FMP): Coastal Migratory Pelagic, Coral and Coral Reef,
Stone Crab, Shrimp, Red Drum, Reef Fish, Shrimp, Spiny Lobster and Stone Crab management
plans. Although not managed by the GMFMC, 48 highly migratory species have NMFSdesignated EFH requirements and occur within the Gulf of Mexico. The 48 highly migratory
species are broken into six (6) groups: large coastal sharks, small coastal sharks, pelagic sharks,
billfish, swordfish, and tuna.
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Based on the presence of EFH and the type of habitat present within the project study area, a review
was conducted for each of the GMFMC managed species and highly migratory species to assess
their potential to occur in the project study area (see Table 4-1).

4.3

Results

North of the existing bridge is classified as an OFW and as Estero Bay Aquatic Preserve, while
waters south of the existing bridge do not carry these designations. All waters within the project
study area are classified as Class II waters for shellfish harvesting. An SSL title request will be
required for the dredging of the channel and a new easement may be needed. Habitat within the
project study area can be described as shallow and near shore with a soft sandy and/or shelly
bottom. Seagrass was not found on any of the 35 surveyed transects during the seagrass and
estuarine resource surveys. While a few individual soft coral specimens were identified along the
seagrass survey transects, hard corals were not found attached to the existing piles. Fauna observed
on the existing bridge piles include barnacles, oysters, and sea squirts. Appendix L provides the
results of the seagrass and estuarine resource surveys. The existing bridge pilings provide structure
to the fish habitat and are encrusted with the above-mentioned fauna. Visibility is poor, and the
water is discolored with tannins and sedimentation. There are mangrove swamps hydrologically
connected to Estero Bay, near the eastern terminus of the project and within the project study area.
The potential for occurrence of each species was given a rating of High, Medium, Low, or None
based on the presence of EFH in or near the project study area and the habitat suitability for any
life cycle stage of the species. A High rating was given if there was suitable habitat present for a
life cycle stage and the project study area is within the species EFH. A Medium rating was given
if there was suitable habitat present and EFH was near the project study area. A Low rating was
given if there was suitable habitat present but non EFH designated, and a None rating was given
if there was no suitable habitat for any life cycle stage within the project study area.
The EFH review indicates the project study area is within EFH for Coastal Migratory Pelagics,
Stone Crab, Shrimp, Red Drum, and Reef Fish. In addition, the project study area is near EFH for
Spiny Lobster. EFH within the project study area includes Big Carlos Pass; and near the project
study area includes Estero Bay and associated wetlands.
The EFH review indicates that three (3) coastal migratory pelagics, nine (9) large coastal sharks,
two (2) small coastal sharks, two (2) stone crab, four (4) shrimp, one (1) red drum, and 43 reef fish
have a high potential for occurrence in the project study area. This designation was based on the
presence of suitable habitat for at least one life cycle stage and EFH being designated in the project
study area.
One (1) large coastal shark and two (2) spiny lobster species were given a medium potential for
occurrence within the project study area. This was based on the presence of EFH near the project
study area, but not within it.
Four (4) large coastal sharks, two (2) small coastal sharks, and the coral complex were designated
as having a low potential for occurrence in the project study area. This was based on the presence
of suitable habitat but no EFH near the project study area.
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Table 4-1 summarizes the potential for occurrence of the GMFMC managed species and highly
migratory species.
Table 4-1 GMFMC managed species and highly migratory species potential for occurrence
Fishery
Management Plan

Coastal Migratory
Pelagic

Highly Migratory
Species - Large
Coastal Sharks

Species

Potential
Occurrence in
Project Area1

Cobia (Rachycentron
canadum)

High

King mackerel
(Scomberomorus cavalla)

High

Spanish mackerel
(Scomberomorus
maculatus)

High

Bull shark
(Carcharhinus leucas)

High

Nurse shark
(Ginglymostoma cirratum)

High

Lemon shark
(Negaprion brevirostris)

High

Scalloped hammerhead
shark
(Sphyrna lewini)

High

Tiger shark
(Galeocerdo cuvieri)

High

Blacktip shark
(Carcharhinus limbatus)

High

Bonnethead shark
(Sphyrna tiburo)

High

Bignose shark
(Carcharhinus altimus)
Narrowtooth shark
(Carcharhinus brachyurus)

None
None

Spinner shark
(Carcharhinus brevipinna)

Highly Migratory
Species - Large
Coastal Sharks

Low

Silky shark
(Carcharhinus falciformis)
Galapagos shark
(Carcharhinus
galapagensis)

None
None
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Comments
A near and off-shore species. EFH for
the Coastal Migratory Pelagics is
present.
A near and off-shore species. EFH for
the Coastal Migratory Pelagics is
present.
A near shore species. EFH for the
Coastal Migratory Pelagics is present.
A near shore species, including bays,
estuaries, and even freshwater rivers
that connect to the ocean. EFH found in
project study area.
Found in shallow coastal waters,
including bays and estuaries. EFH in
project study area.
Found in shallow coastal waters and
estuaries. EFH in project study area
A near and off-shore species. Pups are
found in high concentrations in bays
and estuaries during the summer. EFH
in project study area.
A near and off-shore species, often
found in shallow coastal waters
including bays and estuaries. EFH in
project study area.
A near shore species, including bays
and estuaries. EFH found in project
study area.
Found in shallow coastal waters
including bays, estuaries, seagrass
beds, and sandy bottoms. EFH in
project study area.
An off-shore species. No suitable
habitat found in project study area.
An off-shore species. No suitable
habitat found in project study area.
A near-shore species including
beaches, bays, estuaries, and river
mouths. Suitable habitat in project
study area but out of the range of the
species.
An off-shore species. No suitable
habitat found in project study area.
An off-shore species that will utilize
strong, inshore currents that head
offshore. Prefer rugged, rocky terrain.
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Fishery
Management Plan

Species

Potential
Occurrence in
Project Area1

Dusky shark
(Carcharhinus obscurus)

Low

Caribbean reef shark
(Carcharhinus perezi)

None

Sandbar shark
(Carcharhinus plumbeus)
Night shark
(Carcharhinus signatus)
White shark
(Carcharodon carcharias)
Bigeye sand tiger shark
(Odontaspis noronhai)

High
None
None
None

Sand tiger shark
(Odontaspis taurus)
Whale shark
(Rhinocodon typus)
Scalloped hammerhead
shark
(Sphyrna lewini)
Great hammerhead shark
(Sphyrna mokarran)
Smooth hammerhead shark
(Sphyrna zygaena)

Highly Migratory
Species - Small
Coastal Sharks

Highly Migratory
Species - Pelagic
Sharks

Low
None
High
Medium
None

Comments
No suitable habitat in project study
area.
Suitable habitat is present but this
species does not occur near Florida
shores.
A tropical, inshore species associated
with coral reefs. There is no suitable
habitat or EFH nearby.
Occurs inshore over sandy and mud
bottoms. EFH is present.
An off-shore species. No suitable
habitat found in project study area.
An off-shore species. No suitable
habitat found in project study area.
An off-shore species. No suitable
habitat found in project study area.
Coastal waters near bays and around
reefs. Suitable habitat is present. EFH
is not nearby.
An off-shore species. No suitable
habitat found in project study area.
Coastal waters near bays and around
reefs. Suitable habitat is present. EFH
is present.
EFH is near project study area.
An off-shore species. No suitable
habitat found in project study area.
Found in shallow water with a sand o
mud bottom. Suitable habitat is present
but there is no EFH near the project
study area.
A near and off-shore species, often
found in shallow coastal waters
including bays and estuaries. EFH in
project study area.
A near and off-shore species. Juveniles
will inhabit shallow coastal bays and
estuaries. Range is in project area. EFH
in project study area.
Habitat is present. Does not occur near
the project study area.
An inshore species. Habitat is present
but the project study area is outside of
their range.

Atlantic angel shark
(Squatina dumeril)

Low

Blacknose shark
(Carcharhinus acronotus)

High

Atlantic sharpnose shark
(Rhizoprionodon
terraenovae)

High

Finetooth shark
(Carcharhinus isodon)

Low

Caribbean sharpnose shark
(Rhizoprionodon porosus)

Low

Bigeye thresher shark
(Alopias superciliosus)

None

An off-shore species. No suitable
habitat found in project study area.

Common thresher shark
(Alopias vulpinus)

None

An off-shore species. No suitable
habitat found in project study area.
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Fishery
Management Plan

Highly Migratory
Species - Pelagic
Sharks

Highly Migratory
Species - Pelagic
Sharks

Highly Migratory
Species - Billfish

Highly Migratory
Species - Swordfish

Highly Migratory
Species - Tuna

Coral and Coral
Reef

Species

Potential
Occurrence in
Project Area1

Oceanic whitetip shark
(Carcharhinus
longimanus)
Sevengill shark
(Heptranchias perlo)
Sixgill shark
(Hexanchus griseus)
Bigeye sixgill shark
(Hexanchus vitulus)
Shortfin mako shark
(Isurus oxyrinchus)
Longfin mako shark
(Isurus paucus)
Porbeagle shark
(Lamna nasus)
Blue shark
(Prionace glauca)
Sailfish
(Istiophorus platypterus)
Blue marlin
(Makaira nigricans)
White marlin
(Tetrapturus albidus)
Longbill spearfish
(Tetrapturus pfluegeri)
Swordfish (Xiphias
gladius)
Skipjack tuna
(Katsuwonus pelamis)
Albacore tuna
(Thunnus alalunga)
Atlantic yellowfin tuna
(Thunnas albacares)
Atlantic bigeye tuna
(Thunnas obesus)
Atlantic bluefin tuna
(Thunnas thynnus)
Varied coral species and
coral reef communities
comprised of several
hundred species.

None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

Low

Gulf stone crab (Menippe
adina)

High

Florida stone crab
(Menippe mercenaria)

High

Stone Crab

Spiny Lobster

Slipper lobster
(Scyllarides nodifer)
Spiny lobster
(Panulirus argus)

Medium
Medium
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Comments
An off-shore species. No suitable
habitat found in project study area.
An off-shore species. No suitable
habitat found in project area.
An off-shore species. No suitable
habitat found in project study area.
An off-shore species. No suitable
habitat found in project area.
An off-shore species. No suitable
habitat found in project study area.
An off-shore species. No suitable
habitat found in project study area.
An off-shore species. No suitable
habitat found in project study area.
An off-shore species. No suitable
habitat found in project study area.
An off-shore species. No suitable
habitat found in project study area.
An off-shore species. No suitable
habitat found in project study area.
An off-shore species. No suitable
habitat found in project study area.
An off-shore species. No suitable
habitat found in project study area.
An off-shore species. No suitable
habitat found in project study area.
An off-shore species. No suitable
habitat found in project study area.
An off-shore species. No suitable
habitat found in project study area.
An off-shore species. No suitable
habitat found in project study area.
An off-shore species. No suitable
habitat found in project study area.
An off-shore species. No suitable
habitat found in project study area.
No coral reefs in project study area.
EFH is not near the project area.
Individual specimens of coral in project
study area on sandy bottom.
Near shore species found in sandy
bottom habitat with shells and oyster
reefs, and sub-tidal estuarine habitats.
Near shore species found in sandy
bottom habitat with shells and oyster
reefs, and sub-tidal estuarine habitats.
Suitable habitat and EFH present.
Near shore species. EFH is near the
project study area.
Near shore species. EFH is near the
project study area.
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Fishery
Management Plan

Shrimp

Red Drum
Reef Fish Triggerfish

Reef Fish - Jacks

Reef Fish - Wrasses

Reef Fish - Grouper

Reef Fish - Grouper

Species

Potential
Occurrence in
Project Area1

Brown shrimp
(Penaeus aztecus)
White shrimp
(Penaeus setiferus)
Pink shrimp
(Penaeus
duorarum)
Royal red shrimp
(Pleoticus robustus)
Red drum
(Sciaenops ocellatus)

High
High
High
High
High

Gray triggerfish
(Balistes capriscus)

High

Greater amberjack
(Seriola dumerili)
Lesser amberjack
(Seriola fasciata)
Almaco jack
(Seriola rivoliana)

High
High
High

Banded rudderfish
(Seriola zonata)

High

Hogfish
(Lachnolaimus
maximus)

High

Dwarf sand perch
(Diplectrum bivittatum)

High

Sand perch
(Diplectrum formosum)

High

Rock hind
(Epinephelus
adscensionis)
Speckled hind
(Epinephelus
drummondhayi)
Yellowedge grouper
(Epinephelus
flavolimbatus)

High

Found inshore in estuarine habitats.
EFH is present.
Found inshore in estuarine habitats.
EFH is present.
Occupy inshore estuarine systems. EFH
is present.
This species inhabits hard bottoms,
reefs and ledges in nearshore and
offshore waters. Suboptimal habitat
present. EFH present.
Found in offshore waters mostly,
juveniles may go inshore. EFH present.
Found in offshore waters mostly,
juveniles may go inshore. EFH present.
Found in offshore waters mostly,
juveniles may go inshore. EFH present.
Found over hard bottom in nearshore
and offshore waters. Suboptimal habitat
present. EFH present.
Found over rocky bottoms, ledges and
reefs offshore; young found inshore
with seagrass beds. Suitable habitat for
juveniles nearby, EFH present.
Found on soft bottoms. EFH is present.
Found in bays and coastal areas over
sandy bottoms. EFH is present, suitable
habitat in the project area.
Found in shallow hard bottom habitats.
Suitable habitat present but no EFH
present.
EFH present. Juveniles found inshore.

High

EFH present. Juveniles found inshore.

High

Goliath grouper
(Epinephelus itajara)

High

High
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Found inshore in estuarine habitats.
EFH is present.
Found inshore in estuarine habitats.
EFH is present.

High

Red hind
(Epinephelus guttatus)

Red grouper
(Epinephelus morio)
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Comments

Usually found in reefs, can also be
found on sandy bottoms with isolated
coral patches. EFH present.
Juveniles inhabit estuaries and bays
inshore with mangroves and canals.
Adults inhabit inshore areas around
bridges and offshore around wrecks.
EFH is present.
A near and off-shore species. Juveniles
can be found in shallow seagrass beds.
Big Carlos Pass Bridge Replacement
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Fishery
Management Plan

Species

Potential
Occurrence in
Project Area1

Comments
No seagrass beds in project study area.
EFH present

Misty grouper
(Epinephelus
mystacinus)
Warsaw grouper
(Epinephelus nigritus)
Snowy grouper
(Epinephelus niveatus)
Nassau grouper
(Epinephelus striatus)
Marbled grouper
(Epinephelus inermis)

Reef Fish - Tilefish

Reef Fish - Snapper

High
High
High
High
High

Black grouper
(Mycteroperca bonaci)

High

Yellowmouth grouper
(Mycteroperca
interstitialis)

High

Gag
(Mycteroperca microlepis)

High

Scamp
(Mycteroperca
phenax)
Yellowfin grouper
(Mycteroperca venenosa)
Goldface tilefish
(Caulolatilus chrysops)
Blackline tilefish
(Caulolatilus cyanops)
Anchor tilefish
(Caulolatilus
intermedius)
Blueline tilefish
(Caulolatilus microps)
(Golden) Tilefish
(Lopholatilus
chamaeleonticeps)
Queen snapper
(Etelis oculatus)

High
High
High
High

EFH present. Suitable habitat for
juveniles.
EFH present. Suitable habitat for
juveniles.
EFH present. Suitable habitat for
juveniles.
EFH present. Suitable habitat for
juveniles.
A near and off-shore species; juveniles
sometimes occur in seagrass beds,
estuaries, and oyster rubble. EFH in
project study area.
Found in rocky bottom habitat and
coral reefs. Juveniles occur in
mangrove habitat is estuarine areas.
EFH is present.
A near and off-shore species. May be
found in rocky or grassy bottoms in
shallow areas. EFH is present.
Adults found in deep water offshore.
Juveniles found in mangrove areas.
EFH is present.
Found inshore, juveniles found in
shallow seagrass beds. EFH present.
A near-shore species living over rubble
bottoms. EFH present.
EFH present. Potential suitable habitat
for juveniles.

High

EFH present. Potential suitable habitat
for juveniles.

High

EFH present. Potential suitable habitat
for juveniles.

High

EFH present. Potential suitable habitat
for juveniles.

High

Mutton snapper
(Lutjanus analis)

High

Schoolmaster
(Lutjanus apodus)

High

Reef Fish - Snapper
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EFH present. Suitable habitat for
juveniles.

EFH present. Potential suitable habitat
for juveniles.
Found in coastal waters near structures.
Suitable habitat present in the project
study area. EFH present.
Adults frequent nearshore coastal
waters, preferably with elkhorn coral
reefs - no preferred habitat present.
Juveniles are found inshore near
mangrove or grass flats - habitat
present. EFH present.
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Fishery
Management Plan

Species

Potential
Occurrence in
Project Area1

Blackfin snapper
(Lutjanus buccanella)

High

Red snapper
(Lutjanus
campechanus)

High

Cubera snapper
(Lutjanus cyanopterus)

High

Gray (mangrove) snapper
(Lutjanus griseus)

High

Dog snapper
(Lutjanus jocu)

High

Mahogany snapper
(Lutjanus mahogoni)

High

Lane snapper
(Lutjanus synagris)

High

Silk snapper
(Lutjanus vivanus)

High

Yellowtail snapper
(Ocyurus chrysurus)
Wenchman
(Pristipomoides
aquilonaris)
Vermilion snapper
(Rhomboplites aurorubens)
Notes:
1.

High

Comments
Adults found in deeper coastal waters
and juveniles in shallow coastal waters.
EFH present, suitable habitat for
juveniles present.
Adults found offshore. Juveniles found
inshore over sand or mud bottoms.
EFH present. Suitable habitat for
juveniles present.
Found in coastal waters near structures.
Juveniles found in estuarine areas.
Suitable habitat is present. EFH
present.
Found in coastal waters near structures,
mangroves and seagrasses. Suitable
habitat is present. EFH present.
Found in coastal waters near structures.
Juveniles found in estuarine areas.
Suitable habitat is present. EFH
present.
Prefer clear coastal waters, usually with
reefs. EFH present, suboptimal habitat
present.
Found in coastal waters near structures.
Juveniles found inshore over grass beds
or shallow reefs. EFH present, suitable
habitat present for adults, not juveniles.
Found offshore over rocky ledges in
very deep water. EFH present. Suitable
habitat for juveniles.
Found nearshore over coral reefs. EFH
present.

High

EFH present. Juvenile habitat present.

High

Found offshore over structures. EFH
present. Suitable habitat for juveniles.

Ratings are none, low, medium, and high. Ratings based on presence of suitable habitat as follows:
None – suitable habitat does not occur within the Project Area for any life cycle stage.
Low – suitable habitat present in Project Area for a life cycle stage and no EFH in project area.
Medium – suitable habitat present in Project Area for a life cycle stage, and EFH for managed species is present near Project Area.
High – suitable habitat present in Project Area for a life cycle stage, and the Project Area is within the species EFH.

While the proposed project has taken all practicable measures to avoid and minimize impacts to
potentially occurring managed species and their habitats, unavoidable impacts may occur as a
result of construction of the preferred alternative.
Direct Impacts
While mangrove swamps are present in the study area, the submerged areas abutting the bay are
outside the project study area and will not be impacted as a result of the proposed project. Impacted
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areas are within the existing ROW and exhibit signs of degradation such as tree mortality from the
construction of Estero Blvd. Direct impacts from bridge approaches and other associated roadway
features will result in 1.00 acre of permanent loss to mangrove wetlands. Silt fences will be utilized
during construction to reduce erosion of silt and soil into the water column, minimizing direct
adverse impacts to EFH.
In addition to wetland impacts, construction of the new bridge will result in 0.15 acres of direct
impacts to surface water from the installation of the new bridge pilings. EFH may also be impacted
from the removal of the existing bridge structure. Several fish species utilize structures such as
bridge pilings to forage and escape predation. Removal of the pilings may impact species and their
habitats. This impact is anticipated to be minimal due to the phased nature of construction. The
existing bridge structure and pilings will not be removed until the new bridge has been constructed
and is fully operational. Due to the time lag between construction of the new bridge and removal
of the old bridge there will be time for the new bridge structure to accumulate epifauna, minimizing
impacts. Potential mitigation measures to offset any impacts from the removal of the bridge pilings
that could be explored include the creation of an artificial reef with the old pilings, or the donation
of the bridge pilings to an already established artificial reef.
The proposed project will impact a total of 1.64 acres of wetlands (1.00 forested, 0.64 herbaceous)
and 0.15 acres of surface waters, for a total of 1.79 acres. EFH wetland impacts which will result
from the construction of this project will be mitigated pursuant to Section 373.4137, F.S., to satisfy
all mitigation requirements of Part IV of Chapter 373, F.S., and 22 U.S.C §1344. Compensatory
mitigation for this project will be completed through the use of mitigation banks and any other
mitigation options that satisfy state and federal requirements.
Effect Determination
Due to the nature of the project and proposed mitigation, no populations of any of the GMFMC
managed species, including the coral complex and the highly migratory species, are expected to
be adversely affected by the proposed project. The project is anticipated to have a “more than
minimal but less than substantial” potential for adverse effects on EFH.
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Section 5.0 Permitting and Approvals
Both the USACE and the SFWMD regulate impacts to wetlands within the project area. Other
agencies, including the USFWS, NMFS, EPA, and the FWC, review and comment on wetland
permits applications. The FWC also issues permits for gopher tortoise relocation activities and
Southern fox squirrel nest takes when applicable. The Florida Department of Environmental
Protection (FDEP) regulates stormwater discharges from construction sites, and activities and
structures which can cause beach erosion, destabilize dunes, or interfere with public access. In
addition, the U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) regulates construction and modification of bridges across
navigable waterways. The complexity of the permitting process will depend on the degree of
impact to jurisdictional areas. It is anticipated that the following permits will be required for this
project:
Permit
Section 404 Dredge and Fill Permit
Bridge Permit
Environmental Resource Permit
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)
Coastal Construction Control Line (CCCL)
SSL Title Request
Joint Coastal Permit (pending meeting requirements)

Issuing Agency
USACE
USCG
SFWMD
FDEP
FDEP
FDEP
FDEP

Federal Permits
Section 404 Dredge and Fill Permit
It is anticipated that an individual permit will be required from the USACE. An individual permit
will require compliance with the 404(b)(1) guidelines, including verification that all wetland
impacts have first been avoided to the greatest extent possible, that unavoidable impacts have been
minimized to the greatest extent possible, and lastly that unavoidable impacts have been mitigated
in the form of wetlands creations, restoration, and/or enhancement. In addition, coordination with
the USFWS and the NMFS will be necessary for potential effects to federal listed protected species
and critical habitat.
Bridge Permit
A Bridge Permit will be required from the USCG. In accordance with Section 9 of the Rivers and
Harbors Act of 1899 and the General Bridge Act of 1946, the USCG must approve the location
and design of bridges and causeways across navigable waters to prevent any interference with their
navigability by bridges or other obstructions.
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State Permits
Environmental Resource Permit
SFWMD requires an ERP when construction of any project results in the creation of a new or
modification of an existing surface water management system, or results in impacts to waters of
the state. As with USACE permits, the complexity associated with the ERP permitting process will
depend on the size of the project and/or the extent of wetland impacts. Under current state rules,
the SFWMD will require an individual ERP for this project.
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Permit
40 CFR Part 122 prohibits point source discharges of stormwater to waters of the U.S. without a
NPDES permit. Under the State of Florida’s delegated authority to administer the NPDES
program, construction sites that will result in greater than one (1) acre of disturbance must file for
and obtain either coverage under an appropriate generic permit contained in Chapter 62-621,
F.A.C., or an individual permit issued pursuant to Chapter 62-620, F.A.C. A major component of
the NPDES permit is the development of a Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP). The
SWPPP identifies potential sources of pollution that may reasonably be expected to affect the
quality of stormwater discharges from the site and discusses good engineering practices (i.e., best
management practices) that will be used to reduce the pollutants.
Coastal Construction Control Line Permit
Chapter 161, F.S. recognized the importance of Florida’s coastal communities and established a
precedent for beach and shore preservation during coastal construction activities, creating the
CCCL. The CCCL defines the portion of beach and/or dune system that is subject to severe
fluctuations based on a 100-year storm event. Land seaward of this line is under the jurisdiction
of the FDEP. Unless otherwise exempt, a permit is required for construction and excavation
activities, that occur seaward of the CCCL. Special siting and design considerations are required
for construction within the CCCL to protect the coastal system, including public beach access,
vegetation, wildlife, marine turtles, and adjacent properties. Because proposed dredging is seaward
of the CCCL, a Joint Coastal Permit (JCP) could potentially be required from FDEP, pending all
requirements are met.
Sovereign Submerged Lands Easement
The Sovereign Submerged Lands (SSL) Title within the project study area (roadway ROW) was
transferred to the Florida Department of Transportation to control, manage, use, develop, protect
and maintain, for public highway purposes. A copy of the correspondence with the Division of
State Lands is provided in Appendix O. An SSL title request is required for the dredging of the
new channel and may require an easement. This is typically done during the permitting phase for
the project.
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Section 6.0 Conclusions
6.1 Protected Species and Habitat
The project area was evaluated for the presence of federal and state protected species and their
habitat in accordance with Section 7 of the ESA and Part 2, Chapter 16 of the PD&E Manual.
Tables 6-1 and 6-2 summarize the impact determinations that have been made for each federal
and state listed species based upon their probability ranking and the implementation measures
and/or commitments to offset any potential impacts to each species. For other protected species,
the black bear, osprey, and bald eagle there is “no adverse effect anticipated” from the
construction of the preferred alternative.
There is anticipated to be 0.01 acres of impacts to smalltooth sawfish critical habitat and 0.17 acres
of West Indian manatee critical habitat. Because the anticipated impacts to critical habitat are
minimal and construction related impacts are temporary in nature, it has been determined that
construction of the proposed project will not result in significant destruction or adverse
modification to critical habitat for either species.
Table 6-1 Federal Listed Species Effect Determinations
Project Impact Determination
"No effect"

"May affect, but is not likely to
adversely affect"

Federal Listed Species
Florida Panther (Puma concolor coryi)
Florida Scrub-Jay (Aphelocoma coerulescens)
Aboriginal Prickly Apple (Harrisia aboriginum)
Gulf Sturgeon (Acipenser oxyrinchus desotoi)
Smalltooth Sawfish (Pristis pectinata)
Loggerhead Sea Turtle (Caretta caretta)
Green Sea Turtle (Chelonia mydas)
Leatherback Sea Turtle (Dermochelys coriacea)
Hawksbill Sea Turtle (Eretmochelys imbricata)
Kemp's Ridley Sea Turtle (Lepidochelys kempii)
American Crocodile (Crocodylus acutus)
Eastern Indigo Snake (Drymarchon couperi)
Piping Plover (Charadrius melodus)
Wood Stork (Mycteria americana)
Florida Bonneted Bat (Eumops floridanus)
West Indian Manatee (Trichechus manatus)
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Table 6-2 State Listed Species Effect Determinations
Project Impact Determination

"No effect anticipated"

"No adverse effect anticipated"

State Listed Species
Iguana Hackberry (Celtis iguanea)
Spiny Hackberry (Celtis pallida)
Sand-Dune Spurge (Chamaesyce cumulicola)
Ghost Orchid (Dendrophylax lindenii)
Tampa Mock Vervain (Gladularia tampensis)
Hand Fern (Ophioglossum palmatum)
Golden Leather Fern (Acrostichum aureum)
Sanibel Island Lovegrass (Eragrostis pectinacea)
Snowy Plover (Charadrius nivosus)
Little Blue Heron (Egretta caerulea)
Tricolored Heron (Egretta tricolor)
Roseate Spoonbill (Platalea ajaja)
American Oystercatcher (Haematopus palliatus)
Black Skimmer (Rynchops niger)
Least Tern (Sternula antillarum)

6.2 Wetland Evaluation
The proposed project was evaluated for impacts to wetlands in accordance with EO 11990 and
Part 2, Chapter 9 of the PD&E Manual (FDOT 2019). In accordance with EO 11990, LC has
undertaken all actions to minimize the destruction, loss or degradation of wetlands, and to preserve
and enhance the natural and beneficial values of wetlands in carrying out the agency’s
responsibilities. Nonetheless, LC has determined that there is no practicable alternative to
construction impacts occurring in wetlands. Any unavoidable impacts to wetlands will be
mitigated to achieve no net loss of wetland function. Based on the type and location of proposed
impacts, the proposed project will have no significant short-term or long-term adverse impacts to
wetlands.
A total of 1.64 acres (1.00 forested, 0.64 herbaceous) of wetland impacts and 0.15 acres of surface
water impacts, for a wetland and surface water total of 1.79 acres, are anticipated as result of the
proposed project. Final determination of impact acreages will occur during the design phase and
permitting. All impacts will be mitigated pursuant to Section 373.4137, F.S. to satisfy all
mitigation requirements of Part IV Chapter 373, F.S. and 33 U.S.C. 1344. Compensatory
mitigation for this project will be completed through the use of mitigation banks and any other
mitigation options that satisfy state and federal requirements.

6.3 Essential Fish Habitat
The proposed project is within the GMFMC area of jurisdiction. EHF was analyzed in accordance
with the GMFMC and Part 2, Chapter 17 of the PD&E Manual (FDOT 2019). EFH within the
project area includes Big Carlos Pass and its associated mangrove swamps.
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The project study area encompasses Big Carlos Pass within the existing ROW, and a small area of
mangrove swamp near the eastern terminus of the project. The mangrove swamps are within the
existing ROW and have been previously disturbed. There is no seagrass or shellfish habitat
identified within the project study area. In addition, a coral survey of the existing bridge pilings
found no corals. It was determined that the project may have a “more than minimal but less than
substantial” potential for adverse impacts to EFH. Due to the phased nature of the project and the
implementation of BMPs, no populations of the GMFMC managed species, coral complex, or
highly migratory species are expected to be adversely affected by the proposed project.

6.4 Implementation Measures
Based on the field and literature reviews outlined in this report, federal and state protected species
have the potential to occur within the project study area. In order to assure that the proposed project
will not adversely impact these species, LC will adhere to the following:
•

Water quality impacts from construction will be avoided and minimized through the use of
BMPs including, but not limited to, construction phasing, sediment barriers, silt fences,
and other techniques identified during design and permitting by the regulatory agencies
and later during construction by the selected contractor.

6.5 Commitments
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts to suitable foraging habitat for the federally protected wood stork will be mitigated
through the purchase of credits from a U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service approved mitigation
bank pursuant to Section 373.4137, F.S. or as otherwise agreed to by the FDOT and the
appropriate regulatory agencies.
An acoustic survey for bats will be completed prior to permitting to determine the potential
for Florida Bonneted Bats to utilize the existing bridge.
Bats will be excluded from the existing bridge during the non-maternity season prior to
removal per FDOT Special Provision SP0070104-11: Bats in Bridges.
A piping plover survey will be conducted prior to construction.
In-water work will be constricted to daytime hours only from official sunrise until official
sunset.
Ramp up piling driving will be used at the start of each day.
The NMFS Sea Turtle and Smalltooth Sawfish Construction Conditions will be
implemented to assure that sea turtles and smalltooth sawfish will not be adversely
impacted by the project (Appendix G).
The USFWS Standard Protection Measures for the Eastern Indigo Snake will be
implemented to assure that the Eastern indigo snake will not be adversely impacted by the
project (Appendix H).
The most current version of the FWC Standard Manatee Conditions for In-Water Work
will be implemented to assure that manatees will not be adversely impacted by the project
(Appendix K).
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APPENDIX C
Individual Wetland, Surface Water, and Other Surface
Water Descriptions and Map

Wetland 1
FLUCFCS:
USFWS:

612 – Mangrove Swamp
E2FO3N (Estuarine, Intertidal, Forested, Broad-leaved Evergreen,
Regularly Flooded)

Wetland 1 (WL 1) is a mangrove swamp near the eastern terminus of the project study area. The
majority of WL 1 is a forested mangrove swamp comprised of white mangrove (Laguncularia
racemose), black mangrove (Avicennia germinans), cabbage palm (Sabal palmetto), seagrape
(Coccoloba uvifera), saltbush (Baccharis halimifolia), glasswort (Salicornia ambigua) and rushes
(Juncus spp.) This portion of the wetland abuts Estero Bay Aquatic Preserve. The most southern
portion abutting Estero Blvd is sparsely vegetated Vegetation in this area consists of small
mangroves, saltwort, beaksedge (Rhynocospora spp.), and spikerush (Eleocharis spp.) WL 1 is
located north of Estero Blvd and extends east and north outside the limits of construction. WL 1
is hydrologically connected to WL 3 via a culvert. WL 1 was historically connected to WL 2, WL
3 and WL 4 as one mangrove swamp prior to being bisected by Estero Blvd. WL 1 comprises 1.58
acres of the project study area.
Wetland 2
FLUCFCS:
USFWS:

612 & 640 – Mangrove Swamp and Vegetated Non-Forested Wetland
E2FO3N (Estuarine, Intertidal, Forested, Broad-leaved Evergreen,
Regularly Flooded)
PEM1C (Palustrine, Emergent, Persistent, Seasonally Flooded)

Wetland 2 (WL 2) is a mangrove swamp that transitions into a non-forested wetland with
herbaceous groundcover. Only a small portion in the southeastern part of the wetland is classified
as mangrove swamp. It is comprised predominantly of black mangrove, red mangrove (Rhizophora
mangle), glasswort, sea ox-eye (Borrichia frutescens), and beaksedge (Rhynocospora spp.). The
remainder of WL 2 abuts Estero Blvd and is comprised of open herbaceous groundcover that
consists of bahia grass (Paspalum notatum), crab grass (Digitaria spp.) and turkey tangle frog fruit
(Phyla nodiflora). This low-lying herbaceous area was planted after the construction of Estero
Blvd. It is seasonally flooded during the wet season and is regularly maintained and mowed. WL
2 is located on the south side of Estero Blvd, near the eastern terminus of the project study area,
and extends eastward, outside the limits of construction. WL 2 was historically connected to WL
1, WL 3, and WL 4 as one mangrove swamp prior to construction of Estero Blvd. WL 2 comprises
2.17 acres of the project study area.
Wetland 3
FLUCFCS:
USFWS:

640
(Vegetated Non-Forested Wetland)
PEM1C (Palustrine, Emergent, Persistent, Seasonally Flooded)

Wetland 3 (WL 3) is a vegetated non-forested wetland located north of Estero Blvd, just west of
WL 1. WL 3 is hydrologically connected to WL 1 via a culvert. Vegetation within the wetland
includes St. Augustine grass (Stenotaphrum secundatum), torpedo grass (Panicum repens), cattail
(Typha latifolia), rush species (Juncus spp.), Mexican primrose willow (Ludwigia octovalvis),

Peruvian primrose willow (Ludwigia peruviana), pennywort (Hyrdocotyle spp.) and waterhyssop
(Bacopa monnieri). WL 3 is a low-lying area surrounded by roadways that collects surface water
runoff and is seasonally flooded. There are 0.56 acres of WL 3 within the project study area.
Wetland 4
FLUCFCS:
USFWS:

619
(Exotic Wetland Hardwoods)
PFO3C (Palustrine, Forested, Broad-leaved Evergreen, Seasonally Flooded)

Wetland 4 (WL 4) is a narrow exotic hardwood wetland north of Estero Blvd, just west of WL 3.
This wetland is a low-lying area bounded to the north by a man-made berm, and a road to the south
that collects surface water runoff. WL 4 is heavily forested, dominated by Brazilian pepper
(Schinus terebinthifolius). Other vegetation within the wetland includes seagrape, waterhysopp,
and seaside oxeye. There are 0.22 acres of WL 4 within the project study area.

Surface Water 1
FLUCFCS: 652
(Shoreline)
USFWS:
E2US2N (Estuarine, Intertidal, Unconsolidated Shore, Sand, Regularly
Flooded)
Surface Water 1 (SW 1) is the eastern shoreline of Big Carlos Pass. The shoreline consists of
unvegetated white sandy beaches with some seaweed. SW 1 and SW1a are shorelines to the same
waterbody (SW 1b), traversed by the Big Carlos Bridge. There are 0.28 acres of SW 1 in the project
study area.

Surface Water 1a
FLUCFCS: 652
(Shoreline)
USFWS:
E2FO3N (Estuarine, Intertidal, Forested, Broad-leaved Evergreen, Regularly
Flooded)
E2US2N (Estuarine, Intertidal, Unconsolidated Shore, Sand, Regularly
Flooded)
Surface Water 1a (SW 1a), is the western shoreline of Big Carlos Pass. The portion south of the
bridge consists of unvegetated white sandy shorelines, while the portion north of the bridge is a
forested wetland that is subject to tidal fluctuations. The forested area consists of sea grape,
cabbage palm, beach naupaka (Scaevola taccada) and coinvine (Dalbergia ecastaphyllum). SW
1a and SW 1 are shorelines to the same waterbody (SW 1b), traversed by the Big Carlos Bridge.
There are 0.29 acres of SW 1a in the project study area.

Surface Water 1b
FLUCFCS: 541
(Embayments opening directly to the Gulf or Ocean)
USFWS:
E1UB2 (Estuarine, Subtidal, Unconsolidated Bottom, Sand)
Surface Water 1b (SW 1b), Estero Bay, is an estuarine system that is crossed by the Big Carlos
Pass Bridge. SW 1b is located where the Gulf of Mexico connects to Estero Bay. North of the
bridge is the Estero Bay Aquatic Preserve, while south of the bridge the bay connects to the Gulf
of Mexico. Within the project study area, Estero Bay consists of an open water channel with a
sandy/shelly bottom substrate. There is no aquatic vegetation within the project study area. The
shorelines of SW 1b are described above as SW 1a and SW 1. There are 13.15 acres of SW 1b
within the project study area.
Other Surface Water 1
FLUCFCS: 510
(Streams and Waterways)
USFWS:
PSS1F (Palustrine, Scrub-Shrub, Persistent, Semipermanently Flooded)
Other Surface Water 1 (OSW 1) is a roadside drainage ditch dominated by exotic vegetation north
of Estero Blvd and just west of the Big Carlos Pass Bridge. Vegetation within the ditch consists of
Brazilian pepper, cabbage palm, seagrape and wedelia (Sphagneticola trilobata). There is less than
0.01 acres of OSW 1 within the project study area.
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APPENDIX D
Individual Wetland, Surface Water, and Other Surface
Photographs

Wetland 1
FLUCFCS: 612 Mangrove Swamp
USFWS: E2FO3N (Estuarine, Intertidal, Forested, Broad-leaved Evergreen, Regularly
Flooded)

Wetland 2
FLUCFCS: 612 Mangrove Swamp
USFWS: E2FO3N (Estuarine, Intertidal, Forested, Broad-leaved Evergreen, Regularly
Flooded)

Wetland 2
FLUCFCS: 640 Vegetated Non-forested Wetland
USFWS: PEM1C (Palustrine, Emergent, Persistent, Seasonally Flooded)

Wetland 3
FLUCFCS: 640 Vegetated Non-Forested Wetland
USFWS: PEM1C (Palustrine, Emergent, Persistent, Seasonally Flooded)

Wetland 4
FLUCFCS: 619 Exotic Wetland Hardwoods
USFWS: PFO3C (Palustrine, Forested, Broad-leaved Evergreen, Seasonally Flooded)

Surface Water 1
FLUCFCS: 652 Shoreline
USFWS: E2US2N (Estuarine, Intertidal, Unconsolidated Shore, Sand, Regularly Flooded)

Surface Water 1a
FLUCFCS: 652 Shoreline
USFWS: E2FO3N (Estuarine, Intertidal, Forested, Broad-leaved Evergreen, Regularly
Flooded) / E2US2N (Estuarine, Intertidal, Unconsolidated Shore, Sand, Regularly
Flooded)

Surface Water 1b
FLUCFCS: 541 Embayments opening directly to the Gulf or Ocean
USFWS: E1UB2 (Estuarine, Subtidal, Unconsolidated Bottom, Sand)

Other Surface Water 1
FLUCFCS: 510 Streams and Waterways
USFWS: PSS1F (Palustrine, Scrub-Shrub, Persistent, Semi-permanently Flooded)

APPENDIX E
Florida Natural Areas Inventory Custom Data Report

APPENDIX F
Protected Species and Habitat Map
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APPENDIX G
Sea Turtle and Smalltooth Sawfish Construction Conditions

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE

Southeast Regional Office
263 13th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33701
SEA TURTLE AND SMALLTOOTH SAWFISH CONSTRUCTION CONDITIONS
The permittee shall comply with the following protected species construction conditions:
a. The permittee shall instruct all personnel associated with the project of the potential presence of
these species and the need to avoid collisions with sea turtles and smalltooth sawfish. All
construction personnel are responsible for observing water-related activities for the presence of
these species.
b. The permittee shall advise all construction personnel that there are civil and criminal penalties for
harming, harassing, or killing sea turtles or smalltooth sawfish, which are protected under the
Endangered Species Act of 1973.
c. Siltation barriers shall be made of material in which a sea turtle or smalltooth sawfish cannot
become entangled, be properly secured, and be regularly monitored to avoid protected species
entrapment. Barriers may not block sea turtle or smalltooth sawfish entry to or exit from
designated critical habitat without prior agreement from the National Marine Fisheries Service’s
Protected Resources Division, St. Petersburg, Florida.
d. All vessels associated with the construction project shall operate at “no wake/idle” speeds at all
times while in the construction area and while in water depths where the draft of the vessel
provides less than a four-foot clearance from the bottom. All vessels will preferentially follow
deep-water routes (e.g., marked channels) whenever possible.
e. If a sea turtle or smalltooth sawfish is seen within 100 yards of the active daily
construction/dredging operation or vessel movement, all appropriate precautions shall be
implemented to ensure its protection. These precautions shall include cessation of operation of
any moving equipment closer than 50 feet of a sea turtle or smalltooth sawfish. Operation of any
mechanical construction equipment shall cease immediately if a sea turtle or smalltooth sawfish is
seen within a 50-ft radius of the equipment. Activities may not resume until the protected species
has departed the project area of its own volition.
f.

Any collision with and/or injury to a sea turtle or smalltooth sawfish shall be reported
immediately to the National Marine Fisheries Service’s Protected Resources Division (727-8245312) and the local authorized sea turtle stranding/rescue organization.

g. Any special construction conditions, required of your specific project, outside these general
conditions, if applicable, will be addressed in the primary consultation.

Revised: March 23, 2006
O:\forms\Sea Turtle and Smalltooth Sawfish Construction Conditions.doc

APPENDIX H
Standard Protection Measures for the Eastern Indigo
Snake

STANDARD PROTECTION MEASURES FOR THE EASTERN INDIGO SNAKE
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
August 12, 2013
The eastern indigo snake protection/education plan (Plan) below has been developed by the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) in Florida for use by applicants and their construction
personnel. At least 30 days prior to any clearing/land alteration activities, the applicant shall
notify the appropriate USFWS Field Office via e-mail that the Plan will be implemented as
described below (North Florida Field Office: jaxregs@fws.gov; South Florida Field Office:
verobeach@fws.gov; Panama City Field Office: panamacity@fws.gov). As long as the signatory
of the e-mail certifies compliance with the below Plan (including use of the attached poster and
brochure), no further written confirmation or “approval” from the USFWS is needed and the
applicant may move forward with the project.
If the applicant decides to use an eastern indigo snake protection/education plan other than the
approved Plan below, written confirmation or “approval” from the USFWS that the plan is
adequate must be obtained. At least 30 days prior to any clearing/land alteration activities, the
applicant shall submit their unique plan for review and approval. The USFWS will respond via email, typically within 30 days of receiving the plan, either concurring that the plan is adequate or
requesting additional information. A concurrence e-mail from the appropriate USFWS Field
Office will fulfill approval requirements.
The Plan materials should consist of: 1) a combination of posters and pamphlets (see Poster
Information section below); and 2) verbal educational instructions to construction personnel by
supervisory or management personnel before any clearing/land alteration activities are initiated
(see Pre-Construction Activities and During Construction Activities sections below).
POSTER INFORMATION
Posters with the following information shall be placed at strategic locations on the construction
site and along any proposed access roads (a final poster for Plan compliance, to be printed on 11”
x 17” or larger paper and laminated, is attached):
DESCRIPTION: The eastern indigo snake is one of the largest non-venomous snakes in North
America, with individuals often reaching up to 8 feet in length. They derive their name from the
glossy, blue-black color of their scales above and uniformly slate blue below. Frequently, they
have orange to coral reddish coloration in the throat area, yet some specimens have been reported
to only have cream coloration on the throat. These snakes are not typically aggressive and will
attempt to crawl away when disturbed. Though indigo snakes rarely bite, they should NOT be
handled.
SIMILAR SNAKES: The black racer is the only other solid black snake resembling the eastern
indigo snake. However, black racers have a white or cream chin, thinner bodies, and WILL BITE
if handled.
LIFE HISTORY: The eastern indigo snake occurs in a wide variety of terrestrial habitat types
throughout Florida. Although they have a preference for uplands, they also utilize some wetlands
1

and agricultural areas. Eastern indigo snakes will often seek shelter inside gopher tortoise
burrows and other below- and above-ground refugia, such as other animal burrows, stumps,
roots, and debris piles. Females may lay from 4 - 12 white eggs as early as April through June,
with young hatching in late July through October.
PROTECTION UNDER FEDERAL AND STATE LAW: The eastern indigo snake is
classified as a Threatened species by both the USFWS and the Florida Fish and Wildlife
Conservation Commission. “Taking” of eastern indigo snakes is prohibited by the Endangered
Species Act without a permit. “Take” is defined by the USFWS as an attempt to kill, harm,
harass, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, trap, capture, collect, or engage in any such conduct.
Penalties include a maximum fine of $25,000 for civil violations and up to $50,000 and/or
imprisonment for criminal offenses, if convicted.
Only individuals currently authorized through an issued Incidental Take Statement in association
with a USFWS Biological Opinion, or by a Section 10(a)(1)(A) permit issued by the USFWS, to
handle an eastern indigo snake are allowed to do so.
IF YOU SEE A LIVE EASTERN INDIGO SNAKE ON THE SITE:
•
•
•
•
•

Cease clearing activities and allow the live eastern indigo snake sufficient time to move
away from the site without interference;
Personnel must NOT attempt to touch or handle snake due to protected status.
Take photographs of the snake, if possible, for identification and documentation purposes.
Immediately notify supervisor or the applicant’s designated agent, and the appropriate
USFWS office, with the location information and condition of the snake.
If the snake is located in a vicinity where continuation of the clearing or construction
activities will cause harm to the snake, the activities must halt until such time that a
representative of the USFWS returns the call (within one day) with further guidance as to
when activities may resume.

IF YOU SEE A DEAD EASTERN INDIGO SNAKE ON THE SITE:
•
•
•

Cease clearing activities and immediately notify supervisor or the applicant’s designated
agent, and the appropriate USFWS office, with the location information and condition of
the snake.
Take photographs of the snake, if possible, for identification and documentation purposes.
Thoroughly soak the dead snake in water and then freeze the specimen. The appropriate
wildlife agency will retrieve the dead snake.

Telephone numbers of USFWS Florida Field Offices to be contacted if a live or dead
eastern indigo snake is encountered:
North Florida Field Office – (904) 731-3336
Panama City Field Office – (850) 769-0552
South Florida Field Office – (772) 562-3909

2

PRE-CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES
1. The applicant or designated agent will post educational posters in the construction office and
throughout the construction site, including any access roads. The posters must be clearly visible
to all construction staff. A sample poster is attached.
2. Prior to the onset of construction activities, the applicant/designated agent will conduct a
meeting with all construction staff (annually for multi-year projects) to discuss identification of
the snake, its protected status, what to do if a snake is observed within the project area, and
applicable penalties that may be imposed if state and/or federal regulations are violated. An
educational brochure including color photographs of the snake will be given to each staff
member in attendance and additional copies will be provided to the construction superintendent
to make available in the onsite construction office (a final brochure for Plan compliance, to be
printed double-sided on 8.5” x 11” paper and then properly folded, is attached). Photos of
eastern indigo snakes may be accessed on USFWS and/or FWC websites.
3. Construction staff will be informed that in the event that an eastern indigo snake (live or dead)
is observed on the project site during construction activities, all such activities are to cease until
the established procedures are implemented according to the Plan, which includes notification of
the appropriate USFWS Field Office. The contact information for the USFWS is provided on the
referenced posters and brochures.
DURING CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES
1. During initial site clearing activities, an onsite observer may be utilized to determine whether
habitat conditions suggest a reasonable probability of an eastern indigo snake sighting (example:
discovery of snake sheds, tracks, lots of refugia and cavities present in the area of clearing
activities, and presence of gopher tortoises and burrows).
2. If an eastern indigo snake is discovered during gopher tortoise relocation activities (i.e. burrow
excavation), the USFWS shall be contacted within one business day to obtain further guidance
which may result in further project consultation.
3. Periodically during construction activities, the applicant’s designated agent should visit the
project area to observe the condition of the posters and Plan materials, and replace them as
needed. Construction personnel should be reminded of the instructions (above) as to what is
expected if any eastern indigo snakes are seen.
POST CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES
Whether or not eastern indigo snakes are observed during construction activities, a monitoring
report should be submitted to the appropriate USFWS Field Office within 60 days of project
completion. The report can be sent electronically to the appropriate USFWS e-mail address listed
on page one of this Plan.
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APPENDIX I
Species Effect Keys - Eastern Indigo Snake, Wood Stork,
Florida Bonneted Bat, Florida Panther, West Indian Manatee

Eastern Indigo Snake Determination of Effect Key

Wood Stork Determination of Effect Key

Donnie Kinard

Page 3

The SFESO recognizes a 29.9 kilometer [kmj (18.6-mile) core foraging area (CFA) around all
known wood stork colonies in south Florida. Enclosure 2 (to be updated as necessary) provides
locations of colonies and their CFAs in south Florida that have been documented as active within
the last 10 years. The Service believes loss of suitable wetlands within these CFAs may reduce
foraging opportunities for the wood stork. To minimize adverse effects to the wood stork, we
recommend compensation be provided for impacts to foraging habitat. The compensation should
consider wetland type, location, function, and value (hydrology, vegetation, prey utilization) to
ensure that wetland functions lost due to the project are adequately offset. Wetlands offered as
compensation should be of the same hydroperiod and located within the CFAs of the affected
wood stork colonies. The Service may accept, under special circumstances, wetland
compensation located outside the CFAs of the affected wood stork nesting colonies. On
occasion, wetland credits purchased from a “Service Approved” mitigation bank located outside
the CFAs could be acceptable to the Service, depending on location of impacted wetlands
relative to the permitted service area of the bank, and whether or not the bank has wetlands
having the same hydroperiod as the impacted wetland.
In an effort to reduce correspondence in effect determinations and responses, the Service is
providing the Wood Stork Effect Determination Key below. If the use of this key results in a
Corps determination of”no effect” for a particular project, the Service supports this
determination. If the use of this Key results in a determination of NLAA, the Service concurs
with this determination’. This Key is subject to revisitation as the Corps and Service deem
necessary.
The Key is as follows:
A. Project within 0.76 km (0.47 mile)2 of an active colony site3

“may affect4”

Project impacts Suitable Foraging Habitat (SFH) ~ at a location greater than 0.76 km (0.47
mile) from a colony site
go to B”
With an outcome of “no effect” or “NLAA” as outlined in this key, and the project has less than 20.2 hectares (50
acres) of wetland impacts, the requirements of section 7 of the Act are fulfilled for the wood stork and no further
action is required. For projects with greater than 20.2 hectares (50 acres) of wetland impacts, written concurrence of
NLAA from the Service is necessary.
2 Within the secondary zone (the average distance from the border of a colony to the limits of the secondary zone is
0.76 km (2,500 feet, or 0.47 mi).
An active colony is defined as a colony that is currently being used for nesting by wood storks or has historically

over the last 10 years been used for nesting by wood storks.
Consultation may be concluded informally or formally depending on project impacts.
Suitable foraging habitat (SFH) includes wetlands that typically have shallow-open water areas that are relatively
calm and have a permanent or seasonal water depth between 5 to 38cm (2 to 15 inches) deep. Other shallow nonwetland water bodies are also SFH. SFH supports and concentrates, or is capable of supporting and concentrating
small fish, frogs, and other aquatic prey. Examples of SFH include, but are not limited to freshwater marshes, small
ponds, shallow, seasonally flooded roadside or agricultural ditches, seasonally flooded pastures, narrow tidal creeks
or shallow tidal pools, managed impoundments, and depressions in cypress heads and swamp sloughs.

Donnie Kinard
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Project does not affect SFH………………………………………………..…..“no effect1”.
B. Project impact to SFH is less than 0.20 hectare (one-half acre)6……………..……NLAA1”
Project impact to SFH is greater in scope than 0.20 hectare (one-half acre)....……go to C
C. Project impacts to SFH not within the CFA (29.9 km, 18.6 miles) of a colony
site …………………………………………………..…………….……….….……go to D
Project impacts to SFH within the CFA of a colony site …………….….…...…….go to E
D. Project impacts to SFH have been avoided and minimized to the extent practicable;
compensation (Service approved mitigation bank or as provided in accordance with
Mitigation Rule 33 CFR Part 332) for unavoidable impacts is proposed in accordance
with the CWA section 404(b)(1) guidelines; and habitat compensation replaces the foraging
value matching the hydroperiod7 of the wetlands affected and provides foraging value similar
to, or higher than, that of impacted wetlands. See Enclosure 3 for a detailed discussion of the
hydroperiod foraging values, an example, and further guidance8……………….. NLAA1”
Project not as above.………………………………………………………... “may affect4”
E. Project provides SFH compensation in accordance with the CWA section 404(b)(1)
guidelines and is not contrary to the HMG; habitat compensation is within the appropriate
CFA or within the service area of a Service-approved mitigation bank; and habitat
compensation replaces foraging value, consisting of wetland enhancement or restoration
matching the hydroperiod7 of the wetlands affected, and provides foraging value similar
6

On an individual basis, SFH impacts to wetlands less than 0.20 hectare (one-half acre) generally will not have a
measurable effect on wood storks, although we request that the Corps require mitigation for these losses when
appropriate. Wood storks are a wide ranging species, and individually, habitat change from impacts to SFH less
than one-half acre are not likely to adversely affect wood storks. However, collectively they may have an effect and
therefore regular monitoring and reporting of these effects are important.
7

Several researchers (Flemming et al. 1994; Ceilley and Bortone 2000) believe that the short hydroperiod wetlands
provide a more important pre-nesting foraging food source and a greater early nestling survivor value for wood
storks than the foraging base (grams of fish per square meter) than long hydroperiod wetlands provide. Although
the short hydroperiod wetlands may provide less fish, these prey bases historically were more extensive and met the
foraging needs of the pre-nesting storks and the early-age nestlings. Nest productivity may suffer as a result of the
loss of short hydroperiod wetlands. We believe that most wetland fill and excavation impacts permitted in south
Florida are in short hydroperiod wetlands. Therefore, we believe that it is especially important that impacts to these
short hydroperiod wetlands within CFAs are avoided, minimized, and compensated for by enhancement/restoration
of short hydroperiod wetlands.
8

For this Key, the Service requires an analysis of foraging prey base losses and enhancements from the proposed
action as shown in the examples in Enclosure 3 for projects with greater than 2.02 hectares (5 acres) of wetland
impacts. For projects with less than 2.02 hectares (5 acres) of wetland impacts, an individual foraging prey base
analysis is not necessary although type for type wetland compensation is still a requirement of the Key.

Donnie Kinard
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to, or higher than, that of impacted wetlands. See Enclosure 3 for a detailed discussion of
the hydroperiod foraging values, an example, and ifirther guidance8
NLAA”
Project does not satisfy these elements

“may affect4”

This Key does not apply to Comprehensive Everglades Restoration Plan projects, as they will
require project-specific consultations with the Service.
Monitoring and Reporting Effects
For the Service to monitor cumulative effects, it is important for the Corps to monitor the
number of permits and provide information to the Service regarding the number of permits
issued where the effect determination was: “may affect, not likely to adversely affect.” We
request that the Corps send us an annual summary consisting of: project dates, Corps
identification numbers, project acreages, project wetland acreages, and project locations in
latitude and longitude in decimal degrees.
Thank you for your cooperation and effort in protecting federally listed species. If you have
any questions, please contact Allen Webb at extension 246.
Si

Field Supervisor
South Florida Ecological Services Office
Enclosures
cc: w/enclosures (electronic only)
Corps, Jacksonville, Florida (Stu Santos)
EPA, West Palm Beach, Florida (Richard Harvey)
FWC, Vero Beach, Florida (Joe Walsh)
Service, Jacksonville, Florida (Billy Brooks)

Florida Bonneted Bat Determination of Effect Key

Consultation Key
Please use the following key to evaluate potential effects to the FBB from the proposed project. Refer to the
Glossary as needed.
1a. Proposed project or land use change is partially or wholly within the Consultation Area (Figure 1)..........….....Go to 2
1b. Proposed project or land use change is wholly outside of the Consultation Area (Figure 1)............................No Effect
2a. FBB roosting habitat exists within the project area.....……………………………………...…..………….…....Go to 3
2b. No FBB roosting habitat exists within the project area..……………..……...…………..........…………….….Go to 13
3a. Project size* ≤ 5 acres (2 hectares)……..… Request and Review Limited Roost Survey (Appendix B) then Go to 4
3b. Project size* > 5 acres (2 hectares)....Request and Review Full Acoustic/Roost Surveys (Appendix A) then Go to 6
4a Results show FBB roosting is likely ………....………………………………………………………………….Go to 5
4b. Results do not show FBB roosting is likely……………………..………….. MANLAA if BMPs (Appendix C) used;
no further consultation is necessary
5a. Project will affect roosting habitat……………………...………………………..…...…..LAA+ (Further consultation
with the Service required)
5b. Project will not affect roosting habitat…………...………………..…….….. MANLAA if BMPs (Appendix C) used;
further consultation with the Service required
6a. Results show some FBB activity……………...…………………………………………………....……….…....Go to 7
6b. Results show no FBB activity…………………………...…………………..……………………..…….…....No Effect
7a. Results show FBB roosting is likely..……...……………………………………………………….……………Go to 8
7b. Results do not show FBB roosting is likely..………………………………………...…………….…...………Go to 10
8a. Project will not affect roosting habitat………………...………………..………………………….…...………Go to 9
8b. Project will affect roosting habitat…………………...……………………………...…..LAA+ (Further consultation
with the Service required)
9a. Project will affect* > 50 acres (20 hectares) (wetlands and uplands) of foraging habitat………..…….LAA+ (Further
consultation with the Service required)
9b. Project will affect* ≤ 50 acres (20 hectares) (wetlands and uplands) of foraging habitat……….….…... MANLAA if
BMPs (Appendix C) used; further consultation with the Service required.
10a. Results show high FBB activity/use…..……......................................................................................................Go to 11
10b. Results do not show high FBB activity/use…..……..........................................................................................Go to 12
11a. Project will affect* > 50 acres (20 hectares) (wetlands and uplands) of FBB habitat…..………..….... LAA+ (Further
consultation with the Service required)
11b. Project will affect* ≤ 50 acres (20 hectares) (wetlands and uplands) of FBB habitat…………...…….... MANLAA if
BMPs (Appendix C) used; further consultation with the Service required.
12a. Project will affect* > 50 acres (20 hectares) (wetlands and uplands) of FBB habitat…..………..….... LAA+ (Further
consultation with the Service required)
12b. Project will affect* ≤ 50 acres (20 hectares) (wetlands and uplands) of FBB habitat………….....…....... MANLAA if
BMPs (Appendix C) used; no further consultation is necessary.
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13a. FBB foraging habitat, but not roosting habitat, exists within the project area and foraging habitat will be
affected…..………………………………………………………………………………………………….....Go to 14
13b. FBB foraging habitat, but not roosting habitat, exists within the project area and foraging habitat will not be
affected OR no FBB foraging habitat exists within the project area….…………………………………......No Effect
14a. Project size* > 50 acres (20 hectares) (wetlands and uplands) …………….………………..............................Go to 15
14b. Project size* ≤ 50 acres (20 hectares) (wetlands and uplands) ………...….. MANLAA if BMPs (Appendix C) used;
no further consultation necessary
15a. Project is within 2 miles (3.2 kilometers) of high quality potential roosting areas^……..….…Conduct Full Acoustic
Survey (Appendix A)………………………………………...……….…………………………………. and Go to 16
15b. Project is not within 2 miles (3.2 kilometers) of high quality potential roosting area^…….......….MANLAA if BMPs
(Appendix C) used; no further consultation is necessary
16a. Results show some FBB activity…………………………………………………………………....…….…....Go to 17
16b. Results show no FBB activity……………………………………………………………………..…….…....No Effect
17a. Results show high FBB activity/use……………...…...…....LAA+ (Further consultation with the Service required)
17b. Results do not show high FBB activity/use……………….....……………... MANLAA if BMPs (Appendix C) used;
no further consultation is necessary
*Includes wetlands and uplands that are going to be altered along with a 250 foot buffer around these areas if the parcel is larger
than the altered area.
^Determining if high quality potential roosting areas are within 2 miles of a project is intended to be a desk-top exercise looking at
most recent aerial imagery, not a field exercise. In Miami-Dade County, because FBBs use urban areas for roosting, you must
proceed to Couplet 16.
+
“May affect, and is likely to adversely affect” (LAA) determinations require further consultation with the Service. Further
consultation with the Service may identify project modifications that could change the LAA determinations in numbers 5, 8, 9,
11, 12, and 17 to MANLAA determinations.
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Florida Panther Determination of Effect Key

David S. Hobbie

Page 4

Enclosure
Florida Panther Effect Determination Key
February 19, 2007

A.

Project is not within Panther Focus Area …………………………………………. B
Project is within Panther Focus Area……………………………………………… C

B.

Project will have no increase and/or change in vehicle traffic patterns or other
identifiable effects to panthers or their habitat………………………………….. No effect
Project is greater than 1 acre in size and will have a net increase and/or change in vehicle
traffic patterns or other identifiable effects to panthers or their habitat ……… May affect
Consultation with the Service is requested1

C.

Project is less than 1 acre…….……………………May affect, not likely to adversely affect
Project is greater than 1 acre…………………………………………………….May affect
Consultation with the Service is requested1

1 Consultation may be concluded informally or formally depending on project effects.

West Indian Manatee Determination of Effect Key

MANATEE KEY
Florida1
April 2013
The key is not designed to be used by the Corps’ Regulatory Division for making their
effect determinations for dredging projects greater than 50,000 cubic yards, the Corps’
Planning Division in making their effect determinations for civil works projects or by the
Corps’ Regulatory Division for making their effect determinations for projects of the same
relative scope as civil works projects. These types of activities must be evaluated by the
Corps independently of the key.
A.

Project is not located in waters accessible to manatees and does not directly or indirectly affect manatees
(see Glossary) ......................................................................................................................................No effect
Project is located in waters accessible to manatees or directly or indirectly affects manatees ...................... B

B.

Project consists of one or more of the following activities, all of which are May affect:
1.

blasting or other detonation activity for channel deepening and/or widening, geotechnical surveys or
exploration, bridge removal, movies, military shows, special events, etc.;

2.

installation of structures which could restrict or act as a barrier to manatees;

3.

new or changes to existing warm or fresh water discharges from industrial sites, power plants, or
natural springs or artesian wells (but only if the new or proposed change in discharge requires a
Corps permit to accomplish the work);

4.

installation of new culverts and/or maintenance or modification of existing culverts (where the
culverts are 8 inches to 8 feet in diameter, ungrated and in waters accessible, or potentially
accessible, to manatees)2;

5.

mechanical dredging from a floating platform, barge or structure3 that restricts manatee access to
less than half the width of the waterway;

6.

creation of new slips or change in use of existing slips, even those located in a county with a Stateapproved Manatee Protection Plan (MPP) in place and the number of slips is less than the MPP
threshold, to accommodate docking for repeat use vessels, (e.g., water taxis, tour boats, gambling
boats, etc; or slips or structures that are not civil works projects, but are frequently used to moor
large vessels (>100') for shipping and/or freight purposes; does not include slips used for docking at
boat sales or repair facilities or loading/unloading at dry stack storage facilities and boat ramps);
[Note: For projects within Bay, Dixie, Escambia, Franklin, Gilchrist, Gulf, Hernando, Jefferson,
Lafayette, Monroe (south of Craig Key), Nassau, Okaloosa, Okeechobee, Santa Rosa, Suwannee,
Taylor, Wakulla or Walton County, the reviewer should proceed to Couplet C.]

7.

any type of in-water activity in a Warm Water Aggregation Area (WWAA) or No Entry Area (see
Glossary and accompanying Maps4); [Note: For residential docking facilities in a Warm Water
Aggregation Area that is not a Federal manatee sanctuary or No Entry Area, the reviewer should
proceed to couplet C.]

8.

creation or expansion of canals, basins or other artificial shoreline and/or the connection of such
features to navigable waters of the U.S.; [Note: For projects proposing a single residential dock, the
reviewer should proceed to couplet C; otherwise, project is a May Affect.]
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9.

installation of temporary structures (docks, buoys, etc.) utilized for special events such as boat races,
boat shows, military shows, etc., but only when consultation with the U.S. Coast Guard and FWS
has not occurred; [Note: See programmatic consultation with the U.S. Coast Guard on manatees
dated May 10, 2010.].

Project is other than the activities listed above............................................................................................... C
C.

Project is located in an Important Manatee Area (IMA) (see Glossary and accompanying Maps4) .............. D
Project is not located in an Important Manatee Area (IMA) (see Glossary and accompanying Maps4) ........ G

D.

Project includes dredging of less than 50,000 cubic yards ............................................................................. E
Project does not include dredging .................................................................................................................. G

E.

Project is for dredging a residential dock facility or is a land-based dredging operation ............................... N
Project not as above.........................................................................................................................................F

F.

Project proponent does not elect to follow all dredging protocols described on the maps for the respective
IMA in which the project is proposed .............................................................................................. May affect
Project proponent elects to follow all dredging protocols described on the maps for the respective IMA in
which the project is proposed ......................................................................................................................... G

G.

Project provides new5 access for watercraft, e.g., docks or piers, marinas, boat ramps and associated trailer
parking spaces, new dredging, boat lifts, pilings, floats, floating docks, floating vessel platforms, boat slips,
dry storage, mooring buoys, or other watercraft access (residential boat lifts, pilings, floating docks, and
floating vessel platforms installed in existing slips are not considered new access) or improvements
allowing increased watercraft usage............................................................................................................... H
Project does not provide new5 access for watercraft, e.g., bulkheads, seawalls, riprap, maintenance
dredging, boardwalks and/or the maintenance (repair or rehabilitation) of currently serviceable watercraft
access structures provided all of the following are met: (1) the number of slips is not increased; (2) the
number of existing slips is not in question; and (3) the improvements do not allow increased watercraft
usage............................................................................................................................................................... N

H.

Project is located in the Braden River Area of Inadequate Protection (Manatee County) (see Glossary and
accompanying AIP Map4)
.......................................................................................................................................................... May affect
Project is not located in the Braden River Area of Inadequate Protection (Manatee County) (see Glossary
and accompanying AIP Map4)......................................................................................................................... I

I.

Project is for a multi-slip facility (see Glossary) ............................................................................................. J
Project is for a residential dock facility or is for dredging (see Glossary)...................................................... N

J.

Project is located in a county that currently has a State-approved MPP in place (BREVARD, BROWARD,
CITRUS, CLAY, COLLIER, DUVAL, INDIAN RIVER, LEE, MARTIN, MIAMI-DADE, PALM BEACH, ST. LUCIE,
SARASOTA, VOLUSIA) or shares contiguous waters with a county having a State-approved MPP in place
(LAKE, MARION, SEMINOLE)6 ........................................................................................................................... K
Project is located in a county not required to have a State-approved MPP .................................................... L
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K.

Project has been developed or modified to be consistent with the county’s State-approved MPP and has
been verified by a FWC review (or FWS review if project is exempt from State permitting) or the number
of slips is below the MPP threshold ............................................................................................................... N
Project has not been reviewed by the FWC or FWS or has been reviewed by the FWC or FWS and
determined that the project is not consistent with the county’s State-approved MPP ...................... May affect

L.

Project is located in one of the following counties: CHARLOTTE, DESOTO7, FLAGLER, GLADES, HENDRY,
7
7
HILLSBOROUGH, LEVY, MANATEE, MONROE , PASCO , PINELLAS ................................................................... M
Project is located in one of the following counties: BAY, DIXIE, ESCAMBIA, FRANKLIN, GILCHRIST, GULF,
HERNANDO, JEFFERSON, LAFAYETTE, MONROE (south of Craig Key), NASSAU, OKALOOSA, OKEECHOBEE,
PUTNAM, SANTA ROSA, ST. JOHNS, SUWANNEE, TAYLOR, WAKULLA, WALTON ................................................ N

M.

The number of slips does not exceed the residential dock density threshold (see Glossary) ......................... N
The number of slips exceeds the residential dock density threshold (see Glossary) ........................ May affect

N.

Project impacts to submerged aquatic vegetation8, emergent vegetation or mangrove will have beneficial,
insignificant, discountable9 or no effects on the manatee10 ............................................................................ O
Project impacts to submerged aquatic vegetation8, emergent vegetation or mangrove may adversely affect
the manatee10 .................................................................................................................................... May affect

O.

Project proponent elects to follow standard manatee conditions for in-water work11 and requirements, as
appropriate for the proposed activity, prescribed on the maps4 .......................................................................P
Project proponent does not elect to follow standard manatee conditions for in-water work11 and appropriate
requirements prescribed on the maps4 .............................................................................................. May affect

P.

If project is for a new or expanding5 multi-slip facility and is located in a county with a State-approved
MPP in place or in Bay, Dixie, Escambia, Franklin, Gilchrist, Gulf, Hernando, Jefferson, Lafayette,
Monroe (south of Craig Key), Nassau, Okaloosa, Okeechobee, Putnam, St. Johns, Santa Rosa, Suwannee,
Taylor, Wakulla or Walton County, the determination of “May affect, not likely to adversely affect” is
appropriate12 and no further consultation with the Service is necessary.
If project is for a new or expanding5 multi-slip facility and is located in Charlotte, Desoto, Flagler, Glades,
Hendry, Hillsborough, Levy, Manatee, Monroe (north of Craig Key), Pasco, or Pinellas County, further
consultation with the Service is necessary for “May affect, not likely to adversely affect” determinations.
If project is for repair or rehabilitation of a multi-slip facility and is located in an Important Manatee Area,
further consultation with the Service is necessary for “May affect, not likely to adversely affect”
determinations. If project is for repair or rehabilitation of a multi-slip facility and: (1) is not located in an
Important Manatee Area; (2) the number of slips is not increased; (3) the number of existing slips is not in
question; and (4) the improvements to the existing watercraft access structures do not allow increased
watercraft usage, the determination of “May affect, not likely to adversely affect” is appropriate12 and no
further consultation with the Service is necessary.
If project is a residential dock facility, shoreline stabilization, or dredging, the determination of “May
affect, not likely to adversely affect” is appropriate12 and no further consultation with the Service is
necessary. Note: For residential dock facilities located in a Warm Water Aggregation Area or in a No
Entry area, seasonal restrictions may apply. See footnote 4 below for maps showing restrictions.
If project is other than repair or rehabilitation of a multi-slip facility, a new5 multi-slip facility, residential
dock facility, shoreline stabilization, or dredging, and does not provide new5 access for watercraft or
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improve an existing access to allow increased watercraft usage, the determination of “May affect, not likely
to adversely affect” is appropriate12 and no further consultation with the Service is necessary.
1

On the St. Mary’s River, this key is only applicable to those areas that are within the geographical limits of the State of Florida.

2
All culverts 8 inches to 8 feet in diameter must be grated to prevent manatee entrapment. To effectively prevent manatee
access, grates must be permanently fixed, spaced a maximum of 8 inches apart (may be less for culverts smaller than 16 inches in
diameter) and may be installed diagonally, horizontally or vertically. For new culverts, grates must be attached prior to
installation of the culverts. Culverts less than 8 inches or greater than 8 feet in diameter are exempt from this requirement. If
new culverts and/or the maintenance or modification of existing culverts are grated as described above, the determination of
“May affect, not likely to adversely affect” is appropriate11 and no further consultation with the Service is necessary.
3

If the project proponent agrees to follow the standard manatee conditions for in-water work as well as any special conditions
appropriate for the proposed activity, further consultation with the Service is necessary for “May affect, not likely to adversely
affect” determinations. These special conditions may include, but are not limited to, the use of dedicated observers (see Glossary
for definition of dedicated observers), dredging during specific months (warm weather months vs cold weather months), dredging
during daylight hours only, adjusting the number of dredging days, does not preclude or discourage manatee egress/ingress with
turbidity curtains or other barriers that span the width of the waterway, etc.

4

Areas of Inadequate Protection (AIPs), Important Manatee Areas (IMAs), Warm Water Aggregation Areas (WWAAs) and No
Entry Areas are identified on these maps and defined in the Glossary for the purposes of this key. These maps can be viewed on
the Corps’ web page. If projects are located in a No Entry Area, special permits may be required from FWC in order to access
these areas (please refer to Chapter 68C-22 F.A.C. for boundaries; maps are also available at FWC’s web page).

5

New access for watercraft is the addition or improvement of structures such as, but not limited to, docks or piers, marinas, boat
ramps and associated trailer parking spaces, boat lifts, pilings, floats, floating docks, floating vessel platforms, (maintenance
dredging, residential boat lifts, pilings, floating docks, and floating vessel platforms installed in existing slips are not considered
new access), boat slips, dry storage, mooring buoys, new dredging, etc., that facilitates the addition of watercraft to, and/or
increases watercraft usage in, waters accessible to manatees. The repair or rehabilitation of any type of currently serviceable
watercraft access structure is not considered new access provided all of the following are met: (1) the number of slips is not
increased; (2) the number of existing slips is not in question; and (3) the improvements to the existing watercraft access structures
do not result in increased watercraft usage.

6

Projects proposed within the St. Johns River portion of Lake, Marion, and Seminole counties and contiguous with Volusia
County shall be evaluated using the Volusia County MPP.

7

For projects proposed within the following areas: the Peace River in DeSoto County; all areas north of Craig Key in Monroe
County, and the Anclote and Pithlachascotee Rivers in Pasco County, proceed to Couplet M. For all other locations in DeSoto,
Monroe (south of Craig Key) and Pasco Counties, proceed to couplet N.

8

Where the presence of the referenced vegetation is confirmed within the area affected by docks and other piling-supported
minor structures and the reviewer has concluded that the impacts to SAV, marsh or mangroves would not adversely affect the
manatee or its critical habitat, proceed to couplet O.
Where the presence of the referenced vegetation is confirmed within the area affected by docks and other piling-supported minor
structures and the reviewer has concluded that the impacts to SAV, marsh or mangroves would adversely affect the manatee or its
critical habitat, the applicant can elect to avoid/minimize impacts to that vegetation. In that instance, where impacts are
unavoidable and the applicant elects to abide by or employ construction techniques that exceed the criteria in the following
documents, the reviewer should conclude that the impacts to SAV, marsh or mangroves would not adversely affect the manatee
or its critical habitat and proceed to couplet O.
-

“Construction Guidelines in Florida for Minor Piling-Supported Structures Constructed in or over Submerged Aquatic
Vegetation (SAV), Marsh or Mangrove Habitat,” prepared jointly by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the National
Marine Fisheries Service (August 2001) [refer to the Corps’ web page], and

-

“Key for Construction Conditions for Docks or Other Minor Structures Constructed in or over Johnson’s seagrass
(Halophila johnsonii),” prepared jointly by the National Marine Fisheries Service and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
(October 2002), for those projects within the known range of Johnson’s seagrass occurrence (Sebastian Inlet to central
Biscayne Bay in the lagoon systems on the east coast of Florida) [refer to the Corps’ web page],
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Where the presence of the referenced vegetation is confirmed within the area affected by docks and other piling-supported minor
structures and the reviewer has concluded that the impacts to SAV, marsh or mangroves would adversely affect the manatee or its
critical habitat, and the applicant does not elect to follow the above Guidelines, the Corps will need to request formal consultation
on the manatee with the Service as May affect.
For activities other than docks and other piling-supported minor structures proposed in SAV, marsh, or mangroves (e.g., new
dredging, placement of riprap, bulkheads, etc.), if the reviewer determines the impacts to the SAV, marsh or mangroves will not
adversely affect the manatee or its critical habitat, proceed to couplet O, otherwise the Corps will need to request formal
consultation on the manatee with the Service as May affect.
9

See Glossary, under “is not likely to adversely affect.”

10

Federal reviewers, when making your effects determination, consider effects to manatee designated critical habitat pursuant to
section 7(a)(2) of the Endangered Species Act. State reviewers, when making your effects determination, consider effects to
manatee habitat within the entire State of Florida, pursuant to Chapter 370.12(2)(b) Florida Statutes.

11

See the Corps’ web page for manatee construction conditions. At this time, manatee construction precautions c and f are not
required in the following Florida counties: Bay, Escambia, Franklin, Gilchrist, Gulf, Jefferson, Lafayette, Okaloosa, Santa Rosa,
Suwannee, and Walton.
12

By letter dated April 25, 2013, the Corps received the Service’s concurrence with “May affect, not likely to adversely affect”
determinations made pursuant to this key for the following activities: (1) selected non-watercraft access projects; (2) watercraftaccess projects that are residential dock facilities, excluding those located in the Braden River AIP; (3) launching facilities solely
for kayaks and canoes, and (4) new or expanding multi-slip facilities located in Bay, Dixie, Escambia, Franklin, Gilchrist, Gulf,
Hernando, Jefferson, Lafayette, Monroe (south of Craig Key), Nassau, Okaloosa, Okeechobee, Santa Rosa, Suwannee, Taylor,
Wakulla or Walton County.
Additionally, in the same letter dated April 25, 2013, the Corps received the Service’s concurrence for “May affect, not likely to
adversely affect” determinations specifically made pursuant to Couplet G of the key for the repair or rehabilitation of currently
serviceable multi-slip watercraft access structures provided all of the following are met: (1) the project is not located in an IMA,
(2) the number of slips is not increased; (3) the number of existing slips is not in question; and (4) the improvements to the
existing watercraft access structures do not allow increased watercraft usage. Upon receipt of such a programmatic concurrence,
no further consultation with the Service for these projects is required.
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APPENDIX J
Wood Stork Foraging Habitat Assessment

WOOD STORK FORAGING HABITAT ASSESSMENT
1.0

INTRODUCTION

The Lee County Department of Transportation (LC) District One is conducting a Project,
Development and Environment (PD&E) study to evaluate the replacement of the Big Carlos Pass
Bridge (Estero Boulevard) in Lee County. The purpose of this PD&E study is to evaluate
engineering and environmental data and document information that will aid LC and the Florida
Department of Transportation (FDOT) Office of Environmental Management (OEM) in
determining the type, preliminary design, and location of the proposed roadway alignment. The
study was conducted in order to meet the requirements of the FDOT, the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA) and other related federal and state laws, rules and regulations.

2.0

WOOD STORK NESTING AND SUITABLE FORAGING HABITAT

The wood stork is primarily associated with freshwater and estuarine habitats that are used for
nesting, roosting, and foraging. Wood storks typically nest colonially in medium to tall trees that
occur in stands located in swamps or on islands surrounded by relatively broad expanses of open
water. Successful breeding sites are those that have limited human disturbance and low exposure
to land-based predators. Nesting sites protected from land-based predators are characterized as
areas surrounded by large expanses of open water or where the nest trees are inundated at the onset
of nesting and remain inundated throughout most of the breeding cycle.
In addition to limited human disturbance and land-based predation, successful nesting depends on
the availability of suitable foraging habitat. Because of their specialized feeding behavior, wood
storks forage most effectively in shallow-water areas with highly concentrated prey. Typical
foraging sites for the wood stork include freshwater marshes, depressions in cypress heads,
swamps, sloughs, managed impoundments, stock ponds, shallow-seasonally flooded roadside or
agricultural ditches, and narrow tidal creeks or shallow tidal pools. Suitable foraging habitat is
described as wetland or open water areas that are relatively calm, uncluttered by dense thickets of
aquatic vegetation and have a water depth between 5 and 15 inches. Preferred foraging habitat
includes wetlands exhibiting a mosaic of submerged and/or emergent aquatic vegetation, and
shallow, open-water areas subject to hydraulic regimes that exhibit short and long hydroperiods.
The vegetative component provides nursery habitat for small fish, frogs, and other aquatic prey,
and the shallow open-water areas provide sites for concentration of the prey during daily or
seasonal low water periods. In Lee County, suitable wetland and open water habitats within 18.6
miles of a wood stork nesting colony are considered Core Foraging Areas (CFA) by the USFWS.
The loss of wetland habitats, or wetland function, has been the primary cause of the wood stork
population decline in the United States. The alteration of wetlands and the manipulation of wetland
hydroperiods to suit human needs have also reduced the amount of available habitat to wood storks
and affected prey base availability. The altered hydrology of these systems has also enhanced the
invasion of these systems by exotic plant species. These exotic plants can produce a dense

1

understory and closed canopy, limiting suitability of these wetland systems to foraging by wood
storks, although a sufficient prey base may be present in the wetlands.
Four (4) variables are indicative of the necessities and functions of optimal or suitable foraging
habitat required by the wood stork:
1. Vegetation Density: the density of vegetation within habitats suitable for wood stork
foraging;
2. Wetland Hydroperiods: the hydroperiod of the wetland, which includes two (2)
subcomponents; (1) the fish density per hydro period; and (2) the fish biomass per
hydroperiod;
3. Prey Size Suitability: the suitability of prey size for the wood stork, which provides an
adjustment to the fish biomass per hydroperiod and is referenced hereafter as the “wood
stork suitability prey base”; and
4. Competition with other wading bird species: the likelihood that the wood stork is the
wading bird species that actually consumes the concentrated prey.

3.0

SUITABLE FORAGING HABITATS WITHIN THE PROJECT STUDY
AREA

The proposed project study area contains wood stork foraging habitat and is located within the
18.6 mile CFA of one (1) active wood stork nesting colony: Corkscrew. There are 4.53 acres of
wetlands and 0.57 acres of surface waters that could be utilized by the wood stork for foraging
within the project study area. These wetlands and surface waters were grouped by similar habitat
types and evaluated relative to exotic species density and hydro period.
Exotic Vegetation Density
Wood stork habitat quality can be adversely affected by the level of exotic species infestation
within wetlands and surface waters. The availability of the prey base for wood storks and other
foraging wading birds is reduced by the restriction of access caused from dense and thick exotic
vegetation. Table 1 provides the foraging suitability percentages used in the Wood Stork Biomass
Analysis.
Table 1 Exotic Vegetation Cover Percentage Foraging Suitability
PERCENTAGE OF EXOTIC VEGETATION

FORAGING SUITABILITY VALUE (PERCENT)

Between 0 and 25 Percent Exotics
Between 25 and 50 Percent Exotics
Between 50 and 75 Percent Exotics
Between 75 and 90 Percent Exotics
Between 90 and 100 Percent Exotics

100
64
37
3
0

2

Within the project study area, exotic plant species coverage within wetlands was characterized as
moderate. The wetland habitats within the Big Carlos Pass Bridge project study area vary in the
percentage of exotic vegetation. A Foraging Suitability Value of 100, 64, 37, and 0 were assigned
to the potential foraging habitat available to wood storks within the project study area.
Hydroperiod
Hydroperiod of the wetlands potentially affected by a project is an important consideration in
determining effects on wood stork foraging habitat due to the dependability of potential biomass
of forage (fish and crayfish) on hydroperiod. Wetlands and surface waters within the project study
area were grouped according to hydroperiod class.

4.0

IMPACTS

The proposed project includes the replacement of the existing structurally deficient Big Carlos
Pass Bridge (Bridge No. 120028) with a new high-level fixed bridge. The project will include all
work necessary to tie and transition the new high-level bridge back to the existing alignment along
Estero Boulevard. All construction will be conducted in a single, disruptive event, with the
associated permanent disturbance resulting in a loss of habitat currently available to the wood
stork. This section analyzes the impacts of the proposed project on the wood stork and wood stork
habitat.
For assessment purposes, the wood stork biomass analysis addresses the loss of wetland and
surface waters within each build alternative for the project. For the assessment of the preferred
alternative, 1.65 acres of wetlands and 0.01 acres of surface waters were analyzed.
The analysis and results determined that the preferred alternative will result in the net loss of 4.10
kg total (fish and crayfish) biomass. Of the 4.10 kg, 1.16 kg of total biomass are from short
hydroperiod wetlands and 2.94 kg of total biomass are from long hydroperiod wetlands. Table 2
presents the analysis of the impacts to wood stork foraging habitat resulting from the build
alternatives.

5.0

MITIGATION

Mitigation for the proposed project will provide adequate functional units of compensatory credits
for encroachment into USACE-regulated wetlands and surface waters. All impacts to wetlands
will be mitigated for within the CFA of one (1) or more of the affected rookeries or at a regional
mitigation bank that has been approved by the USFWS or pursuant to Section 373.4137, F.S. These
mitigation measures will include compensation for the loss of wood stork foraging habitat resulting
from construction of the project. Compensation for the loss of wetlands, as well as wood stork
habitat and foraging, will be provided at a state and federal approved mitigation bank. Mitigation
for the loss of foraging habitat will be of the same hydroperiod.

3

Table 2 Alignment Alternatives Wood Stork Foraging Analysis Summary
Wood Stork Foraging Analysis Summary - Total Biomass (including Crayfish and Fish)
Impact Area
crayfish
%
m^2
&
available
32.5%
Hydroperiods
Acres
F.S.V
m^2
exotics
suitable
fish
biomass
consum.
g/m^2
Class 3 (120-180 days)
0.61
0-25
1
2,468.59 2,468.59
1.32
3,258.54
1,059.03
Class 3 (120-180 days)
0.09
25-50
0.64
364.22
233.10
1.32
307.69
100.00
Class 4 (180-240 days)
0.94
0-25
1
3,804.06 3,804.06
2.34
8,901.50
2,892.99
Class 7 (330-365 days)
0.01
0-25
1
40.47
40.47
3.63
146.90
47.74
Total Short Hydroperiod
(Classes 1, 2, & 3)
0.70
2,832.81 2,701.69
3,566.23 1,159.03
Total Long Hydroperiod
(Classes 4, 5, 6, & 7)
0.95
3,844.53 3,844.53
9,048.40 2,940.73
Total
1.65
6,677.34 6,546.22
12,614.64 4,099.76
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Biomass
(kg)
1.06
0.10
2.89
0.05
1.16
2.94
4.10

6.0

SUMMARY

The preferred alternative will result in the direct loss of 1.65 acres of suitable wood stork foraging
areas. Wood stork foraging biomass productivity is calculated based on the hydroperiods class of
affected wetlands. A total of 0.70 acres of short hydroperiod wetlands will be impacted and 0.95
acres of long hydroperiod wetlands will be impacted (see Table 2). Analysis results concluded
that the preferred alternative will result in the net loss of 4.10 kg total (fish and crayfish) biomass.
Loss of potential wood stork foraging habitat attributable to the project will be offset by providing
the equivalent credits at a USFWS-approved mitigation bank.

5

6.0
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APPENDIX K
Standard Manatee Conditions for In-Water Work

STANDARD MANATEE CONDITIONS FOR IN-WATER WORK
2011
The permittee shall comply with the following conditions intended to protect manatees from direct project
effects:

a.

All personnel associated with the project shall be instructed about the presence of manatees and
manatee speed zones, and the need to avoid collisions with and injury to manatees. The
permittee shall advise all construction personnel that there are civil and criminal penalties for
harming, harassing, or killing manatees which are protected under the Marine Mammal Protection
Act, the Endangered Species Act, and the Florida Manatee Sanctuary Act.

b.

All vessels associated with the construction project shall operate at "Idle Speed/No Wake” at all
times while in the immediate area and while in water where the draft of the vessel provides less
than a four-foot clearance from the bottom. All vessels will follow routes of deep water whenever
possible.

c.

Siltation or turbidity barriers shall be made of material in which manatees cannot become
entangled, shall be properly secured, and shall be regularly monitored to avoid manatee
entanglement or entrapment. Barriers must not impede manatee movement.

d.

All on-site project personnel are responsible for observing water-related activities for the presence
of manatee(s). All in-water operations, including vessels, must be shutdown if a manatee(s)
comes within 50 feet of the operation. Activities will not resume until the manatee(s) has moved
beyond the 50-foot radius of the project operation, or until 30 minutes elapses if the manatee(s)
has not reappeared within 50 feet of the operation. Animals must not be herded away or harassed
into leaving.

e.

Any collision with or injury to a manatee shall be reported immediately to the Florida Fish and
Wildlife Conservation Commission (FWC) Hotline at 1-888-404-3922. Collision and/or injury
should also be reported to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in Jacksonville (1-904-731-3336) for
north Florida or Vero Beach (1-772-562-3909) for south Florida, and to FWC at
ImperiledSpecies@myFWC.com

f.

Temporary signs concerning manatees shall be posted prior to and during all in-water project
activities. All signs are to be removed by the permittee upon completion of the project. Temporary
signs that have already been approved for this use by the FWC must be used. One sign which
reads Caution: Boaters must be posted. A second sign measuring at least 8 ½” by 11" explaining
the requirements for “Idle Speed/No Wake” and the shut down of in-water operations must be
posted in a location prominently visible to all personnel engaged in water-related activities. These
signs can be viewed at MyFWC.com/manatee. Questions concerning these signs can be sent to
the email address listed above.

CAUTION: MANATEE HABITAT
All project vessels

IDLE SPEED / NO WAKE
When a manatee is within 50 feet of work
all in-water activities must

SHUT DOWN
Report any collision with or injury to a manatee:

Wildlife Alert:

1-888-404-FWCC (3922)
cell

* FWC or #FWC
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

Lee County is proposing to replace the Big Carlos Pass Bridge (Estero Blvd., CR 865) which spans the
Big Carlos Pass, connecting Estero Island with Black Island/Lovers Key State Park, in Lee County,
Florida (Figure 1, Project Location Map). Big Carlos Pass is a natural tidal inlet connecting Estero
Bay with the Gulf of Mexico. A marked navigation channel is located within the pass, but it is not part
of the federal channel of the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway.
Originally constructed in 1965, the Big Carlos Pass Bridge is a low-level, single leaf, bascule bridge,
which has come to the end of its design service life. Lee County, in coordination with the U.S. Coast
Guard (USCG), recommended replacement of the existing low-level bascule bridge with a high-level,
fixed bridge. The existing bridge will be demolished and removed (including pile bents and pier
foundations) once the new facility is placed into service.
The proposed bridge will consist of two 12-foot (ft.) travel lanes with two 7-ft. bicycle lanes, a 10-ft.
shared use path and a 6-ft sidewalk. The total width of the proposed bridge is 61’-8” and the overall
bridge length is 2,266’-0”. The proposed bridge will consist of thirteen (13) 161’-0” spans.
The navigable channel is proposed to be relocated to the east, 303’-0”, from the current position. A
fishing pier is also proposed to be constructed under, or south of, the proposed bridge, extending west
from Black Island/Lovers Key. The proposed fishing pier will extend approximately 300 feet west
into Big Carlos Pass, and be constructed of a cast-in-place deck, supported with precast, prestressed,
concrete piles. The proposed fishing pier will replace recreational opportunities and improve user
safety, by separating anglers from passing vehicular traffic.
The potential presence of seagrasses and coral within the project corridor was identified during the
Efficient Transportation Decision Making (ETDM) study (ETDM #14301). To comply with National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA) regulations on tidal wetlands and Essential Fish
Habitat (EFH), and to support the United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) and South Florida
Water Management District (SFWMD) permitting requirements, seagrass and estuarine resource
(coral) surveys were conducted in June and July 2019. The seagrass survey was undertaken to
determine the presence and extent of seagrass communities within the project study area, and to
determine the composition of identified communities. Additionally, the seagrass survey will be used
as a basis to quantify impacts, which may result from the project. Potential impacts to seagrass habitats
may occur as a result of direct pier foundation placement, anchor placement, excessive turbidity, or
other indirect factors. The estuarine resource survey was undertaken to characterize the fouling
community colonizing the existing pilings, which could potentially include stony and soft corals.
In an effort to gather information needed to determine the potential effect the project may have on
seagrasses and corals, Lee County conducted surveys in June and July 2019 in accordance with the
USACE and National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) Submerged Aquatic Vegetation Survey
Guidelines (NMFS 2001) and the FWC Recommended Survey Protocols for Estuarine and Marine
Submerged Aquatic Vegetation (SAV) Related to Permitting Applications (FWC 2011).
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Figure 1 Project Location Map
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2.0

METHODOLOGY

This section describes the methods used to collect and analyze data obtained during the seagrass
and estuarine resource surveys performed within the project study area. Prior to conducting the
field surveys, a desktop analysis was conducted, using geographic information system (GIS) data
and preliminary plans for the proposed bridge, channel realignment and fishing pier, as well as
other collateral resources. This preliminary analysis was conducted to determine the approximate
locations of any previously mapped seagrass beds or other benthic resources along the Big Carlos
Pass Bridge project corridor.
Using this analysis, a project study area (Figure 2, Project Study Area) was established. The
project study area includes the footprint of the existing bridge, and extends 200 feet south of the
bridge, focusing on the new southerly alignment of the proposed replacement structure. The study
area also includes an area 200 feet north of the existing bridge, west of the bascule section.
Additionally, the study area extends 600 feet north and south of the existing bridge where the
navigation channel realignment is proposed. No seagrass beds were identified within the project
study area during the desktop analysis.
Within the project study area, the existing bridge was established as a baseline for the seagrass
survey. Thirty-five (35) transects (see Figure 3, Transect Location Map) were established
perpendicular to the baseline, at 48-foot and 72-foot intervals, corresponding to the existing bridge
pile bent and pier locations (see Figure 3). Transects T28 though T34 were established north of
the bridge where the potential use of a temporary trestle may be necessary to facilitate construction
operations.
Nine (9) seagrass sampling stations (Stations 1 through 9) were spaced 25 feet apart along each of
the 200’ long transects (Transects T0-T10, T15-T23, and T28-T34). Transects T11 through T14
were 600 feet long and established south of the bridge in the area of the proposed channel
realignment. Transects T11 through T14 each had 17 seagrass sampling stations; Stations 1
through 9 were 25 feet apart, and Stations 10 through 17 were 50 feet apart. Thirteen (13) seagrass
sampling stations were spaced 50 feet apart along Transects T24 through T27, which were each
600’ long and located north of the existing bridge in the area proposed for the channel realignment.
Station 1 for each transect was established at the dripline of the existing bridge.
Transect and sampling station locations were identified in the field using fixed references and a
Trimble GeoXT 6000 Series GPS. Maps of transect and station locations were also prepared on
aerial bases to facilitate field investigations. Photographs were taken with a Nikon COOLPIX
AW120 waterproof digital camera with GPS. Photographic documentation is provided in
Attachments A and B.
Each transect was visually inspected for the presence of seagrasses. If seagrass was observed along
a transect, then replicated quadrat sampling was performed. Replicate sampling was conducted
with a one-meter square (1m2) PVC quadrat to collect data characterizing the submerged habitats
along that transect. These data included percent cover of seagrasses, by species, bare bottom, and
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attached rhizophytic algae. If no seagrasses or rhizophytic algae was observed, a general diver
inspection of the transect was performed. Additional data, including observation of vertebrates and
epi-benthic invertebrates, was also recorded.
Coordination was initiated with the NMFS (Attachment C) to determine the appropriate extent of
the estuarine resource (coral) survey needed to characterize the fouling community on the bridge
structure (pile bents and pier foundations). It was determined that sub-sampling of several pile
bents and pier foundations (Figure 3) should be undertaken to ascertain the potential for the
presence of significant estuarine resources, including stony and soft corals. Thirty-one (31) total
pilings in bents 7, 10, 28, and 29 and pier foundation 24, were inspected for the presence of coral
and other submerged resources and photographs were taken. Based on the results of this survey,
and subsequent coordination with NMFS, it was determined that survey conducted was sufficient
to determine if corals or other marine resources were present along the existing structure.
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Figure 2 Project Study Area
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Figure 3 Surveyed Locations Map
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3.0

RESULTS

The seagrass survey was conducted on June 20th and July 24th, 2019, and the estuarine resource
(coral) survey was conducted on July 24th, 2019. The skies were clear with light breezes,
occasional gusting winds, and no rain. Water clarity was poor and discolored by tannins and
suspended sediments. Visibility was approximately two (2) feet in any direction. The water clarity
did impede observations and data collection when transect depth was greater than 12 ft. In addition
to low visibility, strong currents impeded observations and data collection. As a result, only three
stations along each transect were visually observed. All surveys were conducted by qualified
biologists and in accordance with NMFS 2001 protocol.
Of the thirty-five (35) transects surveyed, seagrasses were documented along zero (0) transects.
Water depth ranged from three (3) ft. to greater than 17 ft. across all transects. For transects with
a depth greater than 12 ft., visibility was too poor to capture representative photos of the bottom
substrate. As a result, photographs were not taken for Transects T2, T3, T4, T5, T6, T7, T8, and
T34.
Seagrasses depend on light for photosynthesis and are found in shallow depths where light
penetration is sufficient to sustain photosynthetic processes. Additionally, strong currents in Big
Carlos Pass cause shifting sands, shoaling and seabed movement further contributing to reduced
probability of extant seagrass beds being present in the pass. No seagrasses were observed even in
the shallows of Big Carlos Pass. As a result, it was concluded that seagrasses were absent from the
study area, and absent from any transect with a depth greater than 12 ft.
The sea whip (Leptogorgia virgulata), a soft coral (Cnidaria; Alcyonacea; Gorgoniidae), was
documented growing attached to hard substrate (shell/rubble) on the sandy/shelly bottom at two
(2) transects (T18 and T23). The sea whip was the only coral species observed during the surveys.
No stony corals (Scleractinia) were observed during any survey. Drift macroalgae was
occasionally observed during the seagrass survey. Drift algae observed included: Acanthophora
specifera, Hypnea musciformis, Gracilaria tikvahiae, Gracilaria spp., and Laurencia intricata.
Representative photographs of each transect with a depth less than or equal to 12 ft can be found
in Attachment A. Table 1 summarizes the bottom substrate and fauna observed at each transect.
No corals were observed growing on pilings at any of the five (5) pile bents surveyed. The sea
whip was observed growing on Articulated Concrete Blocks (ACB) near the base of Pile Bent 7
(Transect 20). The ACB was previously installed as a scour countermeasure to protect the bridge
pilings from the erosive forces of the currents in the pass. The Florida stone crab was also observed
living in the spaces between adjacent blocks within the ACB system. Oysters, tunicates, and
barnacles were observed on all surveyed pilings. Fauna observed around the pile bents included
gray snapper, scaled sardines and Florida stone crabs. Representative photographs taken during
the survey of the pilings can be found in Attachment B. Table 2 summarizes the fauna observed
during both surveys.
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Transect
0
1
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Table 1: Seagrass Survey Results
Seagrass
Bottom Substrate
Fauna Observed
Observed
Sand and shell
Sand
Shell
Shell
Sand and shell
Sand and shell
Shell
Sand and shell
Shell
Sand and shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Sand
Sand and shell
Sand and shell
Sand and shell
Sand and shell
Sand and shell
Sand
Sand
Sand
Sand
Sand
Sand and shell

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

nine-armed sea star (Luidia senegalensis)

boring sponge (Cliona sp.)

sea whip (Leptogorgia virgulata)

nine-armed sea star, sea whip

keyhole sand dollar (Mellita quinquiesperforata)
keyhole sand dollar
keyhole sand dollar
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Table 2: Fauna Observed during the Seagrass and Estuarine Resource Surveys.
Common Name
Mammals
common bottlenose
dolphin
Birds
osprey
brown pelican
snowy egret
Fishes
gray snapper
lane snapper (juv.)
sheepshead
scaled sardine
threadfin herring
bay anchovy
juvenile fishes
Tunicates
sandy-skinned tunicate
leathery tunicate
white sea pork
Echinoderms
nine-armed sea star
keyhole sand dollar
Crustaceans
Florida stone crab
striped acorn barnacle
ivory acorn barnacle
Mollusks
periwinkle
Florida cross-barred
venus
eastern oyster
Bryozoans
brown bryozoan
Annelids
plumed worm
Cnidarians
sea whip
feather hydroid
Sponges
boring sponge

Scientific Name

Comments

Tursiops truncatus
Pandion haliaetus
Pelicanus occidentalis
Egretta thula
Lutjanus griseus
Lutjanus synagris
Archosargus probatocephalus
Harengula jaquana
Opisthonema oglinum
Anchoa mitchilli
unid.

common around bridge pilings
single observation near bridge pilings
occasional around bridge pilings
very common near bridge structure
occasionally in schools of Harengula
occasional near schools of Harengula

Molgula occidentalis
Styela plicata
Didemnum sp.

very common on pilings
occasional on pilings
occasional on pilings and ACB

Luidia senegalensis
Mellita quinquiesperforata

occasional on sand, near Mellita
common on shallow sandy shoals

Menippe mercenaria
Amphibalanus amphitrite
Balanus eburneus

occasional in spaces in ACB mat
very common on intertidal portion of pilings
occasional on intertidal portions of pilings

Echinolittorina sp.

occasional on pilings among barnacles

Chione elevata

common on bottom of Big Carlos Pass

Crassostrea virginica

common on intertidal portion of pilings

Bugula neritina

occasional on pilings; shallow subtidal zone

Diopatra cuprea

occasional in shallow sand

Leptogorgia virgulata
Pennaria disticha

occasional on ACB mat and shell, T20
occasional on bridge pilings and ACB mat

Cliona sp.

occasional on debris/shell along the bottom
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Attachment A
Seagrass Survey
Photographic Documentation
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Transect 0, typical sand and shell substrate.

Transect 1, typical sandy bottom conditions with nine-armed sea star
(Luidia senegalensis) observed.
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Transect 9, typical shell bottom conditions.

Transect 10, typical shelly substrate with feather hydroid (Pennaria
disticha) observed.
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Transect 11, typical sand and shell substrate.

Transect 11, area of the proposed realignment of the existing channel,
showing typical shell bottom conditions.
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Transect 12, typical shell bottom conditions.

Transect 12, area of the proposed realignment of the existing channel,
showing typical shell (Anadara sp.) bottom conditions.
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Transect 13, typical shell bottom conditions, Florida cross-barred
venus (Chione elevata) observed.

Transect 13, area of the proposed realignment of the existing channel,
showing typical shelly substrate.
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Transect 14, typical shelly bottom conditions, Florida cross-barred
venus (Chione elevata) observed.

Transect 14, area of the proposed realignment of the existing channel,
showing typical shell substrate.
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Transect 14, boring sponge (Cliona sp.) observed.

Transect 15, typical shell bottom conditions, Florida cross-barred
venus (Chione elevata) observed.
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Transect 16, typical shell bottom conditions.

Transect 17, typical shell bottom conditions, Florida cross-barred
venus (Chione elevata) observed.
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Transect 18, typical shell substrate, sea whip (Leptogorgia virgulata)
observed attached to shell.

Transect 19, Florida cross-barred venus (Chione elevata) observed.
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Transect 20, Florida cross-barred venus (Chione elevata) observed.

Transect 21, Florida cross-barred venus (Chione elevata) observed.
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Transect 22, typical sand bottom conditions.

Transect 23, typical shell bottom conditions.
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Transect 23, typical sand and shell bottom conditions, sea whip
(Leptogorgia virgulata) observed attached to shell.

Transect 23, nine-armed sea star (Luidia senegalensis) observed.
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Transect 24, typical shell bottom conditions.

Transect 25, typical shell bottom conditions.
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Transect 26, typical sand and shell bottom conditions.

Transect 27, typical sand and shell bottom conditions.
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Transect 28, typical sand bottom conditions, keyhole sand dollar
(Mellita quinquiesperforata) observed.

Transect 29, typical sand bottom conditions, keyhole sand dollar
(Mellita quinquiesperforata) observed.
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Transect 30, typical sand bottom conditions, keyhole sand dollar
(Mellita quinquiesperforata) observed.

Transect 31, typical sand substrate.
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Transect 32, typical sand substrate with nine-armed sea star (Luidia
senegalensis) observed.

Transect 33, typical sand and shell substrate.
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Attachment B
Estuarine Resource Survey
Photographic Documentation
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Bent 7, intertidal fouling community includes striped acorn barnacles
(Amphibalanus amphitrite) and eastern oysters.

Bent 7, typical piling at mid-depth; feather hydroid (Pennaria disticha)
observed.
30

Bent 7, typical piling at mid-depth; white sea pork (Didemnum sp.) and
gray snapper (Lutjanus griseus) observed.

Bent 7, sea whip (Leptogorgia virgulata) observed attached to shell near
base of piling.
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Bent 7, sea whip (Leptogorgia virgulata) observed attached to articulated
concrete block (ACB) scour protection between bents 7 and 8.

Bent 7, Florida stone crab (Menippe mercenaria) observed in space
between articulated concrete block (ACB) segments between
bents 7 and 8.
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Bent 7, white sea pork (Didemnum sp.) observed growing on articulated
concrete block (ACB) segments.

Bent 7, school of scaled sardines (Harengula jaguana) in mid-water near
bent 7.
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Bent 10, typical intertidal fouling community includes striped acorn
barnacles (Amphibalanus amphitrite) and eastern oysters
(Crassostrea virginica).

Bent 10, typical subtidal fouling community dominated by the sandyskinned tunicate (Molgula occidentalis).
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Bent 10, typical bottom conditions showing rubble and coarse shell near
bent 10.

Pier foundation 24, intertidal fouling community includes striped acorn
barnacles (Amphibalanus amphitrite) and eastern oysters
(Crassostrea virginica).
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Bent 28, typical intertidal fouling community includes striped acorn
barnacles, eastern oysters, and periwinkles (Echinolittorina sp.).

Bent 28, typical intertidal/shallow subtidal fouling community; the
striped acorn barnacle was common.
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Bent 29, the western limit of the survey of the fouling community on the
pilings. View is to the north.

Bent 29, typical subtidal fouling community; feather hydroid and sandyskinned tunicates observed.
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Bent 29, typical coarse shell hash observed near base of pilings;
observations of gray snapper (Lutjanus griseus) were common.

Bent 29, bottom of piling at shelly substrate; observations of gray
snapper (Lutjanus griseus) were common.
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Attachment C
Agency Correspondence
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

David Rydene - NOAA Federal <david.rydene@noaa.gov>
Tuesday, July 30, 2019 8:55 AM
Catie Neal
Nicole Selly
Re: Big Carlos Pass Bridge Replacement Seagrass/Coral Surveys

Hi Catie,
Per our phone conversation on 7/26/2019 and your email on 7/29/2019, NMFS is fine with the course of
action that was discussed. If you document the results of the bridge pile spot checks in the NRE we
should be good.
Thanks, Dave Rydene
On Mon, Jul 29, 2019 at 2:46 PM Catie Neal <Catie.Neal@kisingercampo.com> wrote:
Good afternoon Dave-

I am following up our phone conversation last week with an email. Per our phone conversation Friday,
26July2019, we completed a spot check of several existing pile bents on the Big Carlos Pass Bridge. The
piles contained only oysters, barnacles, and sea squirts for the most part. We have photo
documentation and will also document our results within the NRE and Environmental Document for
permitting. As discussed, we will not be doing any further surveys for corals as our spot check did not
warrant further examination. Please let me know if you have any further questions or comments.

Thank you,
Catie Neal

Catie Neal
Senior Environmental Scientist
Email: Catie.Neal@kisingercampo.com
Work: 813.871.5331
Cell: 678.485.9340
201 N. Franklin St. Suite 400, Tampa, FL 33602

From: David Rydene - NOAA Federal <david.rydene@noaa.gov>
Sent: Monday, July 1, 2019 9:49 AM
To: Catie Neal <Catie.Neal@kisingercampo.com>
Subject: Re: Big Carlos Pass Bridge Replacement Seagrass/Coral Surveys

Hi Catie,

I just left you a voicemail. Given the conditions at Big Carlos Pass my suggestion would be to due spot
checks of some of the piles using something along the lines of a video camera on a pole to see if there
is any indication of corals on them (maybe at slack tide). If you don't see any corals you can document
that and you are probably good with us at that point. If you do see corals, then you would need to do a
more thorough survey and we would all proceed from there to figure out what would need to be
done. I'll be around through Wednesday afternoon this week if you want to talk and I'll be in the office
all next week as well.

Thanks, Dave

On Fri, Jun 28, 2019 at 11:08 AM Catie Neal <Catie.Neal@kisingercampo.com> wrote:
Mr. Rydene,

I wanted to follow my voicemail with an email. We are about to begin the permitting process for the
Big Carlos Pass Bridge Replacement Project in Fort Myers Beach, Florida. We would like to throw
around some ideas about what will be expected for the coral surveys. We have completed the
seagrass surveys and there is no seagrass present in the vicinity of the existing or proposed bridge.
The current through that waterway is quite strong. Additionally, the boat traffic is high and there are
generally several people fishing off the bridge as well. To top all that off, the visibility in the water is
extremely poor. We are heading back out on the week of 22July2019 to check the bridge piles for

corals (we did find a few corals during the seagrass surveys). With the conditions the way they are we
are trying to determine what would be necessary to inspect. Do we need a detailed analysis of every
pile in the water or could we possibly do one representative pile per bent or possibly every 4th pile?
Something of the like. We would just like to get a feel for what would be required considering the
conditions of that particular area. There are 24 bents with anywhere from 6-10 piles per bent.

Please give me a call to discuss further. I will be in the office Tuesday and Wednesday next week.
However, I always have my cell phone on my when doing field work and should be able to return a call
relatively quickly when in the field. Thank you for your time.

Sincerely,
Catie Neal

Catie Neal
Senior Environmental Scientist
Email: Catie.Neal@kisingercampo.com
Work: 813.871.5331
Cell: 678.485.9340
201 N. Franklin St. Suite 400, Tampa, FL 33602

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTE: This communication may be privileged and confidential. It should not be disseminated to others. If
received in error, please immediately reply that you have received this communication in error and then delete it. Thank you.

-David Rydene, Ph.D.
Fish Biologist
National Marine Fisheries Service
Habitat Conservation Division
263 13th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33701
Office (727) 824-5379
Cell (813) 992-5730
Fax (727) 824-5300

-David Rydene, Ph.D.
Fish Biologist
National Marine Fisheries Service
Habitat Conservation Division
263 13th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33701
Office (727) 824-5379
Cell (813) 992-5730
Fax (727) 824-5300
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APPENDIX N
Uniform Mitigation Assessment Methodology Forms

PART I – Qualitative Description
(See Section 62-345.400, F.A.C.)
Site/Project Name

Application Number

Assessment Area Name or Number

Big Carlos Pass Bridge

612
Further classification (optional)

FLUCCs code

612

Impact or Mitigation Site?

E2FO3N / E2US2N

Basin/Watershed Name/Number

Affected Waterbody (Class)

Estero Bay / 25

Direct Impact

Assessment Area Size

1.00

Special Classification (i.e.OFW, AP, other local/state/federal designation of importance)

II

OFW, AP

Geographic relationship to and hydrologic connection with wetlands, other surface water, uplands
All of WL 1 and a small porition of WL 2 are classified as 612 (mangrove swamps) within the project study area. They are hydroloically connected
to Estero Bay Aquatic Preserve and the Gulf of Mexico.
Assessment area description
The forested portion of the wetlands are predonomantly black mangrove and white mangrove, cabbage palm, and seagrape with some glasswort
and Juncus sp . There is a non-forested area that is open and consists of areas of sparse groundcover with a few scattered shrubs. This portion
of the wetland consists of small mangroves, saltwort, Rhynocospora sp. and Eleocharis sp.
Significant nearby features

Uniqueness (considering the relative rarity in relation to the regional
landscape.)

Estero Bay Aquatic Preserve, Gulf of Mexico, Lovers Key State Park

Functions

This area is not unique.

Mitigation for previous permit/other historic use
Wildlife habitat, foraging habitat,
flood attenuation, water quality

N/A

Anticipated Wildlife Utilization Based on Literature Review (List of species Anticipated Utilization by Listed Species (List species, their legal
that are representative of the assessment area and reasonably expected to classification (E, T, SSC), type of use, and intensity of use of the
be found )
assessment area)

Wading birds, frogs, anoles, fish

Federally listed: Wood stork (T); State listed: little blue heron (T),
tricolored heron (T), Black Skimmer (T), American Oystercatcher (T),
Least Tern (T), Roseate spoonbill (T),

Observed Evidence of Wildlife Utilization (List species directly observed, or other signs such as tracks, droppings, casings, nests, etc.):

Ospreys flying over, osprey nest, swallow tailed kite, mourning dove, great egret, rabbit droppings.

Additional relevant factors:

WL 1 and 2 were previously connected as one wetland, prior to the consturction of Estero Blvd.

Assessment conducted by:

Assessment date(s):

Megan Rasmussen, Martin Horwitz

5/24/2019

Form 62-345.900(1), F.A.C. [ effective date 02-04-2004 ]

PART II – Quantification of Assessment Area (impact or mitigation)
(See Sections 62-345.500 and .600, F.A.C.)
Site/Project Name

Application Number

Assessment Area Name or Number

Big Carlos Pass Bridge
Impact or Mitigation

612
Assessment conducted by:

Direct Impact
Scoring Guidance
The scoring of each
indicator is based on what
would be suitable for the
type of wetland or surface
water assessed

Megan Rasmussen, Martin Horwitz
Optimal (10)

Condition is optimal and
fully supports
wetland/surface water
functions

.500(6)(a) Location and
Landscape Support

w/o pres or
current

with

7

0

.500(6)(b)Water Environment
(n/a for uplands)

Assessment date:

Moderate(7)
Condition is less than
optimal, but sufficient to
maintain most
wetland/surface water
functions

5/24/2019
Minimal (4)

Not Present (0)

Minimal level of support of
wetland/surface water
functions

Condition is insufficient to
provide wetland/surface
water functions

The AA is on a small island, surrounded by a residential roadway, urban built up areas, a state park, and directly
abuts the Estero Bay Aquatic Preserve. Urban areas include resorts and condos that have maintained landscaping
with nuisance/exotic species are present throughout. Wildlife access is limited by Estero Blvd, Estero Bay and the
Gulf of Mexico.

Currently, there is no water treatment from roadway runoff. Pollutants run off directly into the system through
surface water runoff. Mangroves are not tolerant of water quality degradation or alterations in hydrology, suggesting
the open mud flat areas (which histroically were forested) have undergone altered hydrology. Mangroves present
appear to be healthy. The system is classified as an OFW.

w/o pres or
current

with

6

0

.500(6)(c)Community structure

The system contains minimal exotic species, with native species showing generally good conditions however open
mud flat areas indicative of tree mortality from the construction of Estero Blvd. Land management practices that are
generally appropriate surrounding the assessment area.

1. Vegetation and/or
2. Benthic Community
w/o pres or
current

with

7

0

Score = sum of above scores/30 (if
uplands, divide by 20)

If preservation as mitigation,
Preservation adjustment factor =

current
or w/o pres

with

0.67

0

Adjusted mitigation delta =

If mitigation
Delta = [with-current]
-0.67

For impact assessment areas
FL = delta x acres = 0.67 X 1.00 ac =
0.67

For mitigation assessment areas

Time lag (t-factor) =
Risk factor =

Form 62-345.900(2), F.A.C. [effective date 02-04-2004]

RFG = delta/(t-factor x risk) =

PART I – Qualitative Description
(See Section 62-345.400, F.A.C.)
Site/Project Name

Application Number

Assessment Area Name or Number

Big Carlos Bridge

640
Further classification (optional)

FLUCCs code

640

Impact or Mitigation Site?

PEM1C

Basin/Watershed Name/Number

Affected Waterbody (Class)

Estero Bay / 25

Direct Impact

Assessment Area Size

0.64

Special Classification (i.e.OFW, AP, other local/state/federal designation of importance)

II

OFW, AP

Geographic relationship to and hydrologic connection with wetlands, other surface water, uplands
Part of WL 2 and all of WL 3 are included in FLUCFCS 640. They are hydroloically connected to Estero Bay Aquatic Preserve and the Gulf of
Mexico.
Assessment area description
The AA is the northwestern portion of WL 2. Vegetation is predonomantly bahia grass, crab grass and turkey tangle frog fruit. The area is regulalry
maintained and mowed, and collects roadside runoff from Estero Blvd.
Uniqueness (considering the relative rarity in relation to the regional
landscape.)

Significant nearby features

Estero Bay Aquatic Preserve, Gulf of Mexico, Loverys Key State Park

Functions

This area is not unique.

Mitigation for previous permit/other historic use
Wildlife habitat,
flood attenuation, water quality

N/A

Anticipated Wildlife Utilization Based on Literature Review (List of species Anticipated Utilization by Listed Species (List species, their legal
that are representative of the assessment area and reasonably expected to classification (E, T, SSC), type of use, and intensity of use of the
be found )
assessment area)

Wading birds, frogs, anoles, fish

Federally listed: Wood stork (T); State listed: little blue heron (T),
tricolored heron (T), Roseate spoonbill (T)

Observed Evidence of Wildlife Utilization (List species directly observed, or other signs such as tracks, droppings, casings, nests, etc.):

fiddler crabs, osprey, cardinal, bluejay, rabit droppings.

Additional relevant factors:

Assessment conducted by:

Assessment date(s):

Megan Rasmussen, Martin Horwitz

5/24/2019

Form 62-345.900(1), F.A.C. [ effective date 02-04-2004 ]

PART II – Quantification of Assessment Area (impact or mitigation)
(See Sections 62-345.500 and .600, F.A.C.)
Site/Project Name

Application Number

Assessment Area Name or Number

Big Carlos Bridge

640

Impact or Mitigation

Assessment conducted by:
Direct Impact

Scoring Guidance
The scoring of each
indicator is based on what
would be suitable for the
type of wetland or surface
water assessed

Megan Rasmussen, Martin Horwitz
Optimal (10)

Condition is optimal and
fully supports
wetland/surface water
functions

.500(6)(a) Location and
Landscape Support

w/o pres or
current

with

7

0

Assessment date:

Moderate(7)
Condition is less than
optimal, but sufficient to
maintain most
wetland/surface water
functions

5/24/2019
Minimal (4)

Not Present (0)

Minimal level of support of
wetland/surface water
functions

Condition is insufficient to
provide wetland/surface
water functions

The AA is on a small island, surrounded by a residential roadway, residential areas, a state park, and is
hyrdologically connected to the Estero Bay Aquatic Preserve. Residential areas contain maintained landscaping
and nuisance/exotic species are present throughout. Wildlife access is limited by Estero Bay and the Gulf of
Mexico, and nearby land uses.

.500(6)(b)Water Environment
(n/a for uplands)
Currently, there is no water treatment from roadway runoff. Pollutants run off directly into the system through
surface water runoff.

w/o pres or
current

with

6

0

.500(6)(c)Community structure

1. Vegetation and/or
2. Benthic Community

Vegetation was planted, does not support all wilflife species.

w/o pres or
current

with

5

0

Score = sum of above scores/30 (if
uplands, divide by 20)

If preservation as mitigation,
Preservation adjustment factor =

current
or w/o pres

with

0.60

0

Adjusted mitigation delta =

If mitigation
Delta = [with-current]
-0.60

For impact assessment areas
FL = delta x acres = 0.60 X 0.64 ac =
0.38

For mitigation assessment areas

Time lag (t-factor) =
Risk factor =

Form 62-345.900(2), F.A.C. [effective date 02-04-2004]

RFG = delta/(t-factor x risk) =

PART I – Qualitative Description
(See Section 62-345.400, F.A.C.)
Site/Project Name

Application Number

Assessment Area Name or Number

Big Carlos Pass Bridge

652
Further classification (optional)

FLUCCs code

652

Impact or Mitigation Site?

E2US2N

Basin/Watershed Name/Number

Affected Waterbody (Class)

Estero Bay / 25

Direct Impact

Assessment Area Size

0.01

Special Classification (i.e.OFW, AP, other local/state/federal designation of importance)

II

OFW, AP

Geographic relationship to and hydrologic connection with wetlands, other surface water, uplands
SW 1 and SW 1a are included in the FLUCFCS category 652 for the project study area. SW 1 and SW1a are shorelines of the Big Carlos Pass.
Assessment area description
The AA is the shorelines on of the Big Carlos Pass in Estero Bay. The surface water is part of an open water channel with a sandy bottom
substrate. There is seaweed present in the water and on the shore. The shoreline is flat and sandy except for on the western shoreline which is
forested. Vegetation present in the forested area includes sea grape, cabagge palm, beach naupaka and coinvine.
Uniqueness (considering the relative rarity in relation to the regional
landscape.)

Significant nearby features

Estero Bay Aquatic Preserve, The Gulf of Mexico, Lovers Key State Park

Functions

This area is unique.

Mitigation for previous permit/other historic use

Wildlife habitat, erosion control

N/A

Anticipated Wildlife Utilization Based on Literature Review (List of species Anticipated Utilization by Listed Species (List species, their legal
that are representative of the assessment area and reasonably expected to classification (E, T, SSC), type of use, and intensity of use of the
be found )
assessment area)

wading birds, shorebirds, crabs, fish

Federally listed: Smalltooth sawfish (E), Sea turtles (T & E), Manatee
(T), Piping plover (T), Wood stork (T); State listed: little blue heron
(T), tricolored heron (T), Black Skimmer (T), American Oystercatcher
(T), Least Tern (T), Roseate spoonbill (T), Snowy plover (T)

Observed Evidence of Wildlife Utilization (List species directly observed, or other signs such as tracks, droppings, casings, nests, etc.):

Active osprey nest and tricolored heron observed.

Additional relevant factors:

The forested section is inundated during high tides. People frequently use this shoreline for recreational purposes: fishing, swimming, etc.

Assessment conducted by:

Assessment date(s):

Megan Rasmussen, Martin Horwitz

5/24/2019

Form 62-345.900(1), F.A.C. [ effective date 02-04-2004 ]

PART II – Quantification of Assessment Area (impact or mitigation)
(See Sections 62-345.500 and .600, F.A.C.)
Site/Project Name

Application Number

Assessment Area Name or Number

Big Carlos Pass Bridge
Impact or Mitigation

652
Assessment conducted by:

Direct Impact
Scoring Guidance
The scoring of each
indicator is based on what
would be suitable for the
type of wetland or surface
water assessed

Megan Rasmussen, Martin Horwitz
Optimal (10)

Condition is optimal and
fully supports
wetland/surface water
functions

.500(6)(a) Location and
Landscape Support

w/o pres or
current

with

7

0

.500(6)(b)Water Environment
(n/a for uplands)

Assessment date:

Moderate(7)
Condition is less than
optimal, but sufficient to
maintain most
wetland/surface water
functions

5/24/2019
Minimal (4)

Not Present (0)

Minimal level of support of
wetland/surface water
functions

Condition is insufficient to
provide wetland/surface
water functions

The AA is surrounded near residental and urban areas to the north and undeveloped sandy beaches to the south.
Urban areas contain maintained landscaping and nuisance/exotic species are present throughout. Marine life
access is not limited. Terrestrial wildlife access is limited by the Gulf and the Bay. Nearby land uses minimize
accessibility. The area is heavily trafficked with boaters and recreational beach goers.

Currently there is no water treatment for roadway runoff. This waterbody is classified as an Outstanding Florida
Water and is not impaired by FDEP's Impaired water rule. No direct observation of water quality degradation.
Minimal presence of seagrasses suggests some degradation. High levels of mercury have been detected.

w/o pres or
current

with

7

0

.500(6)(c)Community structure

The system contains no vegeation on the shoreline, and no seagrasses in the nearshore waters. However,
seaweed is present in the neashore waters. Current bridge pilings may act as a structure for aquatic invertebrate to
use, and marine life to forage off of. The forested area is primarily native species.

1. Vegetation and/or
2. Benthic Community
w/o pres or
current

with

7

0

Score = sum of above scores/30 (if
uplands, divide by 20)

If preservation as mitigation,
Preservation adjustment factor =

current
or w/o pres

with

0.70

0

Adjusted mitigation delta =

If mitigation
Delta = [with-current]
-0.70

For impact assessment areas
FL = delta x acres = 0.7 X 0.01 ac =
0.01

For mitigation assessment areas

Time lag (t-factor) =
Risk factor =

Form 62-345.900(2), F.A.C. [effective date 02-04-2004]

RFG = delta/(t-factor x risk) =

PART I – Qualitative Description
(See Section 62-345.400, F.A.C.)
Site/Project Name

Application Number

Assessment Area Name or Number

Big Carlos Pass Bridge

541
Further classification (optional)

FLUCCs code

541
Basin/Watershed Name/Number

Impact or Mitigation Site?

E1UB2
Affected Waterbody (Class)

Estero Bay / 25

Direct Impact

Assessment Area Size

0.14

Special Classification (i.e.OFW, AP, other local/state/federal designation of importance)

II

OFW, AP

Geographic relationship to and hydrologic connection with wetlands, other surface water, uplands
FLUCFCS code 541 includes surface water 1b (SW 1b), Big Carlos Pass. SW 1b is hyrdoloically connected to Estero Bay Aquatic Preserve, the
Gulf of Mexico, WL1, WL2 and OSW1.
Assessment area description
The AA is the Big Carlos Pass in Estero Bay. The surface water is part of an open water channel with a sandy bottom substrate. There is seaweed
present in the water.
Uniqueness (considering the relative rarity in relation to the regional
landscape.)

Significant nearby features

Estero Bay Aquatic Preserve, The Gulf of Mexico, Lovers Key State Park

Functions

This area is unique.

Mitigation for previous permit/other historic use

Wildlife habitat, flood attenuation

N/A

Anticipated Wildlife Utilization Based on Literature Review (List of species Anticipated Utilization by Listed Species (List species, their legal
that are representative of the assessment area and reasonably expected to classification (E, T, SSC), type of use, and intensity of use of the
be found )
assessment area)

fish, sea turtles, manatees, osprey

Federally listed: Smalltooth sawfish (E), Sea turtles (T & E), Manatee
(T),

Observed Evidence of Wildlife Utilization (List species directly observed, or other signs such as tracks, droppings, casings, nests, etc.):

no wildlife observed

Additional relevant factors:

This area is heavily utilized by boaters and jet skiers.

Assessment conducted by:

Assessment date(s):

Megan Rasmussen, Martin Horwitz

5/24/2019

Form 62-345.900(1), F.A.C. [ effective date 02-04-2004 ]

PART II – Quantification of Assessment Area (impact or mitigation)
(See Sections 62-345.500 and .600, F.A.C.)
Site/Project Name

Application Number

Assessment Area Name or Number

Big Carlos Pass Bridge
Impact or Mitigation

541
Assessment conducted by:

Direct Impact
Scoring Guidance
The scoring of each
indicator is based on what
would be suitable for the
type of wetland or surface
water assessed

Megan Rasmussen, Martin Horwitz
Optimal (10)

Condition is optimal and
fully supports
wetland/surface water
functions

.500(6)(a) Location and
Landscape Support

w/o pres or
current

with

7

0

Assessment date:

Moderate(7)
Condition is less than
optimal, but sufficient to
maintain most
wetland/surface water
functions

5/24/2019
Minimal (4)

Not Present (0)

Minimal level of support of
wetland/surface water
functions

Condition is insufficient to
provide wetland/surface
water functions

The AA is surrounded by residental and urban areas to the west and a state park to the east. Urban areas contain
maintained landscaping and nuisance/exotic species are present throughout. Marine life access is not limited by
location. The area is heavily trafficked with boaters and recreational beach goers.

.500(6)(b)Water Environment
(n/a for uplands)
Currently there is no water treatment for roadway runoff. This waterbody is classified as an Outstanding Florida
Water and is not impaired by FDEP's Impaired water rule. High levels of mercury have been detected.

w/o pres or
current

with

7

0

.500(6)(c)Community structure

1. Vegetation and/or
2. Benthic Community

This system is open water with no vegetation. Current bridge pilings may be a strucutre that has been incorpoated
into the aquatic habitat for invertebrates to use and marine life to forage on.

w/o pres or
current

with

7

0

Score = sum of above scores/30 (if
uplands, divide by 20)

If preservation as mitigation,
Preservation adjustment factor =

current
or w/o pres

with

0.70

0

Adjusted mitigation delta =

If mitigation
Delta = [with-current]
-0.70

For impact assessment areas
FL = delta x acres = 0.7 X 0.14 ac =
0.10

For mitigation assessment areas

Time lag (t-factor) =
Risk factor =

Form 62-345.900(2), F.A.C. [effective date 02-04-2004]

RFG = delta/(t-factor x risk) =

PART I – Qualitative Description
(See Section 62-345.400, F.A.C.)
Site/Project Name

Application Number

Assessment Area Name or Number

Big Carlos Pass Bridge

510
Further classification (optional)

FLUCCs code

510
Basin/Watershed Name/Number

Estero Bay / 25

Impact or Mitigation Site?

PSS1F
Affected Waterbody (Class)

Direct Impact

Assessment Area Size

<0.01

Special Classification (i.e.OFW, AP, other local/state/federal designation of importance)

II

OFW, AP

Geographic relationship to and hydrologic connection with wetlands, other surface water, uplands
FLUCFCS 510 includes OSW 1, a roadside drainage ditch north of Estero Blvd, west of the Big Carlos Bridge. It is hyrdologically connected to
Estero Bay Aquatic Preserve.
Assessment area description
The assessment area is an exotic dominated roadside drainage ditch surrounded by residential communities, and drains to the Estero Bay Aquatic
Preserve. Vegetation consists of Brazilian pepper, seagrape, cabage palm, and wedelia.
Uniqueness (considering the relative rarity in relation to the regional
landscape.)

Significant nearby features

Estero Bay Aquatic Preserve, Gulf of Mexico, Lovers Key State Park

Functions

This area is not unique.

Mitigation for previous permit/other historic use

flood attenuation, water quality, widlife habitat

N/A

Anticipated Wildlife Utilization Based on Literature Review (List of species Anticipated Utilization by Listed Species (List species, their legal
that are representative of the assessment area and reasonably expected to classification (E, T, SSC), type of use, and intensity of use of the
be found )
assessment area)

frogs, anoles, songbirds, small fish, wading birds

Federally listed: Wood stork (T); State listed: little blue heron (T),
tricolored heron (T), Least Tern (T), Roseate spoonbill (T)

Observed Evidence of Wildlife Utilization (List species directly observed, or other signs such as tracks, droppings, casings, nests, etc.):

Gambia fish

Additional relevant factors:

Assessment conducted by:

Assessment date(s):

Megan Rasmussen, Martin Horwitz

5/24/2019

Form 62-345.900(1), F.A.C. [ effective date 02-04-2004 ]

PART II – Quantification of Assessment Area (impact or mitigation)
(See Sections 62-345.500 and .600, F.A.C.)
Site/Project Name

Application Number

Assessment Area Name or Number

Big Carlos Pass Bridge
Impact or Mitigation

510
Assessment conducted by:

Direct Impact
Scoring Guidance
The scoring of each
indicator is based on what
would be suitable for the
type of wetland or surface
water assessed

Assessment date:

Megan Rasmussen, Martin Horwitz
Optimal (10)

Condition is optimal and
fully supports
wetland/surface water
functions

Moderate(7)
Condition is less than
optimal, but sufficient to
maintain most
wetland/surface water
functions

5/24/2019
Minimal (4)

Not Present (0)

Minimal level of support of
wetland/surface water
functions

Condition is insufficient to
provide wetland/surface
water functions

.500(6)(a) Location and
Landscape Support
The AA is surrounded by a residential roadway and residential areas. Residential areas contain maintained
landscaping and nuisance/exotic species are present throughout. Wildlife access is limited by adjacent land-use.
w/o pres or
current

with

7

0

.500(6)(b)Water Environment
(n/a for uplands)
No water treatment from roadway runoff. Roadside concrete flumes convey runoff/pollutants directly into system
through culverts

w/o pres or
current

with

5

0

.500(6)(c)Community structure

1. Vegetation and/or
2. Benthic Community

The system contains severe invasive speices.

w/o pres or
current

with

4

0

Score = sum of above scores/30 (if
uplands, divide by 20)

If preservation as mitigation,
Preservation adjustment factor =

current
or w/o pres

with

0.53

0

Adjusted mitigation delta =

If mitigation
Delta = [with-current]
-0.53

For impact assessment areas
FL = delta x acres = 0.53X <0.01 ac =
<0.01

For mitigation assessment areas

Time lag (t-factor) =
Risk factor =

Form 62-345.900(2), F.A.C. [effective date 02-04-2004]

RFG = delta/(t-factor x risk) =

APPENDIX O
Sovereign Submerged Lands Easement Documentation

Big Carlos Bridge - State Lands (Easements)
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